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Executive Summary 

Problem 

A data gap exists about the potential opportunities where children will encounter 

Adventist doctrinal beliefs in an intentional, overt way across multiple organizations and 

curricula within the North American Division of Seventh-day Adventists (NAD). This study 

focuses on the delivery options for the 28 Fundamental Beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist 

church to children in grades 1-12.  

Methods 

Data was collected from several curricula including North American Division of 

Seventh-day Adventist’s 1-12 Encounter Bible, Elementary Science, Secondary By Design 

Science, Elementary Physical Education, and Secondary Health and Physical Education 

curricula, GraceLinks, PowerPoints, RealTime Faith, CornerStone Connections, and My Bible 

First Sabbath School curricula, Pathfinders spiritual development and honors curricula, and ten 

baptismal preparation resources from multiple Adventist publishers.  

Results 

A per/curriculum and consolidated Complex Curriculum Matrix Map was created with 

the 28 Fundamental Beliefs mapped to each resource. Indication of intentional, overt occurrences 

of a specific doctrine are indicated with a numeric value of 1 for the number of times each 

doctrine is presented within a specific curriculum on the tables. Each table has a code for origin 

of Fundamental Belief: F = found in curriculum, R = identified by researcher. Occurrences are 

indicated numerically but do not represent weight (time spent) on each topic in all curricula. The 

inequity of weight or time spent per topic is addressed in the introduction and methods sections 

of this research document, and within each curricula discussion.  

Results from this study show that Adventist children in grades 1-12 have opportunities to 

learn about all 28 Fundamental Beliefs of the Adventist denomination, increasing in potential 

exposure, when they attend Adventist schools grades 1-12, attend Sabbath School on a regular 

basis in an Adventist church which uses Adventist Sabbath School curricula, participate in 

Pathfinders on a regular basis, and prepare for baptism with a pastor according to the principles 

outlined in the Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual (GC, 2010). Of note, intentional, overt 

inclusion of one or more of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs in the Sabbath School curricula produced 

by the General Conference (GC) of Seventh-day Adventist’s Sabbath School department for 

children ages birth to young adult, does not currently or consistently exist across all levels. When 

Fundamental Beliefs are included in curricula, the presentation of Beliefs varies greatly. This 

study provides the first such mapping across multiple curricula. 

Conclusions 

The 28 Fundamental Beliefs are available in various formats across multiple curricula as 

evidenced in the Complex Curriculum Matrix Map and supported by multiple Adventist entities. 

The greatest opportunity for exposure to the 28 Fundamental Beliefs is for children enrolled 

consistently in Adventist education, grades 1-12. This provides an immersive experience for 

children to gain deep understanding and language to express the unique Adventist worldview in 

ways that only frequency and repetition can offer. For children not enrolled in Adventist 
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education, exposure to and participation in the 28 Fundamental Beliefs may be a weekly 

occurrence or inconsistent, dependent on numerous factors and the availability of Sabbath 

School curricula, Pathfinders, and structured Baptismal programs specific to geographic areas. 

These community-based programs offer wonderful nudges toward Christ within short timeframes 

each week but may or may not replicate the saturation that Adventist education offers.  

We should note that more than forty years after the creation and formalization of the 

Fundamental Beliefs by the Adventist denomination, this content has not become standard across 

multiple curricula, especially the spiritual development programs for children. However, balance 

is key. George Knight states, “the gospel of grace through faith in the sacrifice of Jesus Christ 

must always stand at the center” of the Adventist denomination (Knight, 2018, p. 72). He goes 

on to say, “Within this context a well thought-out and Biblically-based approach to the Adventist 

distinctive beliefs finds meaning. Outside of the gospel framework an emphasis on the distinctive 

beliefs leads to dissident sectarianism” (Knight, 2018, p. 72). This research identifies a gap for 

those working with children and youth across the North American Division.  

Recommendations 

More NAD research is needed related to the intentional efforts of discipleship of children 

grades 1-12 in the Seventh-day Adventist church. Within a discipleship model, more NAD 

research may be valuable in the following areas; the frequency of intentional or incidental 

encounters with the 28 Fundamental Beliefs; the impact of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs on 

decisions for church membership; the impact of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs on decisions for 

Christ and baptism; the impact of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs on decisions to attend Adventist 

education institutions; and retention of young people in the Adventist church once they become 

adults. It may be worth asking church leadership, educators, and parents, about the importance of 

including the 28 Fundamental Beliefs in curricula designed for children.  

In addition, throughout the corrective process of children’s and youth Sabbath School 

curricula by the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventist’s Sabbath School department, 

more attention may be given to intentional overt inclusion of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs within 

the presentation of Old and New Testament Bible stories and curriculum mapping. 

Developmental state of children across all ages should be considered when incorporating one or 

more of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs into curriculum.  

Additionally, if so desired by Pathfinder leadership, more intentionality of overt mapping 

to the Fundamental Beliefs could be done in the Pathfinder curriculum. While some exists, there 

is much potential for a stronger linkage between the 28 Fundamental Beliefs, Spiritual 

Development curriculum, and Honors curricula.  

Lastly, more research is needed on the impact of attending or working at other Adventist 

organizations, which have impact and influence on children and youth accepting Christ as their 

Saviour and joining the Adventist denomination. Further exploration may include the impact of 

attending or working at Adventist summer camps, participating in Bible or leadership retreats, 

weeks of prayer, serving in community or international missions, the impact of Sabbath sermons 

while attending church, and the impact of parents and family members on decisions for Christ, 

and decisions for Adventist denomination membership through baptism within the larger context 

of Discipleship, and specifically related to exposure to and impact of the 28 Fundamental 

Beliefs.  
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Holy Scriptures 23 9 11 5 9 7 7 2 1

Trinity 6 4 1 1 1 1

Father 41 12 18 18 3 39 7 8 1 1

Son 44 37 3 11 3 1 1

Holy Spirit 23 2 13 4 4 6 1 1

Creation 8 12 20 9 1 14 7 2 6 1 2 1

Nature of Humanity 35 2 28 6 5 9 1 1

The great controversy 31 27 2 10 33 1 1

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ 16 154 30 2 9 122 2 1

The experience of Salvation 42 53 9 15 20 1 1

Growing in Christ 56 9 10 18 2 89 12 12 18 7 8 1

The church 11 37 35 6 9 6 1 3 1

The Remnant and its mission 7 6 6 10 41 2 1

Unity in the body of Christ 9 53 5 3 1 1 1

Baptism 8 1 3 1 2 2 1

The Lord's supper 6 2 1 1 1 1

Spiritual gifts and ministry 8 39 7 10 2 1 1

The gift of prophecy 8 16 6 1 2 2 1

The law of God 18 6 4 6 10 2 1

The Sabbath 10 2 4 2 8 8 1 1

Stewardship 10 3 14 9 1 20 4 6 13 1 1 1

Christian behavior 58 6 18 18 19 63 14 3 17 1 2 1

Marriage and family 6 1 20 1 7 16 1 1 1

Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary 5 5 1 4 5 7 1 1 1

The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 10 4 4 1 6 3 1 1

Death, the state of the dead, and resurrection 5 5 1 4 2 1 1

The millennium and the end of sin 3 3 1 3 1 1

The new earth 3 4 2 4 1 1

F - found in curriculum R - Research identified F F F F F R F F F R F + R R F
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Introduction, Background, and Rationale for Study 

This exploratory study addresses a data gap specific to the potential opportunities where 

Adventist children encounter Adventist doctrinal beliefs in an intentional, overt way across 

multiple curricula and programs within the North American Division of Seventh-day Adventist 

(NAD) denomination. This research focuses in on the current delivery options of the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist church to children in Grades 1-12.  

The rational for the study was based on increasing curiosity and concern of the NAD 

executive administration about the intentionality of current Adventist programs and structures 

and how they impact Adventist children, especially their opportunities to encounter the unique 

Adventist worldview, specifically the 28 Fundamental Beliefs of the denomination. The richness 

of the Adventist belief system may or may not be getting lost in a world where access to 

information, and worldly influence are more prevalent than ever. The cost of Adventist education 

(Grades 1-12) may be prohibitive to many families who then opt for free public education for 

their children, potentially forfeiting the opportunity for frequent, repeated encounters with the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs of the Adventist denomination. In turn, this may create less opportunity for 

considering the unique Adventist worldview when making life decisions that come with 

maturation. The study explores multiple curricula specific to the inclusion of the 28 Fundamental 

Beliefs, biblical foundations, Bible emphasis, Adventist doctrines and principles, inclusion of 

Spirit of Prophecy, and the use of the Seventh-day Adventist Commentary.  

Education philosophy and pedagogy are presented including education standards, 

teaching and learning methods and frameworks, philosophical underpinnings or overarching 

principles, intentional discipleship efforts, overt inclusion of opportunity for decisions for Christ, 

and developmental stage appropriateness related to layout, design, and age appropriateness of 

content and delivery methods where provided and applicable. Consultation with scholarly 

Adventist institutions such as the Biblical Research Institute, the GeoScience Institute, Seventh-

day Adventist Theological Seminary, and university professors is indicated where applicable.  

Data was collected from several curricula including North American Division of 

Seventh-day Adventist’s K-12 Encounter Bible, Elementary Science, Secondary By Design 

Science, Elementary Physical Education, and Secondary Health and Physical Education 

curricula; from Sabbath School curricula including GraceLinks, PowerPoints, RealTime Faith, 

CornerStone Connections, and My Bible First; from the Pathfinders’ Spiritual Development and 

Honors curricula, and from ten baptism preparation resources from multiple Adventist 

publishers.  

The curriculum maps are presented in two ways; within the narrative of each curricula, 

specific to each curriculum, and in a Curriculum Matrix Map, which presents all curricula 

reviewed side by side and color coded according to the weighting criteria explained in the 

methods section of the report. The origin of Fundamental Belief information is presented on each 

curriculum map and on the complex curriculum matrix map using the following coding: F = 

belief presented within the curriculum, R = belief identified by the researcher. Presentation of 

where the 28 Fundamental Beliefs can be found does not determine the frequency of encounters 

with children of Adventist families.  

What remains elusive is the tracking, intentionality, and frequency of exposure and 

opportunity for children to encounter the 28 Fundamental Beliefs. The factors influencing these 

are not presented in this study. Factors may include but are not limited to finances, geographic 
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area opportunities for access to organized Adventist programs, desire to attend Adventist 

programs, family support, and facilitation to maximize Adventist program teaching and learning. 

This data gap will require additional research.  

Statement of the Problem 

The study of discipleship of Adventist children and youth is complex and longitudinal, 

occurring intentionally or incidentally. Integrated mapping of discipleship efforts within the 

Adventist denomination specific to the spiritual development of Adventist children and youth is 

needed.  

Within this environment, there is a current data gap of the potential opportunities where 

children encounter Adventist doctrinal beliefs in an intentional way across multiple curricula 

within the North American Division of Seventh-day Adventists. This study focuses the delivery 

options for the 28 Fundamental Beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist church to children in 

Grades 1-12.  

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to discover the availability of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs 

in various formats across multiple curricula and programs, supported by multiple Adventist 

entities to children Grades 1-12.  

Significance and Importance of Study  

This study is significant for determining where children in Grades 1-12 (and where 

indicated, birth to Grade 12) interact with the uniquely Adventist worldview as outlined in the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs. This project is one prong of a larger consideration of the discipleship of 

Adventist children on their journey to developing a fulfilling relationship with Jesus Christ. This 

research presents the realities of where children have opportunities to encounter the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs. In addition, this research may affect future studies specific to the frequency 

of intentional or accidental encounters with the 28 Fundamental Beliefs, the impact of the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs on decisions for church membership, the impact of the 28 Fundamental 

Beliefs on decisions for Christ and baptism, the impact of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs on 

decisions to attend Adventist educational institutions, and retention of young people in the 

Adventist church once they become adults.  

This research may also lead to future studies regarding the impact of attending or 

working at Adventist summer camps; participating in Bible study, leadership retreats, or weeks 

of prayer; serving in community or international missions; the impact of Sabbath sermons; and 

the impact of parents and family members on decisions for Christ. Additionally, this research 

presents information about potential influences on children’s decisions for Adventist 

denomination membership through baptism.  

Lastly, this study may influence the corrections taking place by the General Conference 

Sabbath School department on the children’s Sabbath School curriculum, with the goal of an 

increased focus on inclusion of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs across the curricula in an overt, 

consistent way for the benefit of teachers, parents, and children.  
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Key Terms 

28 Fundamental Beliefs: these beliefs constitute the Adventist church’s understanding 

and expression of the teaching of Scripture (General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists (GC) 

[Secretariat], (2010). 

Curriculum/Curricula: a course or multiple courses of study within one or more 

educational institutions or entities.  

Curriculum philosophy: the design or goals, intentional or unintentional, of the 

authors/educators/designers who developed the curriculum.  

Kaizen learning: a learning approach integrating teamwork, personal discipline, positive 

morale, quality circles, and feedback for personal growth and improvement in a community of 

learners (Kaizen Learning, 2020).  

Lessons: one topic presented in a timeframe from 1-20+ hours, or 1 topic/lesson.  

Numeric: a number (potential range from 1-100) assigned to each occurrence.  

Occurrence: the number of times a specific Fundamental Belief is presented within a 

given curriculum.  

Units: a combination of two or more lessons/topics/Bible stories in clusters of similar 

information presented together extending over a specific timeframe/quarter/semester/school year 

within a specific curriculum.  

Weight: the time spent on a topic within a specific curriculum. This may include the 

following categories as color coded within curriculum maps; Blue: a range of 1-20+ hours, 

Green: equal time spent as 1 topic/1lesson, Orange: underpinning or foundational concepts of a 

curriculum unquantifiable in terms of time spent (see methods section for expanded 

descriptions).  

The 28 Fundamental Beliefs 

The Seventh-day Adventist denomination accepts the Bible as the only creed to live by. 

The 28 Fundamental Beliefs of the Adventist denomination constitute the church’s 

understanding and expression of the teachings in Scripture. Revisions to these beliefs may 

happen when the church body is led by the Holy Spirit to fuller understanding of Biblical truth 

and/or clearer language in which to express truth (General Conference of Seventh-day 

Adventists, 2010). The 28 Fundamental Beliefs appear in the Bible as overt events, places, or 

persons, as stories illustrating desired behavior, or as complex Biblical teachings extending over 

time and several books of the Bible, sometimes moving from the Old to New Testament, and 

requiring advanced theological understanding in order to put the pieces together.  

All 28 Fundamental Beliefs are not equal in simplicity, complexity, or weight (time spent 

on the topic). Identifying where one or more Fundamental Belief was found in curricula designed 

for children or youth was challenging and dependent on which Belief was being considered. This 

may contribute to the complexities of integrating all 28 Fundamental Beliefs into curricula meant 

for children and youth. For the purposes of this study, Fundamental Beliefs are considered in 

three general categories:  

Events/Items/Places/People:  
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 1 Holy Scriptures 

 2 Trinity 

 3 Father 

 4 Son 

 5 Holy Spirit 

 6 Creation 

 9 Life, death, resurrection of Christ 

 12 The church 

 15 Baptism 

 16 The Lord’s supper 

 18 The gift of prophecy 

 19 The law of God 

 20 The Sabbath 

 23 Marriage and family 

 25 The second coming of Christ 

 26 Death and resurrection 

 27 The millennium and the end of sin 

 28 The new earth 

Behaviors:  

 17 Spiritual gifts and ministries 

 21 Stewardship 

 22 Christian behavior  

Complex biblical truths extending over time and/or Bible books:  

 7 Nature of man 

 8 The great controversy 

 10  Experience of salvation  

 11 Growing in Christ  

 13 Remnant and its mission  

 14 Unity in the body of Christ  

 24 Christ’s ministry in the heavenly sanctuary  

The Fundamental Beliefs in the third category may be under-represented in the 

curriculum maps as found by the researcher, as these complex Biblical truths exist in multiple 

places within the Bible, extending across Bible books/stories from the Old to New Testament. To 
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make sense to the learner, multiple stories and Biblical narratives need to be tethered together in 

a way that correctly represents each complex Fundamental Belief. This effort was beyond the 

biblical knowledge of this author nor overtly reflected in many of the Sabbath School curricula; 

thus, it was not part of this study. 

The 28 Fundamental Beliefs are presented below in their entirety (General Conference, 

2020):  

1. The Holy Scriptures 

The Holy Scriptures, Old and New Testaments, are the written Word of 

God, given by divine inspiration. The inspired authors spoke and wrote as they 

were moved by the Holy Spirit. In this Word, God has committed to humanity the 

knowledge necessary for salvation. The Holy Scriptures are the supreme, 

authoritative, and the infallible revelation of His will. They are the standard of 

character, the test of experience, the definitive revealer of doctrines, and the 

trustworthy record of God’s acts in history. (Ps. 119:105; Prov. 30:5, 6; Isa. 8:20; 

John 17:17; 1 Thess. 2:13; 2 Tim. 3:16, 17; Heb. 4:12; 2 Peter 1:20, 21.) 

2. The Trinity 

There is one God: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, a unity of three coeternal 

Persons. God is immortal, all-powerful, all-knowing, above all, and ever present. 

He is infinite and beyond human comprehension yet known through His self-

revelation. God, who is love, is forever worthy of worship, adoration, and service 

by the whole creation. (Gen. 1:26; Deut. 6:4; Isa. 6:8; Matt. 28:19; John 3:16 2 

Cor. 1:21, 22; 13:14; Eph. 4:4-6; 1 Peter 1:2.) 

3. The Father 

God the eternal Father is the Creator, Source, Sustainer, and Sovereign of 

all creation. He is just and holy, merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and 

abounding in steadfast love and faithfulness. The qualities and powers exhibited 

in the Son and the Holy Spirit are also those of the Father. (Gen. 1:1; Deut. 4:35; 

Ps. 110:1, 4; John 3:16; 14:9; 1 Cor. 15:28; 1 Tim. 1:17; 1 John 4:8; Rev. 4:11.) 

4. The Son 

God the eternal Son became incarnate in Jesus Christ. Through Him all 

things were created, the character of God is revealed, the salvation of humanity is 

accomplished, and the world is judged. Forever truly God, He became also truly 

human, Jesus the Christ. He was conceived of the Holy Spirit and born of the 

virgin Mary. He lived and experienced temptation as a human being, but perfectly 

exemplified the righteousness and love of God. By His miracles He manifested 

God’s power and was attested as God’s promised Messiah. He suffered and died 

voluntarily on the cross for our sins and in our place, was raised from the dead, 

and ascended to heaven to minister in the heavenly sanctuary in our behalf. He 

will come again in glory for the final deliverance of His people and the restoration 

of all things. (Isa. 53:4-6; Dan. 9:25-27; Luke 1:35; John 1:1-3, 14; 5:22; 10:30; 
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14:1-3, 9, 13; Rom. 6:23; 1 Cor. 15:3, 4; 2 Cor. 3:18; 5:17-19; Phil. 2:5-11; Col. 

1:15-19; Heb. 2:9-18; 8:1, 2.) 

5. The Holy Spirit 

God the eternal Spirit was active with the Father and the Son in Creation, 

incarnation, and redemption. He is as much a person as are the Father and the 

Son. He inspired the writers of Scripture. He filled Christ’s life with power. He 

draws and convicts human beings; and those who respond He renews and 

transforms into the image of God. Sent by the Father and the Son to be always 

with His children, He extends spiritual gifts to the church, empowers it to bear 

witness to Christ, and in harmony with the Scriptures leads it into all truth. (Gen. 

1:1, 2; 2 Sam. 23:2; Ps. 51:11; Isa. 61:1; Luke 1:35; 4:18; John 14:16-18, 26; 

15:26; 16:7-13; Acts 1:8; 5:3; 10:38; Rom. 5:5; 1 Cor. 12:7-11; 2 Cor. 3:18; 2 

Peter 1:21.) 

6. Creation 

God has revealed in Scripture the authentic and historical account of His 

creative activity. He created the universe, and in a recent six-day creation the 

Lord made “the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them” and rested 

on the seventh day. Thus, He established the Sabbath as a perpetual memorial of 

the work He performed and completed during six literal days that together with 

the Sabbath constituted the same unit of time that we call a week today. The first 

man and woman were made in the image of God as the crowning work of 

Creation, given dominion over the world, and charged with responsibility to care 

for it. When the world was finished it was “very good,” declaring the glory of 

God. (Gen. 1-2; 5; 11; Exod. 20:8-11; Ps. 19:1-6; 33:6, 9; 104; Isa. 45:12, 18; 

Acts 17:24; Col. 1:16; Heb. 1:2; 11:3; Rev. 10:6; 14:7.) 

7. The Nature of Humanity 

Man and woman were made in the image of God with individuality, the 

power and freedom to think and to do. Though created free beings, each is an 

indivisible unity of body, mind, and spirit, dependent upon God for life and breath 

and all else. When our first parents disobeyed God, they denied their dependence 

upon Him and fell from their high position. The image of God in them was 

marred and they became subject to death. Their descendants share this fallen 

nature and its consequences. They are born with weaknesses and tendencies to 

evil. But God in Christ reconciled the world to Himself and by His Spirit restores 

in penitent mortals the image of their Maker. Created for the glory of God, they 

are called to love Him and one another, and to care for their environment. (Gen. 

1:26-28; 2:7, 15; 3; Ps. 8:4-8; 51:5, 10; 58:3; Jer. 17:9; Acts 17:24-28; Rom. 5:12-

17; 2 Cor. 5:19, 20; Eph. 2:3; 1 Thess. 5:23; 1 John 3:4; 4:7, 8, 11, 20.) 

8. The Great Controversy 
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All humanity is now involved in a great controversy between Christ and 

Satan regarding the character of God, His law, and His sovereignty over the 

universe. This conflict originated in heaven when a created being, endowed with 

freedom of choice, in self-exaltation became Satan, God’s adversary, and led into 

rebellion a portion of the angels. He introduced the spirit of rebellion into this 

world when he led Adam and Eve into sin. This human sin resulted in the 

distortion of the image of God in humanity, the disordering of the created world, 

and its eventual devastation at the time of the global flood, as presented in the 

historical account of Genesis 1-11. Observed by the whole creation, this world 

became the arena of the universal conflict, out of which the God of love will 

ultimately be vindicated. To assist His people in this controversy, Christ sends the 

Holy Spirit and the loyal angels to guide, protect, and sustain them in the way of 

salvation. (Gen. 3; 6-8; Job 1:6-12; Isa. 14:12-14; Ezek. 28:12-18; Rom. 1:19-32; 

3:4; 5:12-21; 8:19-22; 1 Cor. 4:9; Heb. 1:14; 1 Peter 5:8; 2 Peter 3:6; Rev. 12:4-

9.) 

9. The Life, Death, and Resurrection of Christ 

In Christ’s life of perfect obedience to God’s will, His suffering, death, 

and resurrection, God provided the only means of atonement for human sin, so 

that those who by faith accept this atonement may have eternal life, and the whole 

creation may better understand the infinite and holy love of the Creator. This 

perfect atonement vindicates the righteousness of God’s law and the graciousness 

of His character; for it both condemns our sin and provides for our forgiveness. 

The death of Christ is substitutionary and expiatory, reconciling and transforming. 

The bodily resurrection of Christ proclaims God’s triumph over the forces of evil, 

and for those who accept the atonement assures their final victory over sin and 

death. It declares the Lordship of Jesus Christ, before whom every knee in heaven 

and on earth will bow. (Gen. 3:15; Ps. 22:1; Isa. 53; John 3:16; 14:30; Rom. 1:4; 

3:25; 4:25; 8:3, 4; 1 Cor. 15:3, 4, 20-22; 2 Cor. 5:14, 15, 19-21; Phil. 2:6-11; Col. 

2:15; 1 Peter 2:21, 22; 1 John 2:2; 4:10.) 

10. The Experience of Salvation 

In infinite love and mercy God made Christ, who knew no sin, to be sin 

for us, so that in Him we might be made the righteousness of God. Led by the 

Holy Spirit we sense our need, acknowledge our sinfulness, repent of our 

transgressions, and exercise faith in Jesus as Saviour and Lord, Substitute and 

Example. This saving faith comes through the divine power of the Word and is 

the gift of God’s grace. Through Christ we are justified, adopted as God’s sons 

and daughters, and delivered from the lordship of sin. Through the Spirit we are 

born again and sanctified; the Spirit renews our minds, writes God’s law of love 

in our hearts, and we are given the power to live a holy life. Abiding in Him we 

become partakers of the divine nature and have the assurance of salvation now 

and in the judgment. (Gen. 3:15; Isa. 45:22; 53; Jer. 31:31-34; Ezek. 33:11; 36:25-

27; Hab. 2:4; Mark 9:23, 24; John 3:3-8, 16; 16:8; Rom. 3:21-26; 8:1-4, 14-17; 

5:6-10; 10:17; 12:2; 2 Cor. 5:17-21; Gal. 1:4; 3:13, 14, 26; 4:4-7; Eph. 2:4-10; 
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Col. 1:13, 14; Titus 3:3-7; Heb. 8:7-12; 1 Peter 1:23; 2:21, 22; 2 Peter 1:3, 4; Rev. 

13:8.) 

11. Growing in Christ 

By His death on the cross Jesus triumphed over the forces of evil. He who 

subjugated the demonic spirits during His earthly ministry has broken their power 

and made certain their ultimate doom. Jesus’ victory gives us victory over the evil 

forces that still seek to control us, as we walk with Him in peace, joy, and 

assurance of His love. Now the Holy Spirit dwells within us and empowers us. 

Continually committed to Jesus as our Saviour and Lord, we are set free from the 

burden of our past deeds. No longer do we live in the darkness, fear of evil 

powers, ignorance, and meaninglessness of our former way of life. In this new 

freedom in Jesus, we are called to grow into the likeness of His character, 

communing with Him daily in prayer, feeding on His Word, meditating on it and 

on His providence, singing His praises, gathering together for worship, and 

participating in the mission of the Church. We are also called to follow Christ’s 

example by compassionately ministering to the physical, mental, social, 

emotional, and spiritual needs of humanity. As we give ourselves in loving 

service to those around us and in witnessing to His salvation, His constant 

presence with us through the Spirit transforms every moment and every task into 

a spiritual experience. (1 Chron. 29:11; Ps. 1:1, 2; 23:4; 77:11, 12; Matt. 20:25-

28; 25:31-46; Luke 10:17-20; John 20:21; Rom. 8:38, 39; 2 Cor. 3:17, 18; Gal. 

5:22-25; Eph. 5:19, 20; 6:12-18; Phil. 3:7-14; Col. 1:13, 14; 2:6, 14, 15; 1 Thess. 

5:16-18, 23; Heb. 10:25; James 1:27; 2 Peter 2:9; 3:18; 1 John 4:4.) 

12. The Church 

The church is the community of believers who confess Jesus Christ as 

Lord and Saviour. In continuity with the people of God in Old Testament times, 

we are called out from the world; and we join together for worship, for 

fellowship, for instruction in the Word, for the celebration of the Lord’s Supper, 

for service to humanity, and for the worldwide proclamation of the gospel. The 

church derives its authority from Christ, who is the incarnate Word revealed in the 

Scriptures. The church is God’s family; adopted by Him as children, its members 

live on the basis of the new covenant. The church is the body of Christ, a 

community of faith of which Christ Himself is the Head. The church is the bride 

for whom Christ died that He might sanctify and cleanse her. At His return in 

triumph, He will present her to Himself a glorious church, the faithful of all the 

ages, the purchase of His blood, not having spot or wrinkle, but holy and without 

blemish. (Gen. 12:1-3; Exod. 19:3-7; Matt. 16:13-20; 18:18; 28:19, 20; Acts 2:38-

42; 7:38; 1 Cor. 1:2; Eph. 1:22, 23; 2:19-22; 3:8-11; 5:23-27; Col. 1:17, 18; 1 

Peter 2:9.) 

13. The Remnant and Its Mission 
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The universal church is composed of all who truly believe in Christ, but in 

the last days, a time of widespread apostasy, a remnant has been called out to 

keep the commandments of God and the faith of Jesus. This remnant announces 

the arrival of the judgment hour, proclaims salvation through Christ, and heralds 

the approach of His second advent. This proclamation is symbolized by the three 

angels of Revelation 14; it coincides with the work of judgment in heaven and 

results in a work of repentance and reform on earth. Every believer is called to 

have a personal part in this worldwide witness. (Dan. 7:9-14; Isa. 1:9; 11:11; Jer. 

23:3; Mic. 2:12; 2 Cor. 5:10; 1 Peter 1:16-19; 4:17; 2 Peter 3:10-14; Jude 3, 14; 

Rev. 12:17; 14:6-12; 18:1-4.) 

14. Unity in the Body of Christ 

The church is one body with many members, called from every nation, 

kindred, tongue, and people. In Christ we are a new creation; distinctions of race, 

culture, learning, and nationality, and differences between high and low, rich and 

poor, male and female, must not be divisive among us. We are all equal in Christ, 

who by one Spirit has bonded us into one fellowship with Him and with one 

another; we are to serve and be served without partiality or reservation. Through 

the revelation of Jesus Christ in the Scriptures we share the same faith and hope 

and reach out in one witness to all. This unity has its source in the oneness of the 

triune God, who has adopted us as His children. (Ps. 133:1; Matt. 28:19, 20; John 

17:20-23; Acts 17:26, 27; Rom. 12:4, 5; 1 Cor. 12:12-14; 2 Cor. 5:16, 17; Gal. 

3:27-29; Eph. 2:13-16; 4:3-6, 11-16; Col. 3:10-15.) 

15. Baptism 

By baptism we confess our faith in the death and resurrection of Jesus 

Christ and testify of our death to sin and of our purpose to walk in newness of life. 

Thus, we acknowledge Christ as Lord and Saviour, become His people, and are 

received as members by His church. Baptism is a symbol of our union with 

Christ, the forgiveness of our sins, and our reception of the Holy Spirit. It is by 

immersion in water and is contingent on an affirmation of faith in Jesus and 

evidence of repentance of sin. It follows instruction in the Holy Scriptures and 

acceptance of their teachings. (Matt. 28:19, 20; Acts 2:38; 16:30-33; 22:16; Rom. 

6:1-6; Gal. 3:27; Col. 2:12, 13.) 

16. The Lord’s Supper 

The Lord’s Supper is a participation in the emblems of the body and blood 

of Jesus as an expression of faith in Him, our Lord and Saviour. In this experience 

of communion Christ is present to meet and strengthen His people. As we partake, 

we joyfully proclaim the Lord’s death until He comes again. Preparation for the 

Supper includes self-examination, repentance, and confession. The Master 

ordained the service of foot-washing to signify renewed cleansing, to express a 

willingness to serve one another in Christlike humility, and to unite our hearts in 
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love. The communion service is open to all believing Christians. (Matt. 26:17-30; 

John 6:48-63; 13:1-17; 1 Cor. 10:16, 17; 11:23-30; Rev. 3:20.) 

17. Spiritual Gifts and Ministries 

God bestows upon all members of His church in every age spiritual gifts 

that each member is to employ in loving ministry for the common good of the 

church and of humanity. Given by the agency of the Holy Spirit, who apportions 

to each member as He wills, the gifts provide all abilities and ministries needed 

by the church to fulfill its divinely ordained functions. According to the 

Scriptures, these gifts include such ministries as faith, healing, prophecy, 

proclamation, teaching, administration, reconciliation, compassion, and self-

sacrificing service and charity for the help and encouragement of people. Some 

members are called of God and endowed by the Spirit for functions recognized by 

the church in pastoral, evangelistic, and teaching ministries particularly needed to 

equip the members for service, to build up the church to spiritual maturity, and to 

foster unity of the faith and knowledge of God. When members employ these 

spiritual gifts as faithful stewards of God’s varied grace, the church is protected 

from the destructive influence of false doctrine, grows with a growth that is from 

God, and is built up in faith and love. (Acts 6:1-7; Rom. 12:4-8; 1 Cor. 12:7-11, 

27, 28; Eph. 4:8, 11-16; 1 Tim. 3:1-13; 1 Peter 4:10, 11.) 

18. The Gift of Prophecy 

The Scriptures testify that one of the gifts of the Holy Spirit is prophecy. 

This gift is an identifying mark of the remnant church and we believe it was 

manifested in the ministry of Ellen G. White. Her writings speak with prophetic 

authority and provide comfort, guidance, instruction, and correction to the church. 

They also make clear that the Bible is the standard by which all teaching and 

experience must be tested. (Num. 12:6; 2 Chron. 20:20; Amos 3:7; Joel 2:28, 29; 

Acts 2:14-21; 2 Tim. 3:16, 17; Heb. 1:1-3; Rev. 12:17; 19:10; 22:8, 9.) 

19. The Law of God 

The great principles of God’s law are embodied in the Ten 

Commandments and exemplified in the life of Christ. They express God’s love, 

will, and purposes concerning human conduct and relationships and are binding 

upon all people in every age. These precepts are the basis of God’s covenant with 

His people and the standard in God’s judgment. Through the agency of the Holy 

Spirit, they point out sin and awaken a sense of need for a Saviour. Salvation is all 

of grace and not of works, and its fruit is obedience to the Commandments. This 

obedience develops Christian character and results in a sense of well-being. It is 

evidence of our love for the Lord and our concern for our fellow human beings. 

The obedience of faith demonstrates the power of Christ to transform lives, and 

therefore strengthens Christian witness. (Exod. 20:1-17; Deut. 28:1-14; Ps. 19:7-

14; 40:7, 8; Matt. 5:17-20; 22:36-40; John 14:15; 15:7-10; Rom. 8:3, 4; Eph. 2:8-

10; Heb. 8:8-10; 1 John 2:3; 5:3; Rev. 12:17; 14:12.) 
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20. Sabbath 

The gracious Creator, after the six days of Creation, rested on the seventh 

day and instituted the Sabbath for all people as a memorial of Creation. The 

fourth commandment of God’s unchangeable law requires the observance of this 

seventh-day Sabbath as the day of rest, worship, and ministry in harmony with the 

teaching and practice of Jesus, the Lord of the Sabbath. The Sabbath is a day of 

delightful communion with God and one another. It is a symbol of our redemption 

in Christ, a sign of our sanctification, a token of our allegiance, and a foretaste of 

our eternal future in God’s kingdom. The Sabbath is God’s perpetual sign of His 

eternal covenant between Him and His people. Joyful observance of this holy 

time from evening to evening, sunset to sunset, is a celebration of God’s creative 

and redemptive acts. (Gen. 2:1-3; Exod. 20:8-11; 31:13-17; Lev. 23:32; Deut. 

5:12-15; Isa. 56:5, 6; 58:13, 14; Ezek. 20:12, 20; Matt. 12:1-12; Mark 1:32; Luke 

4:16; Heb. 4:1-11.) 

21. Stewardship 

We are God’s stewards, entrusted by Him with time and opportunities, 

abilities and possessions, and the blessings of the earth and its resources. We are 

responsible to Him for their proper use. We acknowledge God’s ownership by 

faithful service to Him and our fellow human beings, and by returning tithe and 

giving offerings for the proclamation of His gospel and the support and growth of 

His church. Stewardship is a privilege given to us by God for nurture in love and 

the victory over selfishness and covetousness. Stewards rejoice in the blessings 

that come to others as a result of their faithfulness. (Gen. 1:26-28; 2:15; 1 Chron. 

29:14; Haggai 1:3-11; Mal. 3:8-12; Matt. 23:23; Rom. 15:26, 27; 1 Cor. 9:9-14; 2 

Cor. 8:1-15; 9:7.) 

22. Christian Behavior 

We are called to be a godly people who think, feel, and act in harmony 

with biblical principles in all aspects of personal and social life. For the Spirit to 

recreate in us the character of our Lord we involve ourselves only in those things 

that will produce Christlike purity, health, and joy in our lives. This means that 

our amusement and entertainment should meet the highest standards of Christian 

taste and beauty. While recognizing cultural differences, our dress is to be simple, 

modest, and neat, befitting those whose true beauty does not consist of outward 

adornment but in the imperishable ornament of a gentle and quiet spirit. It also 

means that because our bodies are the temples of the Holy Spirit, we are to care 

for them intelligently. Along with adequate exercise and rest, we are to adopt the 

most healthful diet possible and abstain from the unclean foods identified in the 

Scriptures. Since alcoholic beverages, tobacco, and the irresponsible use of drugs 

and narcotics are harmful to our bodies, we are to abstain from them as well. 

Instead, we are to engage in whatever brings our thoughts and bodies into the 

discipline of Christ, who desires our wholesomeness, joy, and goodness. (Gen. 

7:2; Exod. 20:15; Lev. 11:1-47; Ps. 106:3; Rom. 12:1, 2; 1 Cor. 6:19, 20; 10:31; 2 
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Cor. 6:14-7:1; 10:5; Eph. 5:1-21; Phil. 2:4; 4:8; 1 Tim. 2:9, 10; Titus 2:11, 12; 1 

Peter 3:1-4; 1 John 2:6; 3 John 2.) 

23. Marriage and the Family 

Marriage was divinely established in Eden and affirmed by Jesus to be a 

lifelong union between a man and a woman in loving companionship. For the 

Christian a marriage commitment is to God as well as to the spouse and should be 

entered into only between a man and a woman who share a common faith. Mutual 

love, honor, respect, and responsibility are the fabric of this relationship, which is 

to reflect the love, sanctity, closeness, and permanence of the relationship 

between Christ and His church. Regarding divorce, Jesus taught that the person 

who divorces a spouse, except for fornication, and marries another, commits 

adultery. Although some family relationships may fall short of the ideal, a man 

and a woman who fully commit themselves to each other in Christ through 

marriage may achieve loving unity through the guidance of the Spirit and the 

nurture of the church. God blesses the family and intends that its members shall 

assist each other toward complete maturity. Increasing family closeness is one of 

the earmarks of the final gospel message. Parents are to bring up their children to 

love and obey the Lord. By their example and their words, they are to teach them 

that Christ is a loving, tender, and caring guide who wants them to become 

members of His body, the family of God which embraces both single and married 

persons. (Gen. 2:18-25; Exod. 20:12; Deut. 6:5-9; Prov. 22:6; Mal. 4:5, 6; Matt. 

5:31, 32; 19:3-9, 12; Mark 10:11, 12; John 2:1-11; 1 Cor. 7:7, 10, 11; 2 Cor. 6:14; 

Eph. 5:21-33; 6:1-4.) 

24. Christ’s Ministry in the Heavenly Sanctuary 

There is a sanctuary in heaven, the true tabernacle that the Lord set up and 

not humans. In it Christ ministers on our behalf, making available to believers the 

benefits of His atoning sacrifice offered once for all on the cross. At His 

ascension, He was inaugurated as our great High Priest and, began His 

intercessory ministry, which was typified by the work of the high priest in the 

holy place of the earthly sanctuary. In 1844, at the end of the prophetic period of 

2300 days, He entered the second and last phase of His atoning ministry, which 

was typified by the work of the high priest in the most holy place of the earthly 

sanctuary. It is a work of investigative judgment which is part of the ultimate 

disposition of all sin, typified by the cleansing of the ancient Hebrew sanctuary on 

the Day of Atonement. In that typical service the sanctuary was cleansed with the 

blood of animal sacrifices, but the heavenly things are purified with the perfect 

sacrifice of the blood of Jesus. The investigative judgment reveals to heavenly 

intelligences who among the dead are asleep in Christ and therefore, in Him, are 

deemed worthy to have part in the first resurrection. It also makes manifest who 

among the living are abiding in Christ, keeping the commandments of God and 

the faith of Jesus, and in Him, therefore, are ready for translation into His 

everlasting kingdom. This judgment vindicates the justice of God in saving those 

who believe in Jesus. It declares that those who have remained loyal to God shall 
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receive the kingdom. The completion of this ministry of Christ will mark the close 

of human probation before the Second Advent. (Lev. 16; Num. 14:34; Ezek. 4:6; 

Dan. 7:9-27; 8:13, 14; 9:24-27; Heb. 1:3; 2:16, 17; 4:14-16; 8:1-5; 9:11-28; 

10:19-22; Rev. 8:3-5; 11:19; 14:6, 7; 20:12; 14:12; 22:11, 12.) 

25. The Second Coming of Christ 

The second coming of Christ is the blessed hope of the church, the grand 

climax of the gospel. The Saviour’s coming will be literal, personal, visible, and 

worldwide. When He returns, the righteous dead will be resurrected, and together 

with the righteous living will be glorified and taken to heaven, but the unrighteous 

will die. The almost complete fulfillment of most lines of prophecy, together with 

the present condition of the world, indicates that Christ’s coming is near. The time 

of that event has not been revealed, and we are therefore exhorted to be ready at 

all times. (Matt. 24; Mark 13; Luke 21; John 14:1-3; Acts 1:9-11; 1 Cor. 15:51-

54; 1 Thess. 4:13-18; 5:1-6; 2 Thess. 1:7-10; 2:8; 2 Tim. 3:1-5; Titus 2:13; Heb. 

9:28; Rev. 1:7; 14:14-20; 19:11-21.) 

26. Death and Resurrection 

The wages of sin is death. But God, who alone is immortal, will grant 

eternal life to His redeemed. Until that day death is an unconscious state for all 

people. When Christ, who is our life, appears, the resurrected righteous and the 

living righteous will be glorified and caught up to meet their Lord. The second 

resurrection, the resurrection of the unrighteous, will take place a thousand years 

later. (Job 19:25-27; Ps. 146:3, 4; Eccl. 9:5, 6, 10; Dan. 12:2, 13; Isa. 25:8; John 

5:28, 29; 11:11-14; Rom. 6:23; 16; 1 Cor. 15:51-54; Col. 3:4; 1 Thess. 4:13-17; 1 

Tim. 6:15; Rev. 20:1-10.) 

27. The Millennium and the End of Sin 

The millennium is the thousand-year reign of Christ with His saints in 

heaven between the first and second resurrections. During this time the wicked 

dead will be judged; the earth will be utterly desolate, without living human 

inhabitants, but occupied by Satan and his angels. At its close Christ with His 

saints and the Holy City will descend from heaven to earth. The unrighteous dead 

will then be resurrected, and with Satan and his angels will surround the city; but 

fire from God will consume them and cleanse the earth. The universe will thus be 

freed of sin and sinners forever. (Jer. 4:23-26; Ezek. 28:18, 19; Mal. 4:1; 1 Cor. 

6:2, 3; Rev. 20; 21:1-5.) 

28. The New Earth 

On the new earth, in which righteousness dwells, God will provide an 

eternal home for the redeemed and a perfect environment for everlasting life, 

love, joy, and learning in His presence. For here God Himself will dwell with His 

people, and suffering and death will have passed away. The great controversy will 

be ended, and sin will be no more. All things, animate and inanimate, will declare 
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that God is love; and He shall reign forever. Amen. (Isa. 35; 65:17-25; Matt. 5:5; 

2 Peter 3:13; Rev. 11:15; 21:1-7; 22:1-5.) 

Limitations 

Mapping of several curricula were not provided by the original author(s) in relation to the 

28 Fundamental Beliefs, but were done by this researcher, potentially resulting in minimal to 

substantive errors based on limitations of Biblical knowledge, a knowledge gap related to intent 

of the resource author, lack of knowledge of time spent on each lesson or unit of content, or a 

knowledge gap related to teaching strategies and additional resources utilized by the adults 

delivering the curriculum across the various learning venues of the North American Division of 

Seventh-day Adventists. In addition, many Old Testament Bible stories, with potential for 

tethering to the 28 Fundamental Beliefs, provided no overt mention of a specific Fundamental 

Belief within the lesson, thus, were not indicated numerically in the curriculum mapping process 

because the researcher could not assume more than accidental occurrence.  

Delimitations 

This study was limited to curriculum mapping of the Encounter Bible, Elementary 

Science, Secondary By Design Science, Elementary Physical Education, and Secondary Health 

and Physical Education curricula for NAD Adventist education; the GraceLink, Realtime Faith, 

PowerPoints Junior, Cornerstone Connections, and My Bible First Sabbath School curricula; 

Pathfinder Spiritual Development and Honors curricula; and baptism preparation resources that 

specifically present the 28 Fundamental Beliefs. Numerical indication of one or more of the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs reflects observation of overt, intentional inclusion of one or more of the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs in the Bible story or lesson title. Old and New Testament Bible stories 

provide potential tethering to one or more of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs. However, if this was 

not shown overtly, or noted intentionally within the lesson, numeric occurrence was not 

documented on the curriculum maps.  

This study does not present baptism preparation resources focused solely on the 13 

baptismal vows, traditionally utilized with younger children (personal communication, Dr. Tracy 

Wood & Mrs. Sherri Uhrig, October 25, 2020). The researcher did not explore the impact of 

attending or working at summer camps and did not study mission trips or community outreach 

experiences. This report does not present content specific to church or academy youth group 

activities, leadership development initiatives, Bible retreats, or weeks of prayer. This study does 

not present numeric occurrence of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs from the historic Adventist 

education Bible curricula for Grades 1-12, which were utilized across Adventist education prior 

to 2016 (the Encounter Bible curriculum was completed in 2018). In addition, it does not explore 

family and/or parental intentional instruction on the 28 Fundamental Beliefs, or consideration of 

Adventist pastors’ Sabbath sermon topics.  

Research Methodology 

Data were collected from several curricula including the North American Division of 

Seventh-day Adventist’s K-12 curriculum: Encounter Bible, Elementary Science, Secondary By 

Design Science, Elementary Physical Education, and Secondary Health and Physical Education 

curricula; five Sabbath School curricula including GraceLinks, Junior PowerPoints, RealTime 

Faith, Cornerstone Connections, and My Bible First; Pathfinders spiritual development and 
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honors curriculum; and ten baptismal preparation resources from multiple Adventist publishers. 

Key Fundamental Beliefs, unique to the Adventist Protestant denomination are indicated in all 

curriculum map tables in red. Fundamental Beliefs shared with other Protestant denominations 

are indicated in black. Each Curriculum Map lists the 28 Fundamental Beliefs down the left side, 

with components of each curriculum listed across the top of the table. One or more missing 28 

Fundamental Beliefs are indicated with blanks in overtly intentionally each curriculum map. 

Each Fundamental Belief presented overtly or intentionally in each curriculum was 

indicated with a number in the curriculum map, representing the numeric occurrence of each 

specific belief. Numeric records presented are not all representative of equal weight (time spent) 

per numeric occurrence. Color coding (blue, green, & orange) was utilized to indicate different 

weights (time spent) of curriculum. Numeric occurrence and weighting (time spent) are indicated 

as follows: 

1. Blue: The numerical occurrence for the following curricula represent unequal 

weighting (time spent) on one or more of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs. A numeric 

occurrence can represent from 1-20+ hours spent on one topic, especially those topics 

listed with only one or a few occurrences within the curriculum map. This includes 

grades 1-12 Encounter Bible and Pathfinder Honors curriculum. 1 numeric 

occurrence = 1-20+ hours spent.  

2. Green: The numerical occurrence for the 28 Fundamental Beliefs occurring 1 belief/1 

lesson in GraceLink, PowerPoints Junior, Real Time Faith, and Cornerstone 

Connections, My Bible First Sabbath School curricula, Pathfinders Spiritual 

development curriculum, and all baptismal preparation resources, reflects equal 

weight (time spent) on each of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs. 1 numeric occurrence of a 

28 Fundamental Belief = 1 lesson.  

3. Orange: The numeric occurrence for the following elements of curriculum represent 

concepts that underpin or are foundational to a specific curriculum specific to one or 

more of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs. Integrated throughout, these concepts create the 

lens thru which the entire curriculum was viewed, making it nearly impossible to 

quantify weight or time spent on each topic. A numeric occurrence on the curriculum 

or matrix map represents a foundational perspective underpinning the entire 

curriculum. These were referenced to in the following curricula: Grades K-8 Science, 

Grades 9-12 By Design Science, Grades K-8 Physical Education, and Grades 9-12 

Health and Physical Education. One numeric occurrence = underpinning of an entire 

curriculum resulting in relatively unquantifiable weight, or time spent. 

Numeric occurrence measures (weight or time spent per topic) are color coded and 

documented as follows on curriculum map tables:  

A. North American Division of Seventh-day Adventist Office of Education (NADOE) 

Curricula 

• Grades 1-12 Encounter Bible 

• Grades K-8 Science  

• Grades 9-12 By Design Science  

• Grades K-8 Physical Education 

• Grades 9-12 Health and Physical Education  
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B. Sabbath School Curricula  

• GraceLinks 

• PowerPoints Junior  

• Real Time Faith  

• Cornerstone Connections  

• My Bible First  

C. Pathfinder Curriculum/Honors 

• Spiritual Development Curriculum 

• Outreach & Heritage Honors 

D. Baptismal Resources  

• Christwise 

• Following Jesus 

• God Loves me 28 Ways 

• Bible Adventures for Young Readers 

• What We Believe for Kids 

• Footprints for Kids 

• Making Jesus My Best Friend 

• It’s My Choice 

• A Reason to Believe 

• Momentum Youth Bible Studies  

Coding at the bottom of each curriculum map and in the matrix maps indicates whether 

the Fundamental Beliefs were included in the curriculum content, or if the researcher made the 

connection. If one or more of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs was presented overtly in the 

curriculum, then the code is F. If the Researcher identified one or more Fundamental Beliefs in 

the curriculum after studying the lesson title, Bible verse, and other information, then the code is 

R. 

Organization of the Study  

The organization of the study is presented in both a research paper narrative format and 

the data spreadsheet format. Study results are presented in three ways: 

1) Curriculum descriptions which may include information specific to a description of 

the specific curriculum, history and developmental philosophy underpinning or 

framing the curriculum, information pertinent to the curriculum, age or grade level of 

learners, weight description of numeric occurrences noted on the curriculum maps, 

and inclusion of utilization for the purposes of curriculum development of several 
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entities including the Biblical Research Institute, GeoScience Research Institute, and 

Ellen G. White’s writings; 

2) Individual curriculum map tables indicating occurrence of one or more of the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs, number of occurrences, and weight or time spent per 

occurrence (color coding was presented in methods); and  

3) The integrated complex curriculum matrix map presenting the 28 Fundamental 

Beliefs and all curricula investigated side by side, color-coded (weighted), for the 

purposes of the big picture or overview.  

Curriculum Presentations 

North American Division of Seventh-day Adventists Office of Education (NADOE) 

The following section focuses on the North American Division of Seventh-day 

Adventist’s education system and is a narrative description of the Encounter Bible curriculum 

Grades 1-12, the elementary Science curriculum, the secondary By Design Science curriculum, 

the elementary Physical Education curriculum, and the Health & Physical Education secondary 

curriculum.  

Adventist education is designed to infuse the unique Adventist worldview and distinctive 

beliefs into every subject across the curriculum in a complex approach combining overt content 

presentation, underpinned with a spiritual education standard in every unit of study which acts as 

a lens, or colors the content by a religious standard. While a specific standard may be explicit as 

a stand-alone topic, it may also provide the foundation for understanding the rest of the education 

standards (personal communication, Stephen Bralley, October 26, 2020).  

Delivery of curriculum varies from school to school, however there are some general 

principles that may represent time spent and integration efforts across the curriculum during any 

given school day. At the elementary level, Bible classes are held daily for 20-40 minutes, often 

extended by worship which can run for an additional 10-20 minutes. Generally speaking, 

teachers spend approximately three weeks on a unit of Bible content. Sometimes teachers 

incorporate Bible encounters into other class hours integrating Bible topics into other subjects. 

They may do this for other subjects as well (personal communication, Dr. Leisa Morton-

Standish, October 26, 2020; personal communication, Lanelle Cobbin, November 23, 2020).  

At the secondary level, Bible classes are run in several ways: daily for 40 minutes, or 60 

minutes one day alternating with 90 minutes the other two days. A worship/prayer time may also 

be incorporated into the Bible lessons. Science, health, and physical education learning units are 

often delivered over a 3-week period, with spiritual standards creating the lens in which all 

content is viewed (personal communication, Stephen Bralley, October 26, 2020).  

Adventist Encounter Curriculum (Bible) 

In 2018, the North American Division of Seventh-day Adventists (NAD) Office of 

Education (NADOE) completed and launched the Encounter Bible curriculum for Adventist 

education (grades 1-12). To complete the current project, information was sought from and 

provided by the primary authors/trainers of the Encounter Bible curriculum: Nina Atcheson and 

Lanelle Cobbin. A complete curriculum map, showing the placement of the 28 Fundamental 

Beliefs was provided by the authors and utilized to create the Encounter Curriculum map 

presented here. Below is a detailed description of the history, philosophy, curriculum creation 
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components, and Adventist entities utilized for consultive purposes, in the development of the 

curriculum as found on the Encounter Curriculum’s website, and as described by Nina and 

Lanelle.  

The primary purpose of the Adventist Encounter Curriculum is for all students at every 

grade level to have a personal, deep, abiding relationship with God and to respond to His 

invitation to live out of the overflow of this relationship — to understand the truths of the Bible, 

to respond to Christ’s invitation to live in a lifelong vibrant relationship with Him and be 

passionate about the salvation of others. 

As Ellen White shares, “Never has there been a time when man has been so responsible 

to God as he is at the present hour. Never has there been a time when man’s position has been so 

critical as it is now. All things in nature and in the world at large are charged with intense 

earnestness.” (The Remnant Church: Its organization, Authority, Unity, and Triumph, 

Elmshaven Office, p.50).  

In response to this call, the Adventist Encounter Curriculum is a seamless curriculum that 

is intentional about exploring big-picture, biblical concepts with the goal of making a difference 

for eternity. This curriculum uses the classroom context to help build a life-long relationship 

with Jesus Christ, using the Bible as the source of truth. Through rigorous pedagogical practice, 

it seeks to develop each students’ personal friendship with God and develop reasons for faith, 

lifestyle choices, and ethical decision-making from an Adventist worldview, all the while 

nurturing interpersonal relationships and service to others. In short, it seeks to invite our students 

to be disciples of the Great Commission. 

Transformation is the goal of the Adventist Encounter Curriculum. Using Pastor Ben 

Maxson’s Spiritual Growth Model, and Lanelle Cobbin’s Transformational Planning 

Framework, the Adventist Encounter Curriculum supports teachers through a series of learning 

phases, in which students use their Bibles as the foundation to know about God’s plan for their 

lives and the world and are provided opportunities to develop a relationship with God. They are 

then able to put their beliefs into practice in their own lives through sharing their faith and 

serving others. 

Ultimately, Encounter seeks to obey the Three Angel’s Message of Revelation 14—a call 

for people to stand in these last days in a real relationship with God, to be aroused from their 

apathy and worship our Creator alone. Encounter seeks to build for eternity (North American 

Division of Seventh-day Adventist Office of Education [NADOEa], 2020). 

The educational pedagogy underpinning the Encounter curriculum embraces 21st century 

education practices, involving a tilt towards asking “how can I help you become a better learner” 

rather than simply, “how can I help you learn better,” together with the critical thinking-oriented 

pedagogy that accompanies this approach (personal communication, Lanelle Cobbin, October 

12, 2020). In each grade, students explore Scripture and themes that fit into one or more stages of 

Maxson’s Spiritual Growth model: Vision, Gospel, Lordship, and Presence; spiritual growth 

being the ultimate goal (NADOEa, 2020). Four distinctive features characterize the Encounter 

curriculum approach as follows: 

Theory: Biblical discipleship through a response to the Great Commission, touching the 

heart and mind to develop life-long spiritual growth and devotion. 
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Content: Biblical truths related to the personhood of God incorporating both Biblical 

meaning and context in the learning process. 

Methodology: The use of creativity and higher order thinking to train thinkers, not mere 

reflectors of thought, utilizing a variety of teaching methods to harness the multiple intelligences 

of each student. 

Assessment: The use of a variety of approaches, both formative and summative, to assess 

learning. The aim of assessment is to support student understanding through grappling with and 

exploring content in practical, creative, and analytical ways to reinforce learning (NADOEa, 

2020).  

The Transformational Planning Framework is the structure which frames the teaching of 

the curriculum units, providing a space to blend educational best practices with solid Biblical 

discipleship (NADOEa, 2020). The eight phases within the Framework ensure that a holistic 

approach to spiritual growth takes place. Learner Bait seeks to capture the interest of the learner; 

Learning Context connects to the larger Biblical narrative and identifies what is known and 

unknown at the outset of a topic. Animated Learning experientially explores the Bible story in an 

engaging way; Engaged Learning encourages students to dive deeper into the narrative and make 

discoveries from God’s Word. Heart Learning invites an opportunity to connect with the Father 

and hear His voice, while Soul Learning encourages students to reflect and process both their 

learning, and God’s invitation with regard to the current topic. Life Learning seeks to practically 

apply what has been impressed upon the heart, and Kaizen Learning celebrates both what has 

been learned, and what has been personally discovered about God (NADOEa, 2020; personal 

communication, Lanelle Cobbin, November 23, 2020). This framework intentionally creates a 

space for students to personalize their own spiritual journey (NADOEa, 2020). Within the 

layered pedagogical and philosophical approach of the Encounter curriculum, the placement of 

the 28 Fundamental Beliefs has been intentional, creating opportunities for learners to increase 

the connection between the Bible and their Adventist denomination.  

The Fundamental Belief(s) presented at the outset of each teaching unit are listed on the 

unit summary page and may be taught overtly or shared in a more informal way (personal 

communication, Nina Atcheson, October 12, 2020). The 28 Fundamental Beliefs are infused 

throughout the learning units. In a sense, the exploration of Fundamental Beliefs is a “show” 

rather than “tell” exercise and noted in three levels of complexity in Appendix B of each unit. 

Within the learning experiences, the Fundamental Beliefs are implicit rather than explicit, 

showcased through Biblical references and learning explorations (personal communication, 

Lanelle Cobbin, October 12 & November 23, 2020).  

Some of the Fundamental Beliefs are more easily taught and more easily repeated within 

the curriculum (example: “the Son” occurs as a strong and frequent focus on Jesus in many 

units). Other Fundamentals such as Creation, Baptism, the Sanctuary, and Stewardship are not 

listed as frequently in the curriculum map; however, this does not mean that they are not covered 

in depth. For example, in Grade 9, there is a 20-hour unit devoted specifically to Creation. In 

contrast, other Fundamental Beliefs are indicated more frequently, but not necessarily taught 

overtly each time; they may be inferred throughout a unit. Generally, in secondary units, 

Fundamental Beliefs are woven in as part of the Bible story or theme of the unit. However, in the 

Grade 12 World Religions unit, all 28 Fundamental Beliefs are taught and explored as specific 

beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist denomination. Students are shown that when one belief is 
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removed, this affects the rest. The grappling exercise is part of the consolidating and articulation 

of faith which Grade 12 students must accomplish. Also, there are specific calls to baptism in the 

secondary Encounter curriculum (personal communication, Nina Atcheson, October 12). 

During the development of the Encounter Bible curriculum, several entities were 

consulted for the purposes of Biblical accuracy and feedback. The Biblical Research Institute, 

the GeoScience Research Institute, and specialized professors from Andrews University and 

Southern Adventist University provided feedback on the theology of the secondary level 

curricula. Ellen G. White’s writings are found to supplement the Biblical teaching in every unit. 

An overarching standard of the secondary curriculum states the importance of this: RS.12.0.4. 

“Utilize and apply the writings of Ellen G. White as a prophet of God to enhance biblical 

understanding” (personal communication, Nina Atcheson, October 12, 2020).  

In elementary grades (1 through 8), the weight of content per numeric occurrence is as 

follows. Each teaching unit extends an average of 3 weeks, with 6 hours of learning or 12 lessons 

(personal communication, Lanelle Cobbin, October 21 & November 23, 2020). Generally 

speaking, older students in the higher grades spend 7-8 hours on one topic. Lessons do not have a 

declaration of which content is representative of a specific Fundamental Belief. Rather, 

Fundamental Beliefs are implicit in nature through all learning units and integrated into lessons 

by the teacher (personal communication, Lanelle Cobbin, November 23, 2020). In high school 

grades (9-12), some topics expand over 20 hours of learning. However, there is no time-

indication explicit within the learning units. Also, in the secondary curriculum, Fundamental 

Beliefs are explicitly listed and taught, making it easy for teachers to reinforce the Adventist 

denominational perspective (personal communication, Nina Atcheson, November 23, 2020).  

The Encounter curriculum map is color-coded specific to each grade, content topic, and 

Fundamental Belief. As such, the numeric value for occurrence in the matrix map indicates a 

specific topic/Fundamental Belief and do not correspond to a 1 topic = 1 lesson weighting 

formula. A description of weighting (time spent) is reflective of the description presented in 

Methods as follows:  

• Blue = The numerical occurrence for the following curricula represent unequal 

weighting (time spent) on each of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs. A numeric occurrence 

can represent from 1-20+ hours spent on one topic, especially those topics listed with 

only one or a few occurrences within the curriculum map.  
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NADOE Encounter Bible Curriculum Table B 

 

 

 

Physical Education Elementary Curriculum  

The goal of the elementary level of physical education curriculum is to provide student 

learning based in the Adventist worldview as well as the integration of national and 

provincial/state standards. The Adventist worldview accepts the Bible as the standard by which 

everything else is measured. Four key concepts emerge from a biblical worldview that can be 

used as a lens for curriculum development as well as informing the essential questions and big 

ideas of any content area as follows: Creation (what is God’s intention), Fall (How has God’s 

purpose been distorted), Redemption (How does God help us to respond), and Re-creation (How 

can we be restored in the image of God) (Office of Education, 2016).  

Specific to physical education, the standards address knowledge and skill development 

for motor skills, performance application, physical fitness, responsible behavior, and values 

health (Office of Education, 2016). Occurrence of content pertaining to a specific Fundamental 

Belief was documented on the Physical Education Curriculum map according to its mention in 

the curriculum standards, and not related to the weight or time spent on each topic within the 

curriculum. A numeric occurrence does not reflect equal time spent on the topic. Physical 

education topics may occur from 1 lesson (1 hour) to several lessons (several hours) within any 

given year grades K-8. Mapping of physical education standards in relationship to the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs, is presented in one column representing grades K-8 inclusive and are 

reflective of the five foundational Physical Education standards underpinning Physical Education 

curriculum from grades Kindergarten to grade 8. One numeric occurrence was given for each 

NADOE BIBLE CURRICULUM Encounter K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Totals

Holy Scriptures 0 1 1 2 4 1 1 0 1 4 2 3 3 23

Trinity 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 6

Father 0 4 3 4 2 3 6 3 3 6 3 2 2 41

Son 0 3 8 4 3 3 2 3 4 8 2 2 2 44

Holy Spirit 0 1 1 2 3 3 4 0 2 2 2 1 2 23

Creation 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 0 1 8

Nature of Humanity 0 2 2 2 1 5 2 5 5 5 4 0 2 35

The great controversy 0 4 1 1 2 1 1 7 1 6 2 3 2 31

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ 0 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 0 4 0 0 1 16

The experience of Salvation 0 3 5 4 3 2 2 5 5 4 3 3 3 42

Growing in Christ 0 4 4 7 7 8 6 3 5 3 3 2 4 56

The church 0 0 1 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 1 2 2 11

The Remnant and its mission 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 7

Unity in the body of Christ 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 9

Baptism 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 8

The Lord's supper 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 6

Spiritual gifts and ministry 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 8

The gift of prophecy 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 1 8

The law of God 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 1 2 4 4 1 18

The Sabbath 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 2 0 2 1 10

Stewardship 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 10

Christian behavior 0 8 4 9 8 9 5 1 8 1 3 1 1 58

Marriage and family 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 6

Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 5

The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 10

Death, the state of the dead, and resurrection 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 5

The millennium and the end of sin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 3

The new earth 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 3

F = FB found in curriculum S&S F F F F F F F F F F F F F
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standard (essential question/big idea) for each grade (example grades K-8 = 9 for one standard 

that reflects one of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs). These include 

1) Motor Skills:  

• Essential question – Why did God create our bodies for movement?  

• Big idea – Movement contributes to healthy physical development, in keeping with 

God’s original plan for our lives.  

2) Performance Application: 

• Essential question – How can we give God honor through our application of the 

principles of movement and performance? 

• Big idea – We honor God by developing our physical talents and skills through 

individual and group performance activities 

3) Physical Fitness: 

• Essential question – Why is it important to achieve and maintain a healthy level of 

physical fitness? 

• Big idea – Physical fitness enhances our social, emotional, spiritual, mental, and 

physical well-being, and prepares us for service to others.  

4) Responsible Behavior: 

• Essential question – Why should we show kindness and respect to each other during 

physical activity? 

• Big idea – We show respect for ourselves and others because we recognize that we 

are God’s creation.  

5) Values Health: 

• Essential question – Why is it important to value physical activity in our lives?  

• Big idea – we value physical activity because God’s ideal for quality living includes a 

healthy lifestyle.  

 Mapping of health and physical education standards in relation to the 28 Fundamental 

Beliefs was presented on the Health and Physical Education Secondary curriculum maps 

according to curriculum standard occurrence, not course occurrence, and in one column 

representing grades 9-12 inclusive on the Matrix Map, again reflecting curriculum standards 

occurrence. Standards are presented on the curriculum maps in orange according to the color 

code presented in the methods section of this report.  

Health and Physical Education Secondary Curriculum  

The goal of the secondary level of the health and physical education curriculum is to 

provide student learning infused with Christian faith and an Adventist worldview. The unique 

Adventist worldview underpins the entire curriculum in standards for grades 9-12, carefully 

developed to embody Seventh-day Adventist beliefs and to prepare students for life-long 

learning while equipping them for earthly service and heavenly citizenship. An education of this 

kind imparts strong academic knowledge and a clear picture of Christ and His love for mankind. 

These standards focus on what a student should know, understand and be able to do (NAD 
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Office of Education, 2019, p.1). The following statement is taken directly from the Health and 

Physical Education Secondary Curriculum website and says: 

Secondary Health Education Standards for Seventh-day Adventist Schools seeks 

to ensure that the beliefs and values of our Adventist Christian faith are integrated 

into the curriculum. Health courses in Adventist schools should be unique, 

helping students learn to reflect God’s image while developing proficiency in 

different aspects of health education—cognitive health literacy and promoting 

responsible choices for healthy living. This kind of education imparts more than 

academic knowledge; it promotes life-long learning about wellness and provides a 

portal through which students see a clear picture of Christ, His love for them, and 

His plan for optimum living. It fosters the balanced development of the whole 

person to prepare them for earthly service and heavenly citizenship.  

These carefully developed health education standards are a practical tool to assist 

teachers in focusing their instruction so that all students embrace the biblical-

based understanding of the body and soul as one—the temple of God, explore the 

connection between physical activity and optimum health, and apply the biblical 

principles of healthy living in personal choices that will ensure a lifetime of 

wellness. The intent of these standards is to focus on the essence of what students 

should learn and retain (Office of Education, 2019).  

In the Health and PE curriculum, topics covered are clustered in Units. A Unit represents 

like-content. An average of one to three weeks is spent in every Unit. Students may meet daily 

for Health or Physical Education classes; however, this varies from school to school, and may 

depend on the structure of their school year, structure of their school week, and other factors 

affecting local curriculum delivery at each school.  

The challenge within this curriculum was attempting to slice up the uniquely spiritual 

standards apart from other standards which are not overtly spiritual in focus. These standards are 

meant to be the lens through which the entire Unit is to be viewed. Every other standard in the 

Unit will be colored by the religious standard. Thus, while the standard might be explicitly 

covered as a stand-alone topic for a portion of the unit, it becomes the foundation for 

understanding the rest of the standards. This approach reflects a truly spiritual, Biblically 

integrated model of education within the secondary Health and Physical Education curriculum 

(personal communication, Mr. Stephen Bralley, October 26, 2020). 

For the purposes of this study, the following overt standards specific to Biblical 

underpinnings and reflective of one or more of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs, are presented below. 

Many additional standards are not listed as they do not directly address either a Biblical 

perspective or one of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs but rather specific knowledge, skills, or 

attitudes necessary to demonstrate objective health or physical education skills and abilities. 

These foundational standards are taken directly from the NADEO Health and Physical Education 

curriculum website. The Health education standards listed act to infuse the entire curriculum 

with an Adventist worldview and are as follows: 

• HTH.1.1 Recognize that a positive relationship with God is essential to wellness. 

(2.12.8) 
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• HTH.1.3 Recognize health principles and laws as tools to improve everyday 

life.(1.12.1) 

• HTH.1.5 Apply SDA Christian principles on health issues (Choice, Rest, 

Environment, Activity, Trust, Interpersonal Relationships, Outlook, Nutrition). 

(1.12.7) 

• HTH.2.1 Acknowledge God as the Author of all health principles and the body as His 

temple. 

• HTH.2.2 Recognize the influence family, peers, school, community, and culture have 

on health behaviors. (2.12.1) (2.12.2) (2.12.3)  

• HTH.2.3 Apply Biblical principles of Christian morality, integrity, and ethical 

behavior to all aspects of life.  

• HTH.2.4 Compare and contrast how the perceptions of norms influence healthy and 

unhealthy behaviors. (2.12.7)  

• HTH.2.5 Analyze personal susceptibility to injury, illness, or death if engaging in 

unhealthy behaviors.(1.12.8)  

• HTH.4.3 Practice appropriate communication and conflict resolution skills. (4.12.1) 

(4.12.3)9 

• HTH.5.1 Identify positive and negative consequences of health choices. (5.12.2) 

• HTH.5.2 Predict the potential short-term and long-term consequences of choices on 

self and others. (5.12.5) 

• HTH.5.3 Develop critical and creative thinking skills (analysis, evaluation, divergent 

questioning, modeling). (5.12.4) (5.12.7)  

• HTH.5.4 Analyze how some health risk behaviors can influence the likelihood of 

engaging in unhealthy behaviors. (2.12.9)  

• HTH.7.2 Implement SDA Christian principles in the pursuit of wellness (spiritual, 

mental, physical, social). (1.12.2)  

• HTH.8.1 Develop stewardship and service attitudes towards health, life, and 

environment. (1.12.3) (8.12.3) 

• HTH.8.2 Utilize a variety of approaches to promote wellness (writing, speaking, 

modeling, etc.). (8.12.1) (8.12.4) 

• HTH.8.3 Demonstrate the ability to advocate for the reduction and avoidance of 

health risks among peers, family, and community in a global society. (8.12.2) (Office 

of Education, 2019).  

The Secondary Physical Education Standards for Seventh-day Adventist Schools seek to 

ensure that the beliefs and values of our Adventist Christian faith are integrated into the 

curriculum. Physical education courses from this type of curriculum should help students learn to 

reflect God’s image while developing proficiency in the areas of physical education—movement 

competency, knowledge application, fitness knowledge and skills, personal and social skills, and 

values physical activity. This kind of education promotes wellness and provides a portal through 

which students see a clear picture of Christ and His plan for optimum living. It fosters the 

balanced development of the whole person to prepare them for service (Office of Education, 

2019). 
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These carefully developed physical education standards are a practical tool to assist 

teachers in focusing their instruction so that all students embrace the biblical-based 

understanding of the body and soul as one—the temple of God, explore the connection between 

physical activity and optimum mental health that leads to analysis and application of lifetime 

habits of fitness, well-being, and moral power of choice. The intent of these standards is to focus 

on the essence of what students should learn and retain (Office of Education, 2019). 

The Physical Education standards listed act to infuse the entire curriculum with an 

Adventist worldview, overtly reflect one of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs, and are as follows: 

• PE.3.1 Recognizes the body as God’s temple. 

• PE.3.14 Improves personal health through daily physical activity outside of school. 

(S3.H6.L1)  

• PE.3.11 Applies Adventist principles of nutrition to fitness activities and lifestyle 

practices. (S3.H13.L1) 

• PE.3.14 Improves personal health through daily physical activity outside of school. 

(S3.H6.L1)  

• PE.4.1 Understands the relationship between physical fitness and communication 

with God. 

• PE.4.3 Utilizes positive social skills in teamwork and collaboration. (S4.H2.L1) 

• PE.4.4 Employs effective self-management skills to analyze barriers and modify 

physical activity patterns. (S4.H1.L1)  

• PE.4.5 Demonstrates understanding and respect for differences among individuals 

during physical activity. (S4.H3.L1)  

• PE.5.4 Understands the importance of the restoration of God’s image by balancing 

the physical, mental, social, and spiritual aspects of life. (S5.H1.L1) 

• PE.5.5 Develops a positive work ethic through practice, perseverance, and 

setting/attaining personal goals. (S5.H2.L2)  

• E.4.6 Displays positive sportsmanship in competition. (S4.H3.L1) 

Occurrence of curriculum standards pertaining to a specific Fundamental Belief is 

documented on the Health and Physical Education Curriculum map according to the mention in 

the curriculum standards listed above, and not related to the weight or time spent on each topic or 

course within the curriculum. A numeric occurrence does not reflect equal time spent on the 

topic, rather, it represents a taught standard within the curriculum within a Unit, delivered over 

1-3 weeks, in classes that usually run for 50 minutes within grades 9, 10, 11, and 12. Of note, 

students attending Adventist academies do not all have to take all health or physical education 

courses offered at one particular school, schools may not all offer the same physical education 

classes related to facilities and equipment limitations, thus exposure may vary dependent on 

student academic opportunities and choice. Mapping of health and physical education standards 

in relationship to the 28 Fundamental Beliefs is presented on the Health and Physical Education 

Secondary curriculum maps according to curriculum standard occurrence not course occurrence, 

and in one column representing Grades 9-12 inclusive on the Matrix Map, again reflecting 

curriculum standards occurrence. Standards are presented on the curriculum maps in orange 

according to the color code presented in the Methods section of this research.  
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NADOE Health & Physical Education Curriculum Table C 

 

Science Curriculum: Grades K-8  

Seventh-day Adventists believe in a literal six-day creation, and that God rested on the 

Sabbath (seventh day) and sanctified it. Science is important, and informs learners how to relate 

to health, wellness, ecology, and the environment, and every other aspect of their lives. Where 

science conflicts with scripture, Adventist education chooses to believe that ultimate truth is 

found in scripture and not in science which can change with each new discovery. God is the 

same today, tomorrow, and for eternity (Adventist Education, 2020). Standards, what learners 

should know (content) and be able to do (skills), serve as the framework for curriculum 

development. Standards in NAD Seventh-day Adventist schools reflect the Adventist worldview 

across the K-12 curricula as well as the integration of national and provincial/state standards. 

The Adventist worldview accepts the Bible as the standard by which everything else is 

measured. Four key concepts emerge from a biblical worldview that can be used as a lens for 

curriculum development, as well as informing the essential questions and big ideas of any 

content area: Creation (What is God’s intention?), Fall (How has God’s purpose been distorted?), 

Redemption (How does God help us to respond?), and Re-creation (How can we be restored in 

the image of God?) (Office of Education, 2015). 

 Occurrence of content pertaining to a specific Fundamental Belief is documented on the 

Elementary Science curriculum map according to its mention in the curriculum standards per 

elementary level course including; Life Sciences, Health Sciences, Earth and Space Sciences, 
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Holy Scriptures

Trinity

Father 18 18 2 1 3

Son

Holy Spirit

Creation 9 9 1

Nature of Humanity 1 2

The great controversy

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ

The experience of Salvation

Growing in Christ 18 18 2 2

The church

The Remnant and its mission 

Unity in the body of Christ

Baptism

The Lord's supper 

Spiritual gifts and ministry 

The gift of prophecy 

The law of God 1

The Sabbath 

Stewardship 9 9 1 1

Christian behavior 18 18 11 8 19

Marriage and family 1 1

Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary 

The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 

Death, the state of the dead, and resurrection 

The millennium and the end of sin 

The new earth 

F = FB found in curriculum S&S F F F F F
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Physical Sciences, and Engineering, Technology, & Application Sciences. A numeric occurrence 

does not reflect equal time spent on the Fundamental Belief. Foundational principles (specific to 

Fundamental Beliefs) are embedded in the curriculum, within any given topic grades K-8. These 

Fundamental Beliefs, indicated by a specific standard within the curriculum outline, were 

indicated by a numeric occurrence. One numeric occurrence was given for each standard 

(essential question/big idea) for each grade, which directly reflects one of the 28 Fundamental 

Beliefs. These include: 

1) Life Sciences grades K-8 

• Essential question – How do living organisms give evidence of God as the Designer, 

Creator, and Sustainer of life? 

• Big idea – The complexity, order, and design of living organisms provide strong 

evidence of God as the Designer, Creator, and Sustainer of life.  

2) Health Sciences grades K-8 

• Essential question – Why does God want human beings to choose to have a healthy 

mind and body?  

• Big idea – God designed a plan for healthful living that leads to optimum spiritual, 

physical, mental, and emotional health.  

3) Earth and Space Sciences grades K-8  

• Essential question – How do the structure and physical phenomena of Earth and 

space provide evidence of God as Designer, Creator, and Sustainer of the universe? 

• Big idea – The structure and processes of Earth and space are organized and 

governed by natural laws that give evidence of God as Designer, Creator, and 

Sustainer.  

4) Physical Sciences grades K-8 

• Essential question – How does the order and consistency of natural laws provide 

evidence of God as Designer, Creator, and Sustainer of the physical world? 

• Big idea – Matter and energy are organized and behave according to natural laws 

that cannot be explained by chance but are consistent and give evidence of God as 

the Designer, Creator, and Sustainer.  

5) Engineering, Technology, and Applications of Science grades K-8 

• Essential question – How has God equipped humans to apply knowledge of science to 

solve problems for the benefit of His Creation?  

• Big idea – God designed humans to wonder, question, and develop an attitude of 

inquiry as scientific principles are applied to the materials and forces of nature for 

the benefit of His Creation.  

In addition, students attending Adventist elementary schools may not experience the 

same time spent or focus on a specific topic per grade, thus exposure may vary dependent on 

student experience. Mapping of Science curriculum standards in relationship to the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs, are presented in curriculum standard clusters: Grades K-2, 3-5, and 6-8, for 

all aforementioned science courses. Standards are presented in orange on the curriculum maps 

according to the color code presented in the Methods section of this research. 
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NADOE By Design Science Curriculum Table D 

 

 

NADOE Science Curriculum – grades 9-12 

Seventh-day Adventists believe in a literal six-day creation, and that God rested on the 

Sabbath (seventh day) and sanctified it. Science is important, and informs learners how to relate 

to health, wellness, ecology, and the environment, and every other aspect of their lives. Where 

science conflicts with scripture, Adventist education chooses to believe that ultimate truth is 

found in scripture, and not in science that can change with each new discovery. God is the same 

today, tomorrow, and for eternity (Adventist Education, 2020). Occurrence of content pertaining 

to a specific Fundamental Belief is documented on the By Design curriculum map according to 

its mention in the curriculum standards per secondary level course including; Anatomy & 

Physiology, Biology 1, Biology 2, Chemistry, Earth Science, Ecology and Environmental 

Science, Physical Science, and Physics. A numeric occurrence does not reflect equal time spent 

on the Fundamental Belief. Foundational principles (specific to Fundamental Beliefs) are 

embedded in the curriculum, within any given topic grades 9, 10, 11, & 12. It is these 

Fundamental Beliefs, indicated by a specific standard within the curriculum outline, that is 

indicated by a numeric occurrence and is not reflective of weight or ‘time spent’.  

The goal of Seventh-day Adventist education aims to provide student learning infused 

with Christian faith and an Adventist worldview. To achieve this goal, Seventh-day Adventist 

standards for grades 9-12 subjects have been carefully developed to embody Seventh-day 

Adventist beliefs and to prepare students for life-long learning, equipping them for earthly 

service and heavenly citizenship. An education of this kind imparts strong academic knowledge 

and a clear picture of Christ and His love for mankind.  
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Holy Scriptures

Trinity

Father 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12

Son

Holy Spirit

Creation 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12

Nature of Humanity

The great controversy

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ

The experience of Salvation

Growing in Christ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9

The church

The Remnant and its mission 

Unity in the body of Christ

Baptism

The Lord's supper 

Spiritual gifts and ministry 

The gift of prophecy 

The law of God 

The Sabbath 

Stewardship 1 1 1 3

Christian behavior 1 1 1 1 1 1 6

Marriage and family 

Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary 

The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 

Death, the state of the dead, and resurrection 

The millennium and the end of sin 

The new earth 
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Science Course standards specific to one or more of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs: 

1) Earth Science 

• ESC.1.1 Recognize God’s power as Designer, Creator, Sustainer, and Redeemer in 

the universe.  

• ESC.1.2 Acknowledge God as the Author of all scientific principles and laws 

regardless of man’s interpretation.  

• ESC.1.3 Develop stewardship and service attitudes toward health, life, and earth’s 

environment.  

• ESC.1.4 Apply Biblical principles of Christian morality, integrity, and ethical 

behavior to all aspects of life.  

• ESC.1.5 Equip students with Christian perspectives on scientific issues.  

• ESC.4.1 Recognize God as the Designer and Creator of our earth within the universe 

while recognizing divergent theories.  

• ESC.7.1 Strengthen belief in God as Designer and Creator by applying the 

fundamentals of Earth Science.  

• ESC.7.2 Utilize the concepts of Earth Science to improve lifestyle choices.  

• ESC.7.3 Apply the study of Earth Science to issues regarding the environment.  

2) Physical Science 

• PSC.1.1 Recognize God’s power as Designer, Creator, Sustainer, and Redeemer in 

the universe.  

• PSC.1.2 Acknowledge God as the Author of all scientific principles and laws 

regardless of man’s interpretation.  

• PSC.1.3 Develop stewardship and service attitudes toward health, life, and earth’s 

environment.  

• PSC.1.4 Apply Biblical principles of Christian morality, integrity, and ethical 

behavior to all aspects of life.  

• PSC.1.5 Equip students with Christian perspectives on scientific issues.  

• PSC.4.1 Recognize God as the Designer and Creator of our physical world.  

• PSC.7.1 Strengthen belief in God as Designer and Creator by applying the 

fundamentals of Physical Science.  

• PSC.7.2 Utilize the concepts of Physical Science to improve lifestyle choices.  

• PSC.7.3 Apply the study of Physical Science to issues regarding the environment.  

3) Biology 1 

• BIO1.1.1 Recognize God’s power as Designer, Creator, Sustainer, and Redeemer in 

the universe. 

BIO1.1.2 Acknowledge God as the Author of all scientific principles and laws 

regardless of man’s interpretation.  

• BIO1.1.3 Develop stewardship and service attitudes toward health, life, and earth’s 

environment. 

• BIO1.1.4 Apply Biblical principles of Christian morality, integrity, and ethical 

behavior to all aspects of life.  

• BIO1.1.5 Equip students with Christian perspectives on scientific issues.  
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• BIO1.4.1 Acknowledge God as Creator of life while recognizing divergent theories 

• BIO1.6.6 Validate God as the Author of life, while evaluating aspects of divergent 

theories of origin  

• BIO1.7.1 Develop a personal ethical value system regarding a worldview of life  

• BIO1.7.2 Utilize biological concepts to influence lifestyle choices.  

• BIO1.7.3 Minimize damage to the environment by practicing good stewardship. 

4) Biology 2 

• BIO2.1.1 Recognize God’s power as Designer, Creator, Sustainer, and Redeemer in 

the universe. 

• BIO2.1.2 Acknowledge God as the Author of all scientific principles and laws 

regardless of man’s interpretation.  

• BIO2.1.3 Develop stewardship and service attitudes toward health, life, and earth’s 

environment. 

• BIO2.1.4 Apply Biblical principles of Christian morality, integrity, and ethical 

behavior to all aspects of life.  

• BIO2.1.5 Equip students with Christian perspectives on scientific issues.  

• BIO2.4.1 Recognize God as the Designer and Creator of all life. 

• BIO2.6.6. Validate God as the Author of life, while studying major areas of Biology 

II.  

• BIO2.7.1 Strengthen belief in God as Designer and Creator by applying the higher 

concepts of Biology II.  

• BIO2.7.2 Utilize the concepts of Biology II to improve lifestyle choices. 

• BIO2.7.3 Apply the study of Biology II to ethical issues regarding life.  

5) Chemistry 

• CHM.1.1 Recognize God’s power as Designer, creator, Sustainer, and Redeemer in 

the universe.  

• CHM.1.2 Acknowledge God as the Author of all scientific principles and laws 

regardless of man’s interpretation.  

• CHM.1.3 Develop stewardship and service attitudes toward health, life, and earth’s 

environment.  

• CHM.1.4 Apply Biblical principles of Christian morality, integrity, and ethical 

behavior to all aspects of life.  

• CHM.1.5 Equip students with Christian perspectives on scientific issues.  

• CHM.4.1 Recognize God as the Designer and Creator of matter with inherent 

properties and laws.  

• CHM.7.1 Develop an increased respect for the Designer of all matter in the universe.  

• CHM.7.2 Utilize various chemical resources to influence lifestyle choices (warning 

labels, MSDS, nutritional labels, Internet resources).  

• CHM.7.3 Implement chemical principles to chemistry-related issues in society.  

6) Physics 

• PHY.1.1 Recognize God’s power as Designer, Creator, Sustainer, and Redeemer in 

the universe.  
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• PHY.1.2 Acknowledge God as the Author of all scientific principles and laws 

regardless of man’s interpretation.  

• PHY.1.3 Develop stewardship and service attitudes toward health, life, and earth’s 

environment.  

• PHY.1.4 Apply Biblical principles of Christian morality, integrity, and ethical 

behavior to all aspects of life.  

• PHY.4.1 Recognize God as the Designer and Creator of our physical world and its 

governing laws.  

• PHY.1.5 Equip students with Christian perspectives on scientific issues.  

• PHY.7.1 Strengthen belief in God as Designer and Creator by applying the laws of 

physics.  

• PHY.7.2 Utilize the concepts of physics to improve lifestyle choices.  

7) Ecology/Environmental Science 

• ECO.1.1 Recognize God’s power as Designer, Creator, Sustainer, and Redeemer in 

the universe.  

• ECO.1.2 Acknowledge God as the Author of all scientific principles and laws 

regardless of man’s interpretation.  

• ECO.1.3 Develop stewardship and service attitudes toward health, life, and earth’s 

environment.  

• ECO.1.4 Apply Biblical principles of Christian morality, integrity, and ethical 

behavior to all aspects of life.  

• ECO.1.5 Equip students with Christian perspectives on scientific issues.  

• ECO.4.1 Recognize God as the Designer and Creator of our earth.  

• ECO.7.1 Strengthen belief in God as Designer and Creator by applying the 

fundamentals of Ecology/Environmental Science.  

• ECO.7.2 Utilize the concepts of Ecology/Environmental Science to improve lifestyle 

choices.  

• ECO.7.3 Apply the study of Ecology/Environmental Science to ethical issues 

regarding the environment.  

8) Anatomy & Physiology  

• A&P.1.1 Recognize God’s power as Designer, Creator, Sustainer, and Redeemer in 

the universe.  

• A&P.1.2 Acknowledge God as the Author of all scientific principles and laws 

regardless of man’s interpretation.  

• A&P.1.3 Develop stewardship and service attitudes toward health, life, and earth’s 

environment.  

• A&P.1.4 Apply Biblical principles of Christian morality, integrity, and ethical 

behavior to all aspects of life.  

• A&P.1.5 Equip students with Christian perspectives on scientific issues.  

• A&P.4.1 Recognize God as the designer and creator of the human body.  

• A&P.7.1 Strengthen belief in God as Designer and Creator from studying anatomy 

and physiology.  

• A&P.7.2 Utilize the concepts of anatomy and physiology to improve lifestyle choices.  
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In addition, students attending Adventist academies do not all have to take all science 

courses mentioned/mapped, so exposure may vary dependent on student academic course choice. 

Students who choose a science-rich secondary path will encounter Fundamental Beliefs in 

science courses more than students who do not choose a science-heavy curriculum. Mapping of 

By Design curriculum standards in relationship to the 28 Fundamental Beliefs, was presented in 

one column per science course for grades 9-12 with a totals column for all science courses 

inclusively. Standards are presented in orange on the curriculum maps according to the color 

code presented in the Methods section of this research. 

NADOE Science Curriculum Table E 
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Trinity
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Son

Holy Spirit

Creation 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 20

Nature of Humanity

The great controversy

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ

The experience of Salvation

Growing in Christ 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 10

The church

The Remnant and its mission 

Unity in the body of Christ
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The law of God 

The Sabbath 
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Christian behavior 2 2 3 2 2 1 3 3 18
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The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 
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The new earth 
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Sabbath School Curricula  

Sabbath School curricula presented in this section are created predominately by the 

General Conference of Seventh-day Adventist’s (GC) Sabbath School department, with the 

exception of the My Bible First curriculum which is produced by an independent ministry. All 

Sabbath School curricula except for My Bible First, are undergoing corrections, led by Nina 

Atcheson, GC Sabbath School Curriculum Manager. The curriculum maps presented in this 

study reflect currently available Sabbath School curricula, not those in production or undergoing 

corrections.  

Currently, there are inconsistent overt curriculum map components in the GC Sabbath 

School curricula or in the My Bible First curriculum; that is, there is a lack of direct connection 

between one or more of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs and Bible stories or lessons within the 

curricula. Inclusion of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs as a stand-alone document does exist in 

several Sabbath School curricula and is referred to in the teacher’s helps section of quarterlies for 

some curricula. However, content integrating the 28 Fundamental Beliefs in a meaningful way, 

other than stating any Fundamental Belief (if it is stated) into the curricula was not observed.  

The intentional inclusion of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs and mapping of these beliefs 

throughout the curriculum is the desire of the Sabbath School department of the GC as 

corrections to curricula are made (personal communication, Nina Atcheson, October 21, 2020; 

Personal communication, Denise Gustafson, October 29, 2020). For this project, GC Sabbath 

School curricula for children and youth are presented first, followed by the My Bible First 

curriculum. All complete scope and sequence and curriculum maps for all Sabbath School 

Curricula can be found in the Appendices at the end of this document on page 74.  

GraceLink Sabbath School Curriculum, Ages 0-9 

The GraceLink Sabbath School curriculum was developed and launched in the mid-1990s 

as a result of a collaborative curriculum development effort led by the GC and representation 

from every world division Sabbath School and Children’s Ministry departments. It was the first 

Sabbath School curriculum utilizing current education theory and methods. Biblically based, the 

system includes a 12-year (2-year cycle each for the Beginners and Kindergarten levels, and a 4-

year cycle for the Primary level) curriculum for children ages 0-9, comprising 624 lessons, all 

grounded firmly in Scripture. The 2-year cycle of  RealTime and the 4-year cycle of the 

PowerPoints lessons complete the Sabbath School curriculum for ages 0 to 18. Most lessons are 

story-based, some use scriptural references to teach a specific doctrine. Each story/lesson 

develops one of the four dynamics of the GraceLink series: grace, worship, community, and 

service. This is a thematic curriculum, with one teaching point made at a time for each specific 

Bible story (GC GraceLinks, 2020). The levels of Sabbath School are Beginners (ages birth -2), 

Kindergarten (ages 3-4), and Primary (ages 5-9).  

Each lesson is supported by the writings of Ellen G. White, included predominately in the 

teacher enrichment Teaching Guide. The Seventh-day Adventist Bible Commentary series was 

utilized throughout the writing process and is referred to in the teacher enrichment section of the 

teacher’s guide. In addition, the Biblical Research Institute of the General Conference reviewed 

all lessons and teaching guides. Virtually every Adventist doctrine is taught at some point in the 

12-year curriculum including baptism, state of the dead, the Sabbath, and the other essential 

doctrines. These are taught primarily through stories (GC GraceLink, 2020).  
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The 28 Fundamental Beliefs are listed in the front of each quarterly in age-appropriate 

language as an additional resource. However, there was no curriculum map developed for the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist church or showing the overt integration of the 

fundamental beliefs into the curriculum (personal communication, Noelene Johnsson, October 

18, 2020; personal communication, Denise Gustafson, October 29, 2020). Rather, fundamental 

beliefs are presented in Bible stories, with the primary focus centered on Jesus (personal 

communication, Noelene Johnsson, October 18, 2020). The GraceLink curriculum includes calls 

for decisions throughout (GC GraceLink, 2020), with an intentional Bible story approach to 

teaching doctrines (personal communication, Noelene Johnsson, October 18, 2020).  

In April 2016, the GC voted to make substantive changes to the GraceLinks Sabbath 

School curriculum, while maintaining the importance of grace for salvation. Shortly thereafter, 

Adventist Review posted a story about the new replacement Sabbath School curriculum titled My 

Bible Guides (Dwyer, 2016). My Bible Guides will not be included here as it is currently 

undergoing corrections and was not available for analysis at this time (personal communication, 

Nina Atcheson, October 21, 2020).  

The 28 Fundamental Beliefs are identified in the GraceLink and Curriculum Matrix Map 

according to the scope and sequence documents provided on the GraceLink website @ 

https://www.gracelink.net. As noted before, complete integration of the Fundamental Beliefs into 

the entire curriculum was not an overt intention of the curriculum. The 28 Fundamental Beliefs 

are presented in every quarterly in age-appropriate language as a stand-alone resource within the 

quarterly (GC GraceLink, 2020). Each numeric occurrence of a 28 Fundamental Belief on the 

curriculum and matrix maps indicates 1 lesson. As far as this investigator can determine, numeric 

values are equal to time spent per topic and indicated using color coding in green. 

The GraceLink Scope and Sequence document (see Appendix) contains the curriculum 

sequence for Beginners, Kindergarten A & B, and Primary A, B, C, & D, color coded to a 

legend. This document, in combination with quarterlies was utilized to create the curriculum map 

showing numeric occurrences of one or more of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs. Only those lessons 

noted overtly with color coding or verbiage within the lesson title that clearly indicate linkage to 

one or more of the Fundamental Beliefs are indicated on the GraceLink curriculum map. Nearly 

all Old Testament stories in all three levels of the curriculum are not noted as a numeric 

occurrence in any of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs, as intention needs to be built into each lesson, 

leaving room for stronger linkage to the Beliefs as curriculum corrections continue. Following 

the original GraceLink Scope and Sequence Map, is an adapted curriculum map per year and 

level of the entire curriculum with one or more Fundamental Beliefs mapped to the lesson (see 

Appendix). The author identified Fundamental Beliefs corresponding with the lesson based on 

either matching verbiage between the belief and the lesson title, or where the lesson content 

directly reflected a specific Fundamental Belief.  

  

https://www.gracelink.net/
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GraceLink Curriculum Map Table F  

 

Real-Time Faith Earliteen Sabbath School Curriculum  

The Real-Time Faith Sabbath School program is a two-year curriculum, written for 

Earliteens, ages 10-13, and created by the GC Sabbath School department. It is designed for 

teens to incorporate into their daily Bible study. The curriculum emphasis is on God’s grace, 

being a recruited agent of the Kingdom (steward, citizen), and the battle between it and the 

kingdom of evil. This requires learners to be both listeners and doers (GC Real-Time Faith, 

2016). The first lesson of each quarterly is a different portion of the Sermon on the Mount, which 

is “at once Christ’s inaugural address as King of the kingdom of grace and also the constitution 

of the kingdom,” as found in the Seventh-day Adventist Bible Commentary, 2nd ed, vol. 5, p. 

322. The remaining lessons present different challenges, rights, or privileges in the “real-time” of 

being an agent in God’s kingdom (GC Real-Time Faith, 2016).  

The 28 Fundamental Beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist church are listed at the 

beginning of each quarterly in age-appropriate text. The curriculum is available using an iTunes 

or Android app in addition to the archived resources on the website (GC Real-Time Faith, 2016). 

In 2016, the 28 Fundamental Beliefs were added to the Sabbath reading section of the student 
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Holy Scriptures

Trinity

Father
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Holy Spirit 2 2

Creation 4 4 6 14

Nature of Humanity

The great controversy

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ 42 42 70 154

The experience of Salvation

Growing in Christ

The church 9 9 19 37

The Remnant and its mission 

Unity in the body of Christ

Baptism

The Lord's supper 

Spiritual gifts and ministry 

The gift of prophecy 

The law of God 
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The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 4 4

Death, the state of the dead, and resurrection 

The millennium and the end of sin 

The new earth 
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version of all lessons in age-appropriate language; however, there are no Fundamental Beliefs 

listed in the Teacher’s Guide except where they appear in the student version of the lesson 

(personal communication, Denise Gustafson, November 2, 2020). Perhaps the intention is that 

the incorporation of a Fundamental Belief into learning is left to the student primarily unless a 

teacher highlights this content during the Sabbath School lesson. Each numeric occurrence on the 

matrix map indicates 1 lesson. As far as this researcher can determine, numeric values are equal 

to time spent per topic and indicated using color coding in green.  

Real Time Faith Curriculum Table G 
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Holy Scriptures 3 2 5

Trinity 1 1

Father

Son 1 2 3

Holy Spirit 2 2 4

Creation 1 1 2

Nature of Humanity 3 3 6

The great controversy 2 2

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ 1 1 2

The experience of Salvation 4 5 9

Growing in Christ 7 5 12

The church 3 3 6

The Remnant and its mission 2 4 6

Unity in the body of Christ 2 3 5

Baptism 2 1 3

The Lord's supper 

Spiritual gifts and ministry 3 4 7

The gift of prophecy 

The law of God 1 3 4

The Sabbath 2 2

Stewardship 3 1 4

Christian behavior 6 8 14

Marriage and family 1 1

Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary 3 1 4

The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 1 1

Death, the state of the dead, and resurrection 1 1

The millennium and the end of sin 

The new earth 

F = FB found in curriculum S&S F F F
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PowerPoints Sabbath School Curriculum Juniors: Ages 10-13  

PowerPoints is the Sabbath School curriculum designed for Junior and Earliteen-aged 

learners. As a companion to the GraceLinks Sabbath School curriculum written for junior age 

children, it is a 4-year curriculum founded in five education principles delivered through an 

intentional total hour teaching design as follows: readiness activity—answering the question 

“why it is important,” prayer and praise—to strengthen faith and adopt consistent patterns of 

benevolence, the Bible lesson—giving Biblical information, answering the “what” question, 

applying the lesson—giving learners opportunity to apply Biblical principles to their daily lives, 

and sharing the lesson—providing learners with ways to share new concepts with others (GC 

PowerPoints, 2014).  

The 28 Fundamental Beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist church are listed at the 

beginning of each quarterly in age-appropriate text. In addition, the number of the Fundamental 

Beliefs associated with the lesson content, is located in the Our Beliefs section of each of the 

student lessons. In the Parent’s pages for each lesson, there are suggestions for parents in 

teaching the lesson. Doctrines or Fundamental Beliefs are listed there to help explain and support 

the lesson in language appropriate for learners aged 10-13. In the Teacher’s Guide, the 

Fundamental Beliefs associated with the lesson are listed by number and title and referred to in 

the reference section of each lesson by number only (GC PowerPoints, 2014; personal 

communication, Denise Gustafson, November 2, 2020). This Sabbath School curriculum has the 

most thorough, overt, and consistent approach to connecting the 28 Fundamental Beliefs to each 

lesson of any of the curricula reviewed for students, teachers, and parents.  

Each year of the curriculum presents Bible stories in chronological order from Genesis to 

Revelation and is designed for learners to incorporate into their daily Bible study. The primary 

goal of the curriculum is to help the child embrace a relationship with Jesus as their Savior, 

leading to eternal life. The study guides are Biblically based, founded on Bible story scriptures, 

with some that address a specific Adventist doctrine. Ellen G. White’s writings are often utilized 

throughout to support the curriculum. The SDA Bible Commentary is a frequent reference which 

ensures consistency with Bible teachings. During the editorial process, the Biblical Research 

Institute provided a review for theological soundness (GC PowerPoints, 2014). 

Virtually every Adventist doctrine is taught at some point in this curriculum. Juniors 

learn of baptism by immersion, the state of the dead, the Sabbath, and other essential doctrines of 

the Seventh-day Adventist Church. These and other beliefs are taught through stories in coherent 

thematic clusters and reinforced through activities during the Sabbath School hour using current 

education theories and methods (GC PowerPoints, 2014).  

Fundamental Belief numbers are included in the Junior level Sabbath School curriculum; 

however no actual Fundamental Statement is provided within the lesson. It is up to the student, 

parent, teacher, or leader to look up the corresponding number in the Our Beliefs section of the 

resource. The student guide has an I Believe section on pages 6-7, and a short paragraph of each 

Belief on pages 124-127.The teacher’s guide has a short paragraph of each Belief on pages 8-11. 

In addition, the parent’s section for each lesson lists suggestions for teaching the lesson. The 

evidence of one or more Fundamental Beliefs listed in the Junior Sabbath School curricula is 

overt (personal communication, Denise Gustafson, November 2, 2020). What is not provided is 

instruction on how to highlight or tether one or more Fundamental Beliefs to the Bible story or 

the specific lesson topic.  
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Led by the Sabbath School department of the GC, curriculum consultants included 

writers from every division of the world church (GC PowerPoints, 2014). Each numeric 

occurrence on the matrix map indicates 1 lesson. As far as this researcher can determine, 

numeric values are equal to time spent per topic and indicated using color coding in green.  

PowerPoints Curriculum Table H 

 

  

Power Point Junior Sabbath School Curriculum Y
ea

r 
A
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r 
B
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C
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Holy Scriptures 3 2 3 3 11

Trinity 1 1 2 4

Father 11 8 12 8 39

Son 13 4 10 10 37

Holy Spirit 5 1 5 2 13

Creation 3 4 7

Nature of Humanity 7 8 5 8 28

The great controversy 6 8 9 4 27

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ 8 8 5 9 30

The experience of Salvation 13 19 12 9 53

Growing in Christ 25 21 21 22 89

The church 10 9 9 7 35

The Remnant and its mission 2 2 2 6

Unity in the body of Christ 10 18 16 9 53

Baptism 1 1

The Lord's supper 1 1 2

Spiritual gifts and ministry 7 5 15 12 39

The gift of prophecy 3 4 5 4 16

The law of God 1 1 3 1 6

The Sabbath 2 1 1 4

Stewardship 5 5 4 6 20

Christian behavior 14 15 9 25 63

Marriage and family 6 6 5 3 20

Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary 1 1

The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 1 2 1 4

Death, the state of the dead, and resurrection 1 1 3 5

The millennium and the end of sin 3 3

The new earth 1 2 1 4

F = FB found in curriculum S&S F F F F F
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Cornerstone Connections Sabbath School Curriculum grades 9-12  

Cornerstone Connections is the Sabbath School curriculum developed for high-school-

aged teens by the GC Sabbath School department of the Seventh-day Adventist church. It 

completes the portfolio of curricula written for learners ages 0-18. It is a 4-year “through the 

Bible” curriculum, meant to help older teens enrich their daily Bible study. Each lesson is based 

on a Bible story or scripture passage, providing opportunity for deeper study and discussion, and 

includes supportive texts which highlight Biblical principles. The scope and sequence presents 

Bible-story-focused curriculum content (GC Cornerstone Connections, 2020a). 

The curriculum is set up for inquiry, and follows a systemic lesson layout including the 

following sections: what do you think: an activity to ready one’s mind for the Bible story, did 

you know: digging deeper about a key component of the text or story, key text: the verse that 

points to the key aspect of the story, punch lines: other Bible verses which punctuate key lesson 

concepts, flashlight: a brief insight from Ellen G. White, using information primarily from The 

Conflict of Ages series, further insight: quotes that provide further insight to the central message, 

and connecting to life: the portion of the lesson devoted to application in the learner’s own life 

(GC CornerStone Connections, 2020a).  

The 28 Fundamental Beliefs are not listed in the student lesson guides. However, some of 

the leader/teacher guides contain both the belief number and narrative as shown in the Seventh-

day Adventist Church Manual (personal communication, Denise Gustafson, November 2, 2020), 

while others only contain the belief number; still others contain only a belief title, i.e., “The 

Sabbath.” Depending on the quarter and year, variations were observed. This may indicate that 

unless the teacher or leader mentions one or more beliefs, the students may not connect any 

specific lesson to one or more belief. This is curious, as the Real Time Faith curricula created for 

younger learners contains Fundamental Belief numbers and narratives. Perhaps the assumption is 

that youth-aged learners (those studying Cornerstone Connections) have a greater capacity for 

conceptual thinking than younger learners, and the ability to actively tether biblical content to 

Adventist doctrinal beliefs. 

Many lessons in the Curriculum Map have been left blank because documentation of this 

series reflects only what Fundamental Beliefs are presented in the teacher’s helps version of each 

quarterly. Not all lessons have Fundamental Beliefs stated within them. The investigator did not 

add a Fundamental Belief to the Curriculum Map unless the belief was reflected directly in a key 

word in the section where Fundamental Beliefs were found in other lessons, or if the lesson itself 

was a Fundamental Belief statement in its entirety. The original Scope & Sequence document is 

presented below, followed by an adapted curriculum map listing lesson titles with associated 

Fundamental Beliefs.  

Each numeric occurrence on the matrix map indicates 1 lesson. As far as this investigator 

can determine, numeric values are equal to time spent per topic and indicated using color coding 

in green.  
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Cornerstone Connections Curriculum Table I 

 

 

My Bible First Sabbath School Curriculum: ages 0-18 

The My Bible First curriculum was developed by a small group of Sabbath School 

leaders of a Seventh-day Adventist church and is published by Sabbath School Net. It was 

developed for leaders and teachers who prefer a more structured approach to Bible lessons than 

offered by the GraceLink curriculum. Sabbath School Net is a supporting ministry of the 

Adventist denomination, but is not funded or directly affiliated with the Sabbath School 

Department of the GC; however, resources are published with permission from the GC Sabbath 

School department. Materials and stories contain true-to-life graphics instead of cartoon graphics 

as presented in the GraceLink curriculum. Resources include theme materials and visualized 

songs, teaching helps, and memory verse aids (My Bible First, 2011; Sabbath School Net, 2020). 

Of note, My Bible First includes curricula developed for learners from birth to ages 14 and up 

(My Bible First, 2011). There is no curriculum map supplied by the authors or distributors 

Cornerstone Connections Sabbath School Curriculum Y
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r 
1

Y
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r 
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r 
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Holy Scriptures 2 2 5 9

Trinity 1 1

Father 1 4 1 1 7

Son 1 1 8 1 11

Holy Spirit 1 1 1 1 4

Creation

Nature of Humanity 2 1 2 5

The great controversy 4 1 1 4 10

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ 2 1 5 1 9

The experience of Salvation 3 1 6 5 15

Growing in Christ 3 2 4 3 12

The church 1 2 6 9

The Remnant and its mission 1 2 3 4 10

Unity in the body of Christ 1 2 3

Baptism 1 1

The Lord's supper 1 1

Spiritual gifts and ministry 2 2 2 4 10

The gift of prophecy 1 4 1 6

The law of God 2 1 1 2 6

The Sabbath 2 2 1 3 8

Stewardship 2 2 1 1 6

Christian behavior 3 3

Marriage and family 6 1 7

Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary 1 1 1 2 5

The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 3 3 6

Death, the state of the dead, and resurrection 1 1 2 4

The millennium and the end of sin 1 1

The new earth 2 2

F = FB found in curriculum S&S F F F F F
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specific to the 28 Fundamental Beliefs as these are presented within the curriculum through 

Bible stories as demonstrated by the My Bible First Sabbath School curriculum for birth through 

grade 12 (personal communication, Jennifer, My Bible First representative, October 21, 2020). 

The curriculum for each level is as follows:  

Beginners: My Bible Stories (ages 0 to 3), a one-year cycle that highlights 

major Bible stories;  

Kindergarten: My Bible Lessons (ages 4 to 6), a three-year cycle that 

introduced the great controversy and plan of salvation themes in chronological 

order from Genesis to Revelation; 

Primary: My Bible First (ages 7 to 9), a three-year cycle that enlarges and 

expands the great controversy and plan of salvation theme introduced in the 

kindergarten lessons; 

Junior/Teen: My Bible Says (ages 10 to 13), a three-year cycle focused 

on the Old Testament sanctuary, the major prophecies of Daniel and Revelation, 

the apostasy, the reformation, and early advent history; 

Youth: Upstream (ages 14 and up), a six-year cycle focused on Biblical 

answers to basic life issues and how to withstand the strong currents of the world 

(My Bible First, 2011).  

Identification of one or more Fundamental Beliefs within the entire curriculum was done 

in two ways:  

• Broad concepts directly related to Fundamental Beliefs were found within the 

curriculum description for each of the Sabbath School curriculum levels; these are 

coded on the table in orange, reflecting underpinning concepts of the entire 

curriculum.  

• Lesson coding directly reflecting one or more Fundamental Belief, was done by the 

Researcher. The decision to identify a Fundamental Belief was determined by the 

Title of the lesson containing Fundamental Belief verbiage, or content of the lesson 

directly reflecting the content of a Fundamental Belief. These are labelled on the 

table in green, reflecting one topic per one lesson.  

Many lessons are not labelled as the investigator was not comfortable speculating beyond 

overt observation of the Fundamental Beliefs within each lesson.  

This curriculum was created to help parents establish daily family worships and point 

children to the plan of salvation and the great controversy. All Bible lessons tell the Bible stories 

in the order they happened. Each lesson builds on what was learned the previous week to help 

children understand how God has been working in history and the consequences of choices (My 

Bible First, 2011; Sabbath School Net, 2020).  

The My Bible First curriculum focuses on seven guiding principles: 

• Effectively reach children and their families. 

• Make each Sabbath school department a center of evangelism. 
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• Give children a better understanding of Biblical history and a solid foundation of 

Biblical truth. 

• Help children understand the plan of salvation and the great controversy. 

• Assist families in establishing regular, vibrant, life-changing worships. 

• Make the Bible stories practical for every-day life. 

• Help their precious children know their loving, heavenly Father and devote their lives 

in service to Him (My Bible First, 2011). 

The entire My Bible First curriculum is not overtly mapped to the 28 Fundamental 

Beliefs; however, many doctrines are developed fully through Bible stories, increasing in 

curriculum frequency in the Youth level lessons (personal communication, Jennifer [My Bible 

First representative], October 21, 2020). It is this observation by this researcher, that is indicated 

on the curriculum matrix map by occurrence within each level of the curriculum as specifically 

documented in leveled curriculum maps of Bible story focus, posted on the My Bible First 

website @ https://mybiblefirst.org/index.php?module=products&func=product&id3=1. 

 

My Bible First Curriculum Table J  

 

 

My Bible First Sabbath School Curriculum B
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Holy Scriptures 1 3 3 7

Trinity

Father 3 5 8

Son 1 2 3

Holy Spirit 1 5 6

Creation 1 2 2 1 6

Nature of Humanity 3 3+ 1 1+1 9

The great controversy 1+1 6 25 33

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ 22 52 42 6 122

The experience of Salvation 1+1 18 20

Growing in Christ 2 16 18

The church 3 1 1 1 6

The Remnant and its mission 17+1 22+1 41

Unity in the body of Christ 1 1

Baptism 2 2

The Lord's supper 1 1

Spiritual gifts and ministry 1 1 2

The gift of prophecy 1 1

The law of God 1 2 7 10

The Sabbath 1 2 5 8

Stewardship 2 1 10 13

Christian behavior 16+1 17

Marriage and family 16 16

Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary 3 1 3 7

The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 1 2 3

Death, the state of the dead, and resurrection 2 2

The millennium and the end of sin 3 3

The new earth 1 1 2 4

R = Researcher identified FB R R + F R+F R+F

F = Found in curriculum - anything color coded orange 

https://mybiblefirst.org/index.php?module=products&func=product&id3=1
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Observations and analyses may be inaccurate because of lack of Biblical knowledge on 

the part of the investigator; many lessons within the curriculum have the potential to be mapped 

to more than one fundamental belief. The number of occurrences documented on the matrix map 

represent a three-year curriculum cycle for each level. Each numeric value represents the same 

weight for Fundamental Belief. A numeric value reflects one lesson. For the purposes of the final 

matrix map, all My Bible First curricula for all age levels is documented in one column, with the 

number of times each fundamental belief is observed overtly across the entire curriculum. As far 

as this researcher can determine, numeric values are equal to time spent per topic and indicated 

using color coding in green. Orange numeric occurrences indicate underpinning concepts of the 

entire curriculum.  

Pathfinders Spiritual Development Curriculum & Outreach Honors  

Pathfinders is a department of the Seventh-day Adventist church devoted to a physical-

mental-spiritual tripod education for children and teens ages ten to fifteen years old. Similar to 

Boy Scouts, it creates an environment where children grow and develop holistically in a safe 

environment, while developing their spiritual lives as well. Children participate in activities 

which are active, fun, adventurous, and challenging, learning the values of hard work and 

collaboration. Pathfinder leaders are well-rounded individuals who act as spiritual and social role 

models for the children. Pathfinders is a global organization, with tens of thousands of members 

all over the world. Pathfinders consists of six levels: Friend: ages 10 & 11, Companion: ages 11 

& 12, Explorer: ages 12 & 13, Ranger: ages 13 & 14, Voyager: ages 14 & 15, and Guide: ages 

15 & 16. Within each level, children develop in eight foundational elements: personal growth, 

spiritual discovery, serving others, making friends, health and fitness, nature study, outdoor 

living, and honor enrichment (NAD, 2014; NADCM, 2020). Pathfinders offers over 400 honors 

in which children can participate; these are a large component of a Pathfinder’s activities. Once a 

member completes an Honor, they earn a patch for their Pathfinder uniform sash. Honors are 

generally delivered over 1 to 4 hours for level 1 and level 2 honors. Level 3 honors can take up 

to 20 hours to complete; these are often project-type honors. Sport honors require participants to 

play in multiple games. For evangelism honors, participants are required to help out with an 

entire evangelistic series in their church (NAD, 2014; personal communication, Tracy Wood, 

November 13, 2020). 

Clubs usually meet from 1.5-2 hours once during the week or every other week, 

depending on club preferences. Each meeting includes opening exercises, including a devotional, 

average about 15 minutes, followed by unit time for another 15 minutes, then a class level time 

of 15 minutes, and then about 20 minutes on honors. Pathfinder clubs end the night with a 20-

minute drill or march and wrap up the meeting with announcements and prayer (personal 

communication, Tracy Wood, November 13, 2020).  

In addition, children who wish to develop leadership abilities can participate in Teen 

Leadership Training (TLT) over four years from ages 13 and up, earning their Master Guide 

status once they have completed all four years of TLT training. The TLT program was not 

included in this project (NAD, 2014).  

Two categories of Pathfinder activities are documented in this project: spiritual 

development content for each of the six levels of Pathfinders and the outreach category 

containing multiple Pathfinder Honors which are direct reflections of one or more of the 

Fundamental Beliefs. While not all honors mention the Fundamental Beliefs of the Adventist 
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denomination specifically, the honor itself is an example of a Fundamental Belief in the lived 

experience of the child. Within the Outreach category of Pathfinder Honors, a complete list and 

description of each honor is presented in both the narrative and curriculum map.  

Spiritual Development: Six levels  

The spiritual development of Pathfinders is intentional at all levels of the organization. 

The purpose of this component is to encourage spiritual growth through a discovery of biblical 

and Christian history. Spiritual development is one of the eight investiture achievement track 

activities grounding the club activities. These activities are explicit and listed in clusters, ideal 

for delivery as a lesson in each of the six Pathfinder levels. Spiritual development is a component 

of every club meeting during the devotional portion of meetings. These devotions may frame the 

atmosphere in which the Pathfinder Club members and leaders carry out all activities. The 

spiritual development requirements for each of the six Pathfinder levels can be delivered in 

small, chunked lessons during club time, devotions, or other short timeframes within the 

Pathfinder meeting or event schedule (NAD, 2014). As such, the Spiritual development 

Pathfinder content is documented in green on the curriculum map, indicating 1 topic per lesson. 

Of note; in the curriculum map section for Pathfinder Spiritual Development Curriculum, each of 

the six Pathfinder levels is given a numeric occurrence of 1, color coded in orange, to indicate a 

philosophical underpinning or foundational concept related to two of the Fundamental Beliefs; 

#1 Holy Scriptures, and #12 Growing in Christ. This is a direct reflection of the use of the Bible 

in the Spiritual Development curriculum for all levels of Pathfinders, and an overt recuring 

theme within more than the spiritual development curriculum. Where either of these 

Fundamental Beliefs are listed as overt occurrences, the numeric occurrence color code is green. 

The content of devotionals utilized during Pathfinder meetings is unknown. This is left to 

Pathfinder leaders and may or may not include content related directly to the 28 Fundamental 

Beliefs. Therefore, no assumptions were made, and no documentation of any Fundamental Belief 

was done related to devotional content. 

Friend/Trail Friend (Advanced ), ages 10 & 11 (#9 The Life, Death, and Resurrection of Christ)  

The Friend level of Pathfinders has several spiritual development components. Of the 

mandatory tasks, the most prominent Fundamental Belief is #9: The Life, Death, and 

Resurrection of Christ. Throughout the spiritual development requirements of the Friend level, 

Jesus’s life is explored intentionally. While there is no mention of the 9th Fundamental Belief, or 

any of the Fundamental Beliefs, in the teacher’s help section of the Pathfinder Director’s Guide, 

the content specific to Jesus’s life is an overt representation of a portion of the 9th Fundamental 

Belief. The outline of Friend level of the Spiritual Development curriculum is as follows:  

1. a. Memorize in order the names of the New Testament books of the Bible and know 

the four areas into which the books are grouped. b. Demonstrate your ability to find 

any New Testament book  

2. Memorize a Bible text for the following subjects: • Prayer • Doctrine • Behavior • 

Salvation • Relationships • Promises/Praise • Great Passages  

3. Participate in a skit on a story about the life of Jesus such as: • Jesus in the temple at 

12 • Jesus being tempted in the wilderness • Jesus feeding the 5,000 • or another 

favorite story about Jesus  

4. Learn about the worldwide Advent Awakening (late 1700s to 1844 time period) by 

identifying seven people and three events explaining why they are important.  
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Advanced for Spiritual Discovery  

1. Complete Friend requirements.  

2. Create a time-line showing the main events of the life of Jesus (NAD, 2014, p. 9). 

Companion/Trail Companion, Advanced, ages 11 & 12 (#18 The Gift of Prophecy)  

The Companion level of Pathfinders has several mandatory components of Spiritual 

Development. Of these tasks, the most prominent Fundamental Belief is #18 The Gift of 

Prophecy. Ellen G. White is discussed within the context of being one of God’s prophets. While 

there is no mention of the 18th Fundamental Belief, or any of the Fundamental Beliefs, in the 

teacher’s help section of the Pathfinder Director’s Guide, the content specific to Ellen G. White 

and her designation as prophet, is an overt representation of a portion of the 18th Fundamental 

Belief. The outline of Companion level of the Spiritual Development curriculum is as follows:  

1. Memorize in order the names of the Old Testament books of the Bible and the five 

groups into which they are grouped. b. Demonstrate your ability to find any Old 

Testament book.  

2. Memorize a Bible text (not previously learned) for the following subjects: • Prayer • 

Doctrine • Behavior • Salvation • Relationships • Promises/Praise • Great Passages  

3. Participate in a skit on one of the following Old Testament characters: • Joseph • 

Jonah • Esther • Ruth  

4. Research two early Adventist Pioneers (1844 to 1900) and present what you have 

learned.  

Advanced for Spiritual Discovery  

1. Complete Companion requirements.  

2. Learn about Ellen White’s first vision and discuss how God uses prophets to present 

His message to the church (NAD, 2014, p. 27).  

Explorer/Wilderness Explorer, Advanced, ages 12 & 13 (#13 The Remnant and Its Mission)  

The Explorer level of Pathfinders has several mandatory components of Spiritual 

Development for participants. Of these tasks, the most prominent Fundamental Belief is #13 The 

Remnant and Its Mission. The early church, the current Adventist denomination, and 

missionaries are explored in depth. While there is no mention of the 13th Fundamental Belief, or 

any of the Fundamental Beliefs, in the teacher’s help section of the Pathfinder Director’s Guide, 

the content specific to The Remnant Church is overt and represents a portion of the 13th 

Fundamental Belief. The outline of the Companion level of Spiritual Development curriculum is 

as follows:  

1. Learn how to use a Bible concordance by selecting two topics and/or words to 

discover how it is used in the Bible.  

2. Memorize a Bible text (not previously learned) for the following subjects: • Prayer • 

Doctrine • Behavior • Salvation • Relationships • Promises/Praise • Great Passages  

3. Role-play the experience of a person of the New Testament Church in the book of 

Acts.  
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4. Learn about eight missionaries (to at least four continents) who served during the 

Seventh-day Adventist mission expansion (1900 to 1950). b. On a world map, plot 

their country of service. c. Make a presentation about your favorite missionary.  

Advanced for Spiritual Discovery  

1. Complete Explorer requirements.  

2. Compare the expansion of the early Christian church in the book of Acts to the 

mission expansion of the Seventh-day Adventist Church up to 1950.  

3. Study and discuss one of the following life issues with your Explorer group and an 

adult: Abuse, TV & Movie Theaters, Reading (NAD, 2014, p. 51). 

Ranger/Wilderness Ranger, Advanced, ages 13 & 14 (#15 Baptism & #19 The Law of God)  

The Ranger level of Pathfinders has several mandatory components of Spiritual 

Development for participants. Of these tasks, the most prominent Fundamental Beliefs are #15 

Baptism, and #19 The Law of God. Both baptism and the Ten Commandments are explored. 

While there is no mention of the 15th or 19th Fundamental Beliefs, or any of the Fundamental 

Beliefs, in the teacher’s help section of the Pathfinder Director’s Guide, the content specific to 

baptism and the Ten Commandments is overt, representing a portion of the 15th and 19th 

Fundamental Belief. The outline of Ranger level of the Spiritual Development curriculum is as 

follows:  

1. Participate in a Bible marking program on the inspiration of the Bible.  

2. Memorize the 10 Commandments in Exodus 20:3-17.  

3. Read the 13 Baptismal Vows of the Seventh-day Adventist Church and share why 

each of them is important.  

4. Read The Pathfinder Story (current edition)  

Advanced for Spiritual Discovery  

1. Complete Ranger requirements.  

2. Read/Listen to Steps to Jesus.  

3. Study and discuss two of the following life issues with your Ranger group and an 

adult: Gossip, Lying, Profanity, The Worldwide Web, STD’s (NAD, 2014, p. 75). 

Voyager/ Frontier Voyager, Advanced, ages 14 & 15 (#1-28 Fundamental Beliefs)  

The Ranger level of Pathfinders has several mandatory components of Spiritual 

Development for participants. Of these tasks, the entirety of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs is 

overtly explored. The 28 Fundamental Beliefs are listed in the Teacher’s Helps section of the 

Director’s Guide, in their entirety, as presented in the Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual 

(GC, 2010). In addition, several Bible texts are supplied to help learners explore the Biblical 

foundations of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs, and participants are encouraged to explore additional 

questions about each Fundamental Belief. In keeping with the color coding of this section, each 

Fundamental Belief is considered on its own, making this section worth 28 lessons. The outline 

of the Companion level of Spiritual Development curriculum is as follows:  

1. Review the Biblical reasons for the 28 Fundamental Christian Beliefs of the Seventh-

day Adventist Church.  
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2. Memorize five Bible texts that support one of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs.  

3. Prepare and present a Bible study on one of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs.  

4. Read the AY Story (current edition).  

Advanced for Spiritual Discovery  

1. Complete Voyager requirements.  

2. Read/listen to Thoughts from the Mount of Blessings or Christ’s Object Lessons.  

3. Study and discuss two of the following life issues with your Voyager group and an 

adult: Teen Pregnancy, Abortion, Aids, Homosexuality, Pornography (NAD, 2014, p. 

101). 

Guide/Frontier Guide, Advanced, ages 15 & 16 (no in-depth study of any Fundamental Belief)  

The Guide level of Pathfinders has several mandatory components of spiritual 

development for participants. Of these tasks, there is a one Bible verse review of several of the 

Fundamental Beliefs, however in the context of this research, one Bible verse is not a significant 

study of any of the Fundamental Beliefs; rather, this task may reinforce the intentional study of 

all 28 Fundamental Beliefs at the Voyager level. There is no overt mention of the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs in the Teacher’s Help section of the Guide level, and this cluster of 

Spiritual Development content appears to be more of an overview rather than an in-depth study 

on any one topic. Thus, no Fundamental Beliefs were designated for this level. The outline of the 

Guide level of Spiritual Development curriculum is as follows:  

1. Write and share your personal testimony.  

2. Memorize one key text for each of the following Bible teachings: • Second Coming 

of Christ • Seventh-day Sabbath • State of the dead • Law & Grace • Conversion • 

Judgment • Inspiration of the Bible • Spirit of Prophecy • The Saint’s Reward  

3. Learn the principles of leading a person to Jesus.  

4. Tell a story of a church pioneer to a group.  

Advanced for Spiritual Discovery  

1. Complete Guide requirements.  

2. Complete one of the following honors: • Personal Evangelism • Bible Evangelism • 

Literature Evangelism  

3. Study and discuss two of the following life issues (not previously studied) with your 

Guide group and an adult: Teen Pregnancy, Abortion, Aids, Homosexuality, 

Pornography (NAD, 2014, p. 131).  
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Pathfinder Spiritual Development Curriculum Table K 

 

 

 

Pathfinder Honors related to the 28 Fundamental Beliefs  

All Pathfinder Honors within the Outreach category, with overt presentation of one or 

more of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs, are listed below. The Fundamental Belief was identified by 

this investigator based on key words contained in the Honor title or honor content which directly 

reflected one or more Fundamental Beliefs. These are numbered and alphabetic. On the 

Pathfinders Honors curriculum map, each honor is documented utilizing its number as listed 

here. As previously mentioned in the introduction to the Pathfinder curriculum, numeric 

occurrence of one or more of the Fundamental Beliefs is documented using the color Blue on the 

curriculum map, indicating a lesson that can be delivered over a period of 1-20 hours. 

Adventist Pioneer Heritage Honor, level 2 (#18 The Gift of Prophecy)  

This honor explores the Adventist pioneers. Learners discover the origins of the 

Adventist movement through reading biographies, journals, books, accessing media and digital 

resources. The Millerite Movement and the Great Disappointment set the stage for learners. Over 

26 historic church figures are presented, including such notable figures as Joseph Bates, Hiram 

Edson, William Miller, and James White. Several historic events are explored including the 
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Holy Scriptures 1 1 1 1 1+1 1 7

Trinity 1 1

Father 1 1

Son 1 1

Holy Spirit 1 1

Creation 1 1

Nature of Humanity 1 1

The great controversy 1 1

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ 1 1 2

The experience of Salvation 1 1

Growing in Christ 1 1 1 1 1+1 1 7

The church 1 1

The Remnant and its mission 1 1 2

Unity in the body of Christ 1 1

Baptism 1 1 2

The Lord's supper 1 1

Spiritual gifts and ministry 1 1

The gift of prophecy 1 1 2

The law of God 1 1 2

The Sabbath 1 1

Stewardship 1 1

Christian behavior 1 1

Marriage and family 1 1

Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary 1 1

The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 1 1

Death, the state of the dead, and resurrection 1 1

The millennium and the end of sin 1 1

The new earth 1 1

F = FB found in curriculum S&S R = Reseacher R R R R R + F R
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Great Disappointment, incorporation of the Adventist denomination, Health Reform, J. N. 

Andrews’ missionary work, the General Conference Righteousness by Faith Conference and 

reorganization of 1901, Fundamental Beliefs adoption in 1980, and other significant dates. 

Publications are explored including Adventist Review and Sabbath Herald, Liberty Magazine, 

and many more. The church organization is explained, and the importance of many Adventist 

entities are explored including notable ones such as Avondale College, Battle Creek Sanitarium, 

the Pitcairn Missionary Ship, and many others.  

Ellen G. White is presented independently of other historic Adventist figures through 

media and written resources. Additional heritage stories specific to the geographic area of the 

club are included within the honor, serving to contextualize the historic importance of the 

Adventist church to children and their families. Pathfinders are encouraged to create 

presentations to share with others and prompted to visit Adventist historic sites if available in 

their area. This honor is most reflective of the 18th Fundamental Belief: The Gift of Prophecy.  

Adventurer for Christ Honor, level 1 (#11 Growing in Christ)  

This honor is done over the course of six months as an independent project. Participants 

must choose two daily devotional-type activities to do consistently for the chosen timeframe 

such as reading the Sabbath School lesson daily, journaling, or creating and using a prayer list. 

The participant must choose three additional activities to do during the same timeframe 

involving service to others such as visiting an elderly person or a hospital children’s ward, 

offering to help a deacon in the church, or bringing a friend to church. In addition, the participant 

must lead a wholesome group activity. Lastly, the participant must create their own adventure 

focused on something they like to do that will enhance the lives of others, such as baking and 

decorating a cake for someone or making a craft for someone. This honor creates a holistic 

approach to growing in Christ.  

Adventurer for Christ Honor, Advanced, level 2 (#11 Growing in Christ)  

This honor builds on the skills developed in the previous honor and is done over the 

course of nine months as an independent project. The honor consists of several elements. First 

the participant must choose three elements from the level 1 honor and complete them over nine 

months. The participant must also choose a new activity from the level one honor to complete 

over the same timeframe. In addition, the participant must choose three new activities in outreach 

to the community, to perform over the same nine-month period. And lastly, the participant must 

design three new adventures that can take place over two hours each, focused on doing 

something that can be an outreach activity or creating something for someone else.  

Alive Bible Honor, level 1 (#1 The Holy Scriptures)  

 This honor focuses on memorizing scripture. The participant must accomplish 

several things including: learn and practice shortcuts to memorizing Bible verses, demonstrate 

physical activities which can enhance learning, use other senses to commit Bible stories to 

memory, retell Bible stories to others, and share the learning with at least two other people. In 

addition, the participant must demonstrate Bible verse memory by saying a Bible verse in public 

a minimum of three times and must create a list of the positive effects of learning Bible verses, 

and lastly, share the experience of earning this honor with others. 
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Bible Marking, Advanced, level 3 (#1 The Holy Scriptures)  

This honor is the advanced level of Bible Marking. The first level of Bible Marking 

focuses almost entirely on methods of marking, and thus is not included in this narrative. The 

Advanced version of the honor is included because the requirements for the honor include much 

Bible study. Participants must create two Bible studies using a minimum of twenty texts in each 

study. Participants must also use a Bible concordance to develop a devotional study. In addition, 

participants must state the guidelines taken to maintain a clear marking process and must provide 

a key (legend) to understanding Bible markings. Lastly, the participant must give one of the 

Bible studies created to someone else. 

Creationism, level 2 (#6 Creation)  

This honor explores the Biblical creation account in comparison to the theory of 

evolution. Participants define scientific models and theories, and list principles that differentiate 

creation and evolution. Participants read biblical accounts of Creation (Genesis 6-9) and learn at 

least five passages from Patriarchs and Prophets that mention the “young earth.” Participants 

learn the Creation Fundamental Belief and find evidence of it in the Bible. Participants try to 

attend a Creationism meeting or evangelistic meeting and describe up to fifteen objections to 

evolution. Participants develop an argument for Creation, and based on this learning, create a 

scholarly presentation using any form of medium and discuss how it is possible to harmonize 

science and faith. Lastly the participant should attend a nature conservatory, zoo, or national park 

to explore God’s creation.  

Creationism, Advanced, level 3 (#6 Creation) 

This honor is a combination of several honors including creationism, geology, and 

fossils. Participants explain several scientific terms related to creation, earth science, and the 

origins of man. Participants explore arguments from Paley and Pascal and explore aspects of the 

creative power of God as demonstrated in nature. These findings are presented in a poster 

presentation. In addition, learners determine different types of evolution related to macro- and 

micro-evolution and adaptation theory. The Biblical story of Creation is reread keeping in mind 

continental drift, climate, mass extinction, and formation of fossils. Learners create a list of a 

minimum of ten evidences of creation, and present these to other members of their Pathfinder 

group. Learners study the life and science of creation scientists and organize an event or meeting 

with a skilled or qualified creation teacher or scholar. Lastly, learners will conduct research on 

creation based on the Geoscience Research Institute findings and resources.  

Disciples and Apostles, level 2 (#12 The Church)  

This honor explores disciples, apostles, and missionaries in the Old and New Testaments. 

Learners read about disciples and increase their understanding by creating some type of 

presentation about one of several disciple topics listed within the honor criteria. Participants also 

learn about the call to follow Christ, and how Pentecost impacted the Christian church. Acts 9:1-

31 is explored from three perspectives: Saul, Ananias, and a Christian in Jerusalem. Chapter 2 

from the book Acts of the Apostles is required reading to discover how one is trained to be a 

disciple of God. Role play is conducted to demonstrate one story of a disciple. Learners discuss 

the potential of being an apostle in the Adventist church today. Paul’s life and journeys are 

explored and illustrated in some type of media presentation. Over a two-week period, 
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participants are required to do a self-evaluation on the quality of disciple that they are in their 

own community. They rate themselves on several discipleship criteria listed in the honor. Lastly, 

participants read and understand the Great Commission as found in Matthew 28: 19-20 and share 

this with their peers or church community. 

Family Life, level 1 (#23 Marriage and Family)  

 This honor explores the family from a biblical and Spirit of Prophecy perspective. 

Participants are encouraged to discuss their own family, likes and dislikes, successes, qualities, 

accomplishments, and things that make their family special. Learners are encouraged to 

participate in chores around the house and to care for younger or fragile members of the family. 

Learners are also asked to find out what how the family spends money and create a list of 

activities that the family enjoys doing. Traditions passed down from both parents are discussed. 

Learners are also required to actively participate in family worship. In addition to a focus on 

one’s own family, participants are encouraged to list ways they can help other families in their 

neighborhood. Lastly, the learner writes a prayer for their family and shares this with each family 

member.  

God’s Messenger, level 1 (#18 The Gift of Prophecy)  

 This honor explores the life and prophetic ministry of Ellen G. White. Included in 

the honor is basic history pertaining to the Second Awakening, Millerism, and the Great 

Disappointment, along with the social and political climate of the day. Several books authored by 

Ellen G. White are required as resources, and the Biblical idea of inspiration is discussed using 

Timothy 3:16, 17:2, and 2 Peter 1:20-21. Learners become acquainted with the Biblical tests of a 

prophet and discuss some of the ways Ellen G. White fulfills the Biblical test of a prophet. An 

alternate method of earning this honor is to score 200 points or more on the Pitcairn Game @ 

http://honor.ellenwhite.org/index.htm 

Outreach/Missionary Life, level 1 (#12 The Church)  

 This honor explores both the biblical and modern missionary, and Christ as 

missionary. Participants are required to name five Biblical missionaries and assess their 

contributions to missions. Learners explore several Old and New Testament books as they relate 

to missionary work, and list and evaluate how missionaries impacted spreading the gospel to the 

world, and if their methods are still relevant today. Learners discuss the personality and character 

traits of missionaries and the important of different types of missionaries: medical, evangelist, 

and educator. The challenges of mission work are explored; learners discover a minimum of 

eight Adventist missionaries between 1900-1950. Participants create a presentation on their 

learning in addition to reading a book on Adventist missionaries, and planning to be a member of 

a future mission trip.  

Peace Maker, level 1 (#22 Christian Behavior)  

This honor explores the concepts of conflict from a Biblical perspective. Participants look 

at several Bible stories about conflict to determine “good” and “bad” conflict, and different 

strategies to deal with conflict in a Christ centered way. In addition, poor conflict management 

coping strategies are discussed. Role play is utilized to increase content retention.  

http://honor.ellenwhite.org/index.htm
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Personal Evangelism, level 2 (#12 The Church)  

This honor uses Bible and Spirit of Prophecy resources to ground learning about reaching 

people on a one-to-one basis following Jesus’ methods. Learners participate in personal daily 

devotions and must take part is some kind of organized evangelistic or health focus or 

community event. They must research and participate in age-appropriate outreach programs such 

as a story hour, clown or puppet ministries, Christmas Child, or other programs unique to their 

own church community. They must also spend a minimum of 15 hours performing some kind of 

community service to help someone in need and develop a relationship with that person, with the 

intent of leading them to Christ, or strengthening the relationship with Christ. 

Prayer, level 1 (#11 Growing in Christ)  

This honor explores the practice of prayer, differences in prayers, rationale for prayer, 

and the value of prayer in developing one’s spiritual life. The Lord’s Prayer is central to this 

honor. In addition, learners explore a minimum of six prayers found in the Bible, two from the 

Old Testament, and two prayers which Jesus prayed to discover who was praying, what they 

prayed for and why they were praying. Learners are taught the ACTS formula for prayer (A-

adoration (praise), C-confession, T-thanksgiving, and S-supplication (requests) as a way to 

develop their personal prayer life. The chapter on prayer in the book Steps to Christ is used as an 

additional resource. Learners are encouraged to discuss prayer with another family member, and 

work intentionally on developing their own regular prayer life, and to pray for others.  

Prayer Advanced, level 2 (#11 Growing in Christ)  

This honor requires learners to complete the basic Prayer honor in addition to other 

activities. Learners base their learning in this honor in James 1:2-9 and in Old Testament Bible 

stories. 1 Thessalonians 5:17 encourages learners to “pray without ceasing.” Participants also 

read “The Privilege of Prayer” passage in the book Steps to Christ. Learners deepen their 

Biblical knowledge about prayer by memorizing many prayer-related Bible verses. Participants 

also interview at least three other people about the value of prayer in their lives, and participants 

must offer to pray in public on at least two occasions. Learners keep a prayer journal as a way to 

record prayers and recognize answers to prayer. 

Preach It, level 2 (#11 Growing in Christ) 

This honor focuses on several aspects of church leadership in addition to preaching. 

Participants learn concepts related to spiritual preparation, seed sowing, invitation, sermon 

preparation, and altar calls as related to the art of preaching. In addition, learners get a 

foundation in church budgets and how money is spent for different things. Learners discover the 

basics of holding public meetings including choosing a site, equipment needs, and computer and 

technology requirements. Learners discover methods of following up with attendees from 

evangelistic meetings and become acquainted with a foundational discipleship approach to 

winning souls for Christ.  

Preach It Advanced, level 3 (#11 Growing in Christ)  

This honor builds on the level 2 Preach It honor. In addition to the components of the 

basic honor, participants much participate actively in some kind of media evangelistic ministry. 
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Learners must preach at least six sermons. In addition, participants must complete chapter 

readings in the book Evangelism, p. 628-683 (The Worker and His Qualifications). 

Sanctuary, level 2 (#24 Christ’s Ministry in the Heavenly Sanctuary)  

This honor is quite in-depth and includes the 8th grade Encounter curriculum unit 8.4 

called “Sanctuary,” as a component of completing the honor. For those participants who do not 

have access to or choose not to attend Adventist schools, an alternative set of content is provided. 

The alternative curriculum for this honor requires the participant to explore Exodus 25-40 

to get acquainted with the details and objects of the Old Testament tabernacle. Learners create a 

miniature three-dimensional model of the Old Testament tabernacle and artistically and 

creatively recreate the Sanctuary, courtyard, altar of burnt offerings, laver/wash basin, 

candlestick, table of shewbread, altar of incense, ark of the covenant, and high priest. 

Participants learn details about the priests from the Old Testament sanctuary, their tribes, how 

they were chosen, their function, and special clothing they wore. 

Small group discussions are encouraged for learners to talk about the Israelites and God’s 

intentions for the Sanctuary. In addition, learners grapple with the complexities of tying together 

the Sanctuary, Christ’s birth, and Jesus’ Second Coming by reading passages from Exodus, 

Matthew, and Revelation. Learners discuss the role of the sanctuary in demonstrating forgiveness 

for sin by reading passages in Romans, Genesis, John, Hebrews, and 1 John.  

Participants learn and write about the daily sacrifices and the annual Day of Atonement 

by exploring Leviticus 1-5, and 16. They also develop a journal to plot their understanding of 

sacrificing the lamb to receive forgiveness and how that would impact them personally. In 

addition, they journal about the gift of God’s forgiveness of sin in their lives. Learners create a 

symbol that reminds them of God’s salvation/forgiveness and His true character of love. 

Interestingly, the 24th Fundamental Belief is not referenced in this honor as a resource.  

Small Group Bible Study, level 1 (#11 Growing in Christ) 

This honor explores the different types of Bible study: personal devotion, small group, 

and corporate worship. Several Bible study tools are used including the Concordance, Bible 

Commentary, and Bible Dictionary. Learners discuss how the Bible influences a Christian 

lifestyle and the importance of adding prayer to daily Bible study. A small group of learners 

adopts guidelines for Bible study and participates in group Bible study over the course of several 

months. The learner creates a presentation utilizing a chosen medium and shares their learning 

with the group. 

Small Group Bible Study Advanced, level 3 (#11 Growing in Christ) 

This honor builds on the Level 1 Small group Bible Study honor but takes Bible study to 

a new level. Effective group processes are explored. The participants are required to create a 

Bible study series on one of several topics outlined in the honor and present the Bible study 

series over eight sessions with a small group of peers. 

Stewardship, level 2 (#21 Stewardship) 

This honor explores Stewardship from Biblical and modern perspectives. Biblical 

stewardship (managing God’s creation), stewardship in daily life, and financial gifts are 
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explored. Stewardship of mind, environment, talents, time, and possessions broaden the concept 

of stewardship. Learners invest time in each of the aforementioned types of stewardship to 

discover biblical truths and modern application of those truths. Learners create a six-day project 

including activities which demonstrate stewardship in different aspects. Participants also learn 

important principles of returning tithe and given offerings as a Christian duty. Lastly, 

participants learn about how tithes and offerings support their local and larger church 

organizations.  

Temperance, level 2 (#22 Christian Behavior)  

This honor centers on the Pathfinder Temperance Pledge. In addition, biblical and Ellen 

G. White resources, specifically The Ministry of Healing, are utilized to explore temperance from 

a Christian perspective. Learners are encouraged to create a presentation about temperance 

specific to one of the following: physical activity and lifestyle choices, diet, abstinence from 

harmful chemicals, drug use, or alcohol abuse. Participants are required to learn the ingredients 

in tobacco smoke, and potential disease complications that can occur as a result of smoking. 

Participants also learn the effects of tobacco, alcohol, and drugs on pregnancy. Learners are 

encouraged to role play situations where they are offered one of several harmful aforementioned 

items, and willingly turn them down, as a way to help them navigate possible future situations.  

Pathfinder Honors Curriculum Table L  

 

 

 

 

 

Pathfinder Honors all levels 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 Total 

Holy Scriptures 1 1 2

Trinity

Father

Son

Holy Spirit

Creation 1 1 2

Nature of Humanity

The great controversy

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ

The experience of Salvation

Growing in Christ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8

The church 1 1 1 3

The Remnant and its mission 

Unity in the body of Christ

Baptism

The Lord's supper 

Spiritual gifts and ministry 

The gift of prophecy 1 1 2

The law of God 

The Sabbath 

Stewardship 1 1

Christian behavior 1 1 2

Marriage and family 1 1

Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary 1 1

The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 

Death, the state of the dead, and resurrection 

The millennium and the end of sin 

The new earth 

R = Researcher identified FB R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R
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Baptismal Resources 

The Adventist denomination practices baptism by immersion as the primary requirement 

for church membership, while profession of faith is considered in four specific circumstances as 

outlined in the Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual: a Christian from another denomination 

who has already been baptized, an Adventist unable to secure a transfer of membership from a 

previous church, an Adventist whose request for transfer of membership has received no 

response, and an Adventist whose membership has been misplaced or withdrawn, but who has 

maintained faithful commitment to Christianity (GC, 2010, p. 51). Currently, there is no one 

specific study guide suggested or utilized by pastors across the NAD for preparation of 

children/youth for baptism (personal communication, Dr. Tracy Wood, October 23, 2020). 

Baptism is the public declaration of commitment to a life in Christ. It “is the 

solemn renunciation of the world” (GC, 2010, p. 44). “Only those giving evidence 

of having experienced the new birth and enjoying a spiritual experience in the 

Lord Jesus are prepared for acceptance into membership. Pastors must instruct 

candidates in the fundamental teachings and related practices of the Church so 

they will enter the Church on a sound spiritual basis (GC, 2010, p.44).  

Baptizing very young children is discouraged. Baptismal preparation includes Biblical 

instruction in Adventist fundamental beliefs.  

Candidates individually or in a baptismal class should be instructed from the 

Scriptures regarding the Church’s fundamental beliefs and practices and the 

responsibilities of membership. A pastor should satisfy the church by a public 

examination that candidates are well instructed, are committed to taking this 

important step, and by practice and conduct demonstrate a willing acceptance of 

Church doctrines and principles of conduct which are the outward expression of 

those doctrines, for “by their fruits you will know them” (Bible Gateway, 2020; 

Matthew 7:16; GC, 2010, p. 45).  

The Church Manual goes on to address alternatives to public examination. “If public 

examination is impractical, then candidates should be examined by the board or a committee 

appointed by the board, such as the board of elders, whose report then should be given to the 

church before the baptism” (GC, 2010, p. 45). It goes on to say that examination should be done 

in a kind, gentle way, with focus on the requirements of the gospel and a relationship with Jesus 

Christ (GC, 2010).  

It is unknown whether research has been completed specific to the processes and 

resources for baptismal preparation of Adventist children Grades 1-12. No scholarly research 

could be found on the international Dissertation site ProQuest, or within the articles tab, using 

the Advanced Search option on the Andrews University library site. Several of Ellen G. White’s 

works specific to baptism were located in a document file on the Andrews University James 

White Library site and address multiple topics including baptism, church membership, biblical 

teachings, being baptized as a Seventh-day Adventist, and church work with children. However, 

these works can only be viewed in person in the Center for Adventist Research on the lower 

level of the library. It may be that her writings specific to baptism influenced the statements 

presented in the Church Manual.  
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The 13 baptismal vows presented in the Church Manual (GC, 2010) are not a direct 

reflection of the 28 fundamental beliefs; rather, they reflect a combination of beliefs expected 

within one’s relationship with Jesus Christ. They are as follows: 

1. Do you believe in God the Father, in His Son Jesus Christ, and in the Holy Spirit? 

2. Do you believe and receive the death of Jesus Christ on Calvary as the atoning 

sacrifice for the sins of the world, and believe that through faith in His shed blood we 

are saved from sin and its penalty? 

3. Renouncing the world and its sinful ways, have you received Jesus Christ as your 

personal Savior, and do you believe that God, for Christ’s sake, has forgiven your 

sins and given you a new heart? 

4. Do you accept by faith the righteousness of Christ, recognizing Him as your 

Intercessor in the heavenly sanctuary, and do you claim His promise to strengthen 

you by His indwelling Spirit, so that you may receive power to do His will? 

5. Do you believe that the Bible is God’s inspired word, and that it constitutes the only 

rule of faith and practice for the Christian? Do you covenant to spend time regularly 

in prayer and Bible study?  

6. Do you accept the Ten Commandments as still binding upon Christians; and is it your 

purpose, by the power of the indwelling Christ, to keep the law of God, including the 

fourth commandment, which calls us to keep the seventh day of the week as the 

Sabbath of the Lord and memorial of Creation? 

7. Is the soon coming of Jesus the blessed hope in your heart, and are you determined to 

be personally ready to meet the Lord, and to do all in your power to witness to His 

loving salvation, and by life and word to help others to be ready for His glorious 

appearing? 

8. Do you believe the Biblical teaching of spiritual gifts, and do you believe that the gift 

of prophecy is one of the identifying marks of the remnant church? 

9. Do you believe in the Church organization? By God’s grace do you purpose in your 

heart to biblically support the church by your tithes and offerings, your personal 

effort, and influence? 

10. Do you believe that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit and that you are to 

honor God by caring for your body, avoiding the use of that which is harmful? To 

abstain from all unclean foods, and from the use of all alcoholic beverages, tobacco, 

narcotics, or any other type of drugs? 

11. Knowing and understanding the fundamental Bible principles as taught in the 

Scriptures, is it your purpose, by the grace of God, to order your life in harmony with 

these principles? 

12. Do you accept the New Testament teaching of baptism by immersion, and do you 

desire to be so baptized as a public expression of your faith in Christ and in the 

forgiveness of your sins? 

13. Do you believe that the Seventh-day Adventist Church is the remnant church of Bible 

prophecy, Rev. 12:17, and that people of every nation, race, and language are invited 

and accepted into its fellowship? Do you desire to be a member of this local assembly 

of the world church? 

The baptismal resources reviewed for this study indicate content specific to all 28 

Fundamental Beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist church, presented in an age-appropriate 
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manner for children in Grades 1-12. The following baptismal resources can be found for 

purchase on the AdventSource website @ https://www.adventsource.org. These resources are 

listed as “1” in the baptismal curriculum map, and as “1” in the curriculum matrix map. The 

numeric value or occurrence each of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs is represented with one numeric 

number as explained in the methods portion of this research as follows:  

Green = The numerical occurrence for the My Bible First Sabbath School 

curriculum, and all baptismal preparation resources, reflects equal weight (time 

spent) on each of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs. 1 numeric occurrence = 1 lesson.  

Christwise 

 Christwise is a revolutionary baptismal course for primary, junior, teen, and youth aged 

learners. It is geared toward a variety of learning styles, it is story-based, Christ-centered, 

interactive, and age-tailored. The lessons explain the beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist 

Church through stories, interactive questions, Bible marking, reflective and experiential learning, 

and interviews that involve the entire church in the learning process (Fitzgerald, 2018). 

 While other lesson sets may seek merely to fill the mind with facts. Christwise seeks to 

lead the student into relationship—then on to friendship, worship, discipleship, leadership, 

ownership, and finally to mentorship, so that the new disciple becomes involved in making new 

disciples for Christ. The learner becomes a teacher. More than a baptismal course, this is a 

curriculum for Christian discipleship” (Fitzgerald, 2018).  

 Christwise enables youth to mentor other youth, lead them to Christ, and prepare them for 

baptism. Field testing has shown that a 16-year-old can do the work of a pastor and teacher with 

even greater success. “Use Christwise in your church, and watch your young people come alive 

with commitment to Christ” (Fitzgerald, 2018). 

Following Jesus 

This resource containing ten Bible lessons is perfect for pastors or anyone else who 

works with junior-age young people. Filled with illustrations, puzzles, word scrambles, matching 

games, and fill-in-the-blank exercises, this workbook makes preparation for baptism fun for 

children ages 9-12. Salvation, the Sabbath, Christian living, tithing, prophecy, and God’s law, are 

some of the themes covered (Church, 2001). 

God Loves Me 28 Ways 

This resource offers answers to the young truth seeker related to all 28 Fundamental 

Beliefs of the Adventist denomination. It provides a beautiful glimpse into the never-ending, 

incredibly powerful, and always present love of God. In this book, you will find boys and girls 

who are discovering these amazing 28 ways that God loves us and shows Himself to us every 

day. This resource provides opportunity for prayer and discovery of the enjoyment of spending 

time with Jesus and learning of His love as the reader prepares for heaven (Koh & Mills, 2006). 

https://www.adventsource.org/
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Bible Adventures for Young Readers 

This Bible study set uses a creative, kid-friendly approach to the 28 Fundamental Beliefs, 

which will introduce children to the pillars of our faith. With its easy-to-understand format and 

interactive approach, children will quickly grasp the concepts and have fun learning. Each study 

includes the following sections: I Can Read Text, My Story, Fun Facts, My Bible Adventure, My 

Prayer, My Friend Ellen Wrote, Library, and Penny for Your Thoughts. 

An excellent resource, Bible Adventures for Young Readers is perfect for primary-aged 

children to study by themselves or with their parents, in preparation for baptism, in Sabbath 

Schools, and Bible classes. There are 28 four-page lessons (Mills & Koh, 2013). 

What We Believe for Kids 

The Adventist denomination’s statement of fundamental beliefs can be confusing to a 

child. Big words from Fundamental Belief 11 include “triumphed,” “subjugated,” and 

“communing.” This resource uses child-friendly words even small children can understand. A 

story for each belief teaches the main concept. Suggested activities can be used to reinforce each 

chapter. With full-color illustrations throughout, this will be a book kids will treasure (Thomas, 

2006).  

Footprints for Kids 

Footprints for Kids is a unique 24-lesson small group Bible study course designed for 

children. It guides children to build their relationship with Jesus, share Him with their friends, 

and invite Him to be their Lord. This course includes 24 lessons, step-by-step instructions, 

outlines, activities, discussion topics, a disk containing PDF photocopy masters for My Choice, 

My World, and Mentoring Moments, and more. Footprints for Kids is ideal for use in Sabbath 

school classes or small groups. 

Lessons in this course include: 

• Disciples Wanted for a Lifetime Adventure 

• Jesus: A Friend You Can Trust 

• The Gift of Jesus’ Grace 

• Spend Time Alone with God 

• Your Time, Talents and Treasure 

• Honor God with Your Choices 

• The Bible – It’s the Truth 

• Father, Son and Holy Spirit 

• Creation, Family and Sabbath 

• God’s Law 

• The War Between Jesus and Satan 

• Jesus – Your High Priest in Heaven 

• The Gift of Prophecy 

• God’s Faithful People 

• What Happens When People Die? 

• Follow Jesus in Baptism and Communion 

• You and Your Church Family 
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• Jesus’ Second Coming and Your Future 

• Discover Jesus’ Vision for You 

• Discover Your Special Design 

• Make Friends for Jesus 

• Lead Your Friends to Jesus 

• Study the Bible with Your Friends 

• Dare to Stand for Jesus 

Designed to follow Footprints for Parents and Mentors, this multi-generational 

interactive series assists parents in leading their children in a discipleship adventure with Jesus 

(K.I.D. Center, 2009).  

Making Jesus My Best Friend 

This baptismal study guide will prepare children ages 8-10 for a wonderful walk with 

Jesus. It offers lessons with activities which parents and children can enjoy together such as fill-

in-the-blank, word games, and Bible crossword puzzles. The authors use simple but effective 

object lessons from everyday life to explain basic doctrines such as the gospel, Sabbath, second 

coming, tithing, diet, dress, death, judgment, the gift of prophecy, and baptism. Each of the 10 

lessons begins with a story followed by questions, activities, and prayer (Consuegra, Claudio & 

Pamela, 2005). 

It’s My Choice 

This resource has 10 lessons geared to prepare a person for baptism into the Seventh-day 

Adventist Church. Baptism should be seen as a significant step of increasing discovery in a life 

with Jesus; not a graduation or completion of it. This resource focuses on personal choice.  

Each lesson includes: 

• a Scripture sheet with five key Bible passages and space to put them into one’s own 

words, 

• a worksheet with various elements to interact with this topic, and 

• a family talk sheet to dialogue within the family about this subject. 

The 10 lessons cover the following topics: 

• Success (salvation) 

• Surprise (creation and Sabbath) 

• Showtime (second coming of Jesus) 

• Seek (sanctuary) 

• Special (spirituality) 

• Share (spiritual gifts) 

• Sleep (what happens after you die) 

• Shine (standards) 

• Shout (three angels’ message) 

• Symbols (baptism and foot washing) (Case, 2018). 
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A Reason to Believe 

This resource is sponsored by the Seventh-day Adventist Church, and is a youth doctrinal 

baptismal course. A Reason to Believe has been developed as the finished product of an initial 

idea that started in Insight Magazine in 1993. This workbook-styled resource boils the 

Fundamental Beliefs of Seventh-day Adventists down to 10 concepts: Divinity, Rebellion, 

Humanity, Revelation, Jesus, Response, Love, Joy, Future, and Purpose. 

A Reason to Believe gives a thorough understanding of what Seventh-day Adventism is 

all about. This is an outstanding resource to help students who want to learn more about what the 

Bible teaches and for teachers who long to help young people understand biblical truth. Each of 

the lessons listed above can be studied personally, with a friend, with a pastor, with a youth 

group, or another Bible study group. The lessons included are presented in such a refreshing 

style, even long-time church members can benefit from a look at A Reason to Believe as an 

excellent refresher course. 

Common questions answered include: what do Adventists believe, why do they believe it, 

what do I have to give up, what do I get, and where does Jesus fit in to all of this (Blake, 2016)? 

Momentum Youth Bible Studies  

The Momentum Youth Bible Study guides introduce or re-affirm our 28 fundamental 

beliefs in a new and refreshing way. It is the most current series relevant to Generation Z 

(personal communication, Dr. Tracy Wood, October 23). The set includes the following titles: 

1. The Book Report (The Bible) 

2. Family Reunion – Part 1 (The Trinity) 

3. Family Reunion – Part 2 (God the Father) 

4. Family Reunion – Part 3 (God the Son) 

5. Family Reunion – Part 4 (God the Holy Spirit) 

6. Family Reunion – Part 5 (Creation) 

7. The Babysitting Disaster (The Nature of Humanity) 

8. Caught in the Weed(s) (The Great Controversy) 

9. Easter Eggs? (Life, Death, & Resurrection of Christ) 

10. Meeting Christ by the Campfire (The Experience of Salvation) 

11. Caught Red Handed (Growing in Christ) 

12. Facing the Saints (The Church) 

13. The Truth About the Remnant (The Remnant & Its Mission) 

14. It’s a Team Game (Unity in the Body of Christ) 

15. Cannonball Baptism (Baptism) 

16. Chips for Communion? (The Lord’s Supper) 

17. America’s Got (No) Talent (Spiritual Gifts & Ministries) 

18. The Gift of Prophecy (The Gift of Prophecy) 

19. Rules of the Road (The Law of God) 

20. “Tryouts” (The Sabbath) 

21. The 1st Paycheck (Stewardship)  

22. Busted… (Christian Behavior) 

23. Dress Shopping (Marriage and the Family) 
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24. Christ’s Ministry in the Heavenly Sanctuary (Christ’s Ministry in the Heavenly 

Sanctuary) 

25. Tragedy Hits Close to Home (The Second Coming of Christ) 

26. Dealing with the Loss of a Loved One (Death & Resurrection) 

27. Bus Ride (The Millennium & the End of Sin) 

28. The Winter Banquet (The New Earth) 

The first six studies are the foundation and should be done in order. The remaining lesson 

studies can be done in learner-preferred order (NADYM, 2018). 

Baptismal preparation resources reviewed all present age-appropriate information 

specific to each of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs. Children who do not attend Adventist education, 

do not participate in Pathfinders, and who may not be exposed to a formal Sabbath School 

curriculum where Fundamental Beliefs are presented, will still encounter these beliefs, in a 

concise and age-appropriate manner, provided they participate in preparing for baptism that 

includes study of an age-appropriate Fundamental Belief resource. Baptismal preparation 

provides a stop-gap for those children who do not have access or exposure to all other curricula 

presented.  
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Holy Scriptures 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Trinity 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Father 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Son 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Holy Spirit 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Creation 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Nature of Humanity 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

The great controversy 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

The experience of Salvation 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Growing in Christ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

The church 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

The Remnant and its mission 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Unity in the body of Christ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Baptism 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

The Lord's supper 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Spiritual gifts and ministry 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

The gift of prophecy 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

The law of God 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

The Sabbath 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Stewardship 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Christian behavior 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Marriage and family 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Death, the state of the dead, and resurrection 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

The millennium and the end of sin 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

The new earth 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

F = FB found in curriculum S&S F F F F F F F F F F
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Complete Curriculum Matrix Map 

The Complete Curriculum Matrix Map presents all curricula side by side and presents a 

clear picture of where Adventist children are most likely to encounter the 28 Fundamental 

Beliefs of the denomination. Although curricula presented in the table are vastly different in both 

learner focus, delivery timeframe, frequency of delivery, evaluation and assessment of learning, 

and learner support available, Table N is clear in the placement of Fundamental Beliefs, and gaps 

where Fundamental Beliefs may not be present.  

Complete Curriculum Matrix Map Table N  

 

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 

Study Results  

Individual program curriculum maps and a complex curriculum matrix map were created 

with the 28 Fundamental Beliefs mapped to each resource. Indication of inclusion of a specific 

doctrine was done with a numeric value of one occurrence for the number of times each doctrine 

is presented within a specific curriculum on the matrix table. Occurrence was indicated 

numerically but does not represent weight (time spent) on each topic in all curricula. The 

inequity of weight or time spent per topic is addressed in the methods section of this study, 

within each curricula narrative, and indicated in color codes on curriculum maps and the matrix 

map. This study did not present numeric occurrences of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs from historic 

NADOE Bible curricula utilized across Adventist education prior to 2018, and presents only 

currently available Sabbath School, Pathfinder, and baptismal program curricula. 
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Holy Scriptures 23 9 11 5 9 7 7 2 1

Trinity 6 4 1 1 1 1

Father 41 12 18 18 3 39 7 8 1 1

Son 44 37 3 11 3 1 1

Holy Spirit 23 2 13 4 4 6 1 1

Creation 8 12 20 9 1 14 7 2 6 1 2 1

Nature of Humanity 35 2 28 6 5 9 1 1

The great controversy 31 27 2 10 33 1 1

The life, death, and resurrection of Christ 16 154 30 2 9 122 2 1

The experience of Salvation 42 53 9 15 20 1 1

Growing in Christ 56 9 10 18 2 89 12 12 18 7 8 1

The church 11 37 35 6 9 6 1 3 1

The Remnant and its mission 7 6 6 10 41 2 1

Unity in the body of Christ 9 53 5 3 1 1 1

Baptism 8 1 3 1 2 2 1

The Lord's supper 6 2 1 1 1 1

Spiritual gifts and ministry 8 39 7 10 2 1 1

The gift of prophecy 8 16 6 1 2 2 1

The law of God 18 6 4 6 10 2 1

The Sabbath 10 2 4 2 8 8 1 1

Stewardship 10 3 14 9 1 20 4 6 13 1 1 1

Christian behavior 58 6 18 18 19 63 14 3 17 1 2 1

Marriage and family 6 1 20 1 7 16 1 1 1

Christ's ministry in the heavenly sanctuary 5 5 1 4 5 7 1 1 1

The second coming: Jesus' promised return to earth 10 4 4 1 6 3 1 1

Death, the state of the dead, and resurrection 5 5 1 4 2 1 1

The millennium and the end of sin 3 3 1 3 1 1

The new earth 3 4 2 4 1 1

F - found in curriculum R - Research identified F F F F F R F F F R F + R R F
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Results from this research show that Adventist children, Grades 1-12 have opportunities 

to encounter the 28 Fundamental Beliefs of the Adventist denomination, increasing in potential 

exposure if they attend Adventist schools 1-12 years, attend Sabbath School on a regular basis in 

an Adventist church which uses Adventist Sabbath School curriculum, participate in Pathfinders 

over several years, and prepare for baptism with a pastor according to the principles outlined in 

the Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual.  

Conclusions 

Spiritual discipleship is a complex and largely unresearched approach to the spiritual 

development of Adventist children and youth (personal communication, Dr. Tracy Wood, 

October 23, 2020). Within the Adventist denomination, discipleship opportunities for children 

and youth in Grades 1-12 is an emerging research focus. Within the broad framework of 

discipleship, this study focused on multiple curricula in search of the presentation of the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs of the Seventh-day Adventist church. The denomination as a whole must 

not lose the centrality of Christ as a foundational priority for all other teachings or resources 

developed (Knight, 2018). 

The purpose of this study was to document occurrence of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs in 

multiple curricula used for the education of children in Grades 1- 12. This integrated approach 

presents a complex curriculum matrix map highlighting the curriculum content specifically 

related to the 28 Fundamental beliefs for all available curricula including Adventist education 

curricula, Sabbath School curricula, Pathfinder curricula, and baptismal preparation curricula. 

Coding at the bottom of the Map indicates whether the 28 Fundamental Beliefs were found 

within the curricula or whether the investigator identified the content as appropriate to link to 

one or more of the beliefs. Different Fundamental Beliefs are represented unequally within and 

across the curricula. Where a curriculum states the Fundamental Beliefs, this reflection is a true 

picture of the inequity of presentations. Where the investigator determined belief inclusion, this 

may reflect lack of Biblical knowledge, or misunderstanding of the intent of the original program 

author.  

This research presentation does not presuppose intention, utilization, integration, or 

internalization of content by teachers, pastors, families, and children. This study was not for the 

purposes of competition between entities or proof of the quality of curricula; rather it provides a 

clear indication of where children have the opportunity to encounter the 28 Fundamental Beliefs 

of the Adventist denomination within their own Adventist communities. This presentation 

reveals potential gaps in opportunities for Adventist children to encounter the Fundamental 

Beliefs, based on their exposure or lack of exposure to/or involvement with several entities 

within the Adventist church.  

Numerous exposure variables make tracking and intentionality difficult to assess for 

children growing up in the Adventist denomination. However, children who attend Adventist 

school from Grades 1-12, estimated to represent 30-35% of all Adventist children (personal 

communication, Arne Neilsen, October 21, 2020); attend Sabbath School regularly in an 

Adventist church which uses Adventist-produced Sabbath School curricula; participate in 

Pathfinders over several years; and study for baptism with an adult mentor or pastor will have a 

higher, and potentially more frequent, exposure (some explicit, some implicit) to the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs. With the elimination of inconsistent involvement in one or more of the 

aforementioned entities within the Adventist church, a child’s exposure to the 28 Fundamental 
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Beliefs may be reduced significantly. Of note, this study does not consider family or parent’s 

intentional instruction on Fundamental Beliefs in the home, sermon topics at church, or 

individual extra-curricular reading.  

Baptismal preparation, according to the principles outlined in the Church Manual, 

continues to create a funnel or stop-gap for children who do not participate in any education, 

recreational, or Sabbath specific options provided by the Adventist church. However, a one-time 

baptismal preparation course may or may not create a lasting impression of the unique Adventist 

worldview and of the denomination’s 28 Fundamental Beliefs.  

Recommendations for Improvement of Curricula 

An increased effort to overtly link the 28 Fundamental Beliefs to weekly lessons 

throughout all levels of the Sabbath School curricula may increase the incidence of repeat 

encounters with each belief, and thus, increase retention and understanding of the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs. In addition, tethering Fundamental Beliefs to Bible stories presented in 

Sabbath School curricula may support learners in moving from concrete to abstract thinking, and 

help them seek fundamental belief principles and concepts from Bible stories on their own. 

Many Old and New Testament Bible stories demonstrate a longitudinal illustration of one or 

more of one of several complex 28 Fundamental Beliefs. However, without intentionality, the 

richness of these stories in relationship to the Adventist denomination’s worldview and belief 

system may be lost. It may be worth asking church leadership, educators, and parents whether 

more research should be done about the importance of including the 28 Fundamental Beliefs in 

curricula designed for children.  

The Pathfinder organization could create individual honors for each of the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs and incorporate each Fundamental Belief more frequently across the 

spiritual development curricula at all levels.  

In addition, NAD pastors may want to increase inclusion of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs 

in sermon series and integrate them into biblical story telling. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

More research should be conducted across the NAD, specific to Adventist children 

Grades 1-12 within each Adventist church community (assumed to be a consistent aspect of most 

Adventist children’s lives), to discover the frequency of intentional or accidental encounters with 

the 28 Fundamental Beliefs, such as the opportunity to attend Adventist schools, the opportunity 

to attend Pathfinders, and the exposure to Adventist-produced Sabbath School curricula. Other 

studies could investigate the effect of the 28 Fundamental Beliefs on decisions for church 

membership, on decisions for Christ and baptism, on decisions to attend Adventist educational 

institutions, and the retention of young people in the Adventist church once they become adults.  

This study answers the question of where the 28 Fundamental Beliefs are found in several 

curricula utilized in educating Adventist children, but it may create more questions than answers. 

However, this was a foundational exploration of Adventist children’s exposure to the 28 

Fundamental Beliefs and may be characterized as a launching point for future studies and 

intentional modifications to current program curricula.  
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Appendix 

Sabbath School Curriculum Scope and Sequence Maps 
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GraceLink Scope and Sequence Document (as produced by GraceLink)  
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https://www.gracelink.net/scope-and-sequence-of-lessons.pdf 

 

https://www.gracelink.net/scope-and-sequence-of-lessons.pdf
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GraceLink Sabbath School Scope & Sequence Curriculum Map  

Beginners (ages 0-3) 

Year 1 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Creation 6 Breakfast by the sea 9 Young Samuel  Jairus’s daughter 9 

Creation 6 Breakfast by the sea 9 Young Samuel  Jairus’s daughter 9 

Creation 6 Breakfast by the sea 9 Young Samuel  Jairus’s daughter 9 

Creation 6 Breakfast by the sea 9 Young Samuel  Jairus’s daughter 9 

Creation  6 Jesus in Church 9 Young Samuel  Jairus’s daughter 9 

Noah  Jesus in Church 9 Elijah & Ravens  Good Shepherd 9 

Noah  Jesus in Church 9 Elijah & Ravens  Good Shepherd 9 

Noah   Jesus in Church 9 Elijah & Ravens  Good Shepherd 9 

Noah   Jesus in Church  9 Elijah & Ravens  Good Shepherd 9 

Baby Isaac  Feeding 5000 9 Shunammite’s son  Baby Jesus 9 

Baby Isaac  Feeding 5000 9 Shunammite’s son  Baby Jesus 9 

Baby Isaac   Feeding 5000 9 Shunammite’s son  Baby Jesus 9 

Baby Isaac  9 Feeding 5000   Shunammite’s son   Baby Jesus 9 

 

Year 2 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Jesus as a boy 9 David the shepherd   Joash, the boy King   Peter & lame man  

Jesus as a boy 9 David the shepherd  Joash, the boy King  Peter & lame man  

Jesus as a boy 9 David the shepherd   Joash, the boy King  Peter & lame man  

Jesus as a boy 9 Daniel & the Lions  Joash, the boy King   Peter & lame man  

Zacchaeus   Daniel & the Lions  Joash, the boy King  Paul & the Shipwreck  12 

Zacchaeus   Daniel & the Lions   Naaman’s little Maid  Paul & the Shipwreck  12 

Zacchaeus   Daniel & the Lions  Naaman’s little Maid  Paul & the Shipwreck 12 

Zacchaeus   Daniel & the Lions  Naaman’s little Maid  Paul & the Shipwreck 12 

The Triumphal Entry  Joseph   Naaman’s little Maid  Shepherd’s view of Christmas 9 

The Triumphal Entry  Joseph   Baby Moses  Shepherd’s view of Christmas 9 

The Triumphal Entry  Joseph  Baby Moses  Shepherd’s view of Christmas 9 

The Triumphal Entry  Joseph   Baby Moses  Shepherd’s view of Christmas 9 

David the shepherd  Joseph   Baby Moses  Shepherd’s view of Christmas 9 
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Kindergarten A ages (4-5)  

Year 1 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Creation days 1-5 6 Who is first? 9 
Samuel – surprise 

baby 
 Mother-in-law 9 

Creation day 6 6 Peace, be still 9 God’s helper  Jesus heals paralytic 9 

Sabbath  20 Women at the well 9 Samuel hears God  Jesus heals blind man  9 

Adam & Eve hide in garden 7 Miraculous catch of fish  9 Samuel as judge  Widow’s son raised 9 

God warns Noah  Jesus prays often 9 Elijah & ravens  The lost lamb 9 

Animals go in  Jesus in church 9 Widow’s oil/flour  The lost coin 9 

God protects ark  Just a touch 9 Widow’s son raise  Prodigal Son 9 

Rainbow promise  The ten lepers 9 Elijah translated  Mustard seed  9 

Moving from Ur  Widow’s offering  9 Elisha & widow  Jesus’ birth  9 

Abram’s alter  Water to wine 9  Shunammite’s son  Jesus’ birth 9 

Abram & Lot  Calling disciples  9 Elisha, poison stew  Shepherds/angels 9 

Abram rescues Lot  Nicodemus 9 Angels at Dothan   Shepherds visit  9 

Sarah’s baby  Feeding 5000 9 Jairus’ daughter  The wise men 9 

 

Kindergarten B (ages 4-5)  

Year 2 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Child Jesus 9 Samuel anoints David  Joash the prince  Early church  

Growing Jesus  9 David/Jonathon  Temple repaired  Deacons care for needs  

Jesus in the Temple 9 David spares Saul  Queen Ester  Peter’s strange dream  

Child Jesus is kind 9 Mephibosheth  Esther saves Jews  Peter in prison  

Jesus & children 9 Daniel & three friends  Captive maid  Dorcas  

Zacchaeus 9 King’s dream  Captive maid, continued   Saul’s sight restored  

Good Samaritan 9 Fiery Furnace  Naaman cured  Saul/Paul, Lydia  

Lazarus raised 9 Daniel & lion’s den  Naaman accepts God   Paul, Silas in prison  

Triumphal Entry 9 Joseph’s colorful coat  Baby Moses  Paul shipwrecked   

Last Supper 9,16 Joseph sold as slave  Cloud/fire  God’s Word 1, 

Jesus’ arrest, Peter denies 9 Joseph in jail  Bitter waters   Angel visits Mary 9 

Death/resurrection 9 Joseph & Pharaoh’s dream  Manna  Baby Jesus  9 

Heaven  9 Joseph forgives  Ten Commandments  19 Jesus dedicated  9 
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Primary A (ages 6-7) 

Year 1 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Creation days 1-6 6 Last Supper  9, 16 Matthias replaces Judas  Rachel at the well   

Adam & Eve 6 Simon carries cross 9 Upper room: tongues of fire   Laban cheats Jacob  

Sabbath  20 The crucifixion 9 Pentecost   Jacob leaves   

Adam & Eve hide 7 Resurrection  9 The early church   Jacob, Esau reunited   

Moses’ early life  Feed My sheep 9 The seven deacons  Nicodemus  

Burning bush  Noah builds a boat  Saul’s conversion  Walking on water 9 

First 9 Plagues  Animals enter ark  Saul’s blindness   Widow’s son raised 9 

Last Plague: Passover  Waiting in the ark  Barnabas believes   Parable of feast 9 

Water from the rock  Rainbow promise  Paul, Barnabas to Cyprus   Crippled man healed  9 

Jesus calls disciples 9 Manna  Isaac’s wife  Angels & shepherds 9 

Matthew called  9 Bronze snake  Jacob & Esau  Shepherds worship 9 

Jesus & children 9 Moses’ last words  Jacob decieves  Magi worship 9 

Zacchaeus 9 Balaam & donkey  Jacob’s ladder   Worship in heaven  9 

 

Primary B (ages 6-7)  

Year 2 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Tower of Babel  Forgive 70x7  Peter & Jn, Sanhedrin  12 spies   

Abraham Ur to Canaan   Vineyard Workers  Peter & Jn escape prison   Rahab helps the spies  

Abraham & Melchizedek  Mary’s perfume  Stephen  Israelites crossing Jordan  

Sodom & Gomorrah  Lazarus’s death/resurrection  Simon the Sorcerer  Jericho falls   

Samuel Speaks for God  Moses & Red sea  Peter heals lame man  Boy Jesus in Temple  9 

Jonathan’s victory  Bitter waters   Healing in the streets  Jesus’ childhood  9 

David, shepherd  Aaron’s rod buds  Philip & Ethiopian  Jesus, wedding at Cana 9 

David share victory  Moses strikes rock  Dorcas  John the Baptist 9 

House on the rock  Elijah fed by ravens  Moses cannot enter Canaan  Gabriel visits Mary 9 

Jairus’ daughter   Widow of Zarephath  Moses dies, Joshua leads  Angel message Zach/Mary/Shep 9 

10 lepers  Elijah on Mt. Carmel  Joshua meets the Lord  Birth of Jesus 9 

Transfiguration   God’s still, small voice  Cities of Refuge   Angel’s song  9 

Paul & Silas  Elijah taken in fiery chariot  Offerings build Tabernacle  14 Baby Jesus’ dedication  9 
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Primary C (ages 8-9) 

Year 3 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

10 plagues  Paul & Barnabas  Fishers of men 9 Priscilla & Aquila   

Passover  Paul to Macedonia  Two by two 9 Titus  

Exodus  Paul to Athens  Samaritan woman  9 Onesimus, Philemon  

10 commandments 19 Eutychus’s fall  5000 fed 9 Timothy  

Golden calf  Sabbath  Elisha & Shunammite w.  Isiah’s vision of throne   

Wilderness sanctuary 24 Daniel prays   Naaman   Hezekiah healed  

Bezaleel the builder 24 Daniel & Lion’s den   Floating axe-head  Jeremiah & potter  

Solomon’s temple 24 Daniel out of den   Elisha, invisible army  Nehemiah rebuilds  

Dedicating temple  Jesus’s baptism 9,15 Joseph sold   NT & OT prophecies   

Jonah in the boat  Good Samaritan  9 Potiphar’s wife   Zechariah & angel  9 

Jonah in the whale  Prodigal Son 9 Joseph rules   Mary & Gabriel 9 

Jonah in Ninevah  10 bridesmaids  9 Joseph forgives  Angels & shepherds 9 

Jonah & gourd   Sheep & Goats 9 Joseph’s family  Shepherds give news 9 

 (adapted from the GraceLink Scope and Sequence Map) 

 

Real Time Faith Sabbath School Curriculum Scope & Sequence Map 

Year 1 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

The two Kingdoms  11 Way to Pray, part 1 11 Being Perfect 10 Spiritual Exercise  11 

Christian Character  22 Way to Pray, part 2 24 Handling Emotions  7 Bible Study and Prayer  1 

The Great Controversy  8 Walking with God, part 1 1 Coping with Guilt and Fear 9 Christian Service  17 

The Sinner’s Need  10 Walking with God, part 2 15 Created in God’s Image  5 Jesus Our High Priest  24 

Growing in Grace  11 Hanging on in God’s apparent absence  8 Reflecting God’s Image  22 Submission  10 

Our Identity in Christ, part 1 7 Retreating Before You Charge  20 God’s Truth  1 Secret Goodness  12 

Our Identity in Christ, part 2 12 Listening on Purpose, part 1 14 The Way the World Began  6 Fasting, Purity, and Simplicity  22 

Your Own Prejudice  14 Listening on Purpose, part 2 13 Changed by Baptism 15 Christian Sacrifice and Leaps of Faith  13 

Withholding Judgment  24 Gold Like Glass (being real, part 1) 10 Gossip and Grace  22 The Christian and Money  21 

Transforming the Critical Spirit  22 Made Without Wax (being real, part 2)  12 Authentic Worship 21 Saying It With Tact  11 

Heroes  11 Living in a Material World  21 Random Acts of Kindness  11 Expressing Your Feelings  26 

Jesus, the Ultimate Hero  4 God’s Armor  22 Vocation and the Christian  17 Someone to Talk To  5 

You, a Hero? 17 Success, God’s Way! 7 
Thinking Right in a Gone-Wrong 

World 
19 A Matter of Time  20 
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Year 2 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Living as Heaven’s Citizens  11 Positive Reading Choices  11 Growing Stronger in Jesus  10 Rules for Heaven’s Agents  19 

Holiness 10 Word Up! 1 Dealing with Addictions, part 1 7 End Time: Angels of Mercy  13 

Living Beyond Ourselves  13 Bearing the Title “Christian” 10 Dealing with Addictions, part 2 15 End Time: Disappointment  24 

Finding My Place 14 Mission to the World  13 Friendship  14 End Time: Home at Last  25 

Resisting Negative Peer Pressure  7 The Body of Believers and Mission  12 Guys and Girls, part 1 6 Guarding the Avenues to the Soul 7 

Substance and Other Body 

Abuses 
5 Service and Servant Leadership  17 Guys and Girls, part 2 22 Fashion and Self-Image  22 

Living in the Here and Now: 

Solid Ground  
1 The Church Family  14 Setting Standards  23 Identity (1): Tested 10 

Standing for Religious Liberty 22 The Art of Teaching  5 God Is Holy! 2 Identity (2): Over Time  11 

Telling Your Story 10 Making Choices 19 Quiet Desperation  11 Identity (3): Ups and Downs  9 

Spiritual Gifts 17 Balance and Moderation  22 God’s Way Is Best 19 Identity (4): Focused  4 

Teens on a Mission 13 Media and Entertainment, part 1 22 God’s Witness  17 Technology and the Christian  22 

Relating to the Local Church  12 Media and Entertainment, part 2 22 Make a Joyful Noise  22 
Ecology: Our Sacred 

Responsibility  
21 

Kingdom of the Narrow-minded  11 Judging  4 Family Matters 12 Rulership: God’s Managers  17 

(created from Real Time Faith lessons online as no previous scope & sequence document exists) 
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PowerPoints Sabbath School Curriculum Scope & Sequence Map 

Year A (2020) 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Family Dynamics 4,9,22 At Home in My Church  12,14,17 Lucifer’s War 4,8,19 The Fugitive Heir  3,11,22 

More Pigeons Than Prayer 3,4,12 Spreading the Word 3,11,14 God on Trial  3,8,11 Death by Deception  7,8,23 

Now You See Him; Now You Don’t 4,9,18 Blinded 10,13,22 Nobody Understands  7,8,11 Found Out & Forgiven  10,18,23 

Way to Worship! 12,20,22 Christ Folk  11,12,14 Awesome God  3,5,11 Talent Turns Toxic 7,8,14 

When Jesus Got Thirsty 4,5,10 Strangers Among Us 5,12,14 Job’s End  3,10,23 Grieving Father, Victorious King  11,14,23 

I Believe 4,10,20 Grace Inspires Service  10,11,22 Altars, Altars Everywhere 3,17,21 In Pursuit of Peace 7,11,14 

Growing Season 1,4,11 Man Overboard 11,17,22 In Pit, Prison, or Palace 11,17,21 Sing It, Say It, Share It  7,12,22 

Kingdom Time 3,10,11 The Contented Prisoner 11,12,17 Meeting at the Bush 11,17,22 Elijah’s Hand-me-down Cloak  5, 14,17 

Priceless 9,10,11 Burning Your Skis 12,13,14 Let’s Get Organized! 12,21,22 Oil Unlimited  5, 18,21 

The Real Prodigal  3,10,11 Wearing God’s Armor 1,10,11 The Giant and the Rock  3, 8,11 No Room? 4, 11,23 

The Servant Master 9,16,21 Wired for One Another  2,10,11 Arrows of Friendship 3,7,14 Praise Explosion! 4,9,11 

Love on a Tree 4,9,10 Dear Diary 10,22,23 Sneak Attack  8,11,22 Dedicated 4,12,22 

Live Man Walking 4,9,11 Welcome Back, Jesus! 25,26,28 Manners or Murder?  7,11,22 Magi and the Messiah  1,4,22 

 

Year B (2017) 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Being a Blessing 11,21,22 Staying Awake 7,12,14 
A Family Tree of God’s 

Love 
11,14,23 

Don’t Do Something; Just Stand 

There! 
10,14,22 

Who Are the Blessed? 10,11,14 Through Thick and Thin 9,12,14 A Peaceful Parting 7,14,23 Prince Rescued 14,21,23 

A Desperate Father 10,11,22 Surprise at Sunrise 9,11,14 Playing the Waiting Game 7,22,23 The King’s Treasure Chest 12,14,21 

Unexpected Faith 11,17,22 Risen Man Breaks Bread 1,5,9 Nothing Is Impossible 3, 21,22 Purifying the Temple 11,12,21 

Crumbs for the Dogs? 10,11,14 Believing Is Seeking 7,9,10 Bickering Brothers 7,8,23 Passover Party 12,14,22 

Who Is Jesus? 4,10,11 The Gift of Heaven 18,25,28 The Boy and the Ram 3,10,22 Habakkuk’s Song 10,18,22 

A Heart of Stone 7,8,10 Heaven: A Sneak Preview 17,18,28 Seek and Find 3,10,11 Don’t Be Shy! 10,11,14 

A Dinner Party to 

Remember 
3,4,11 

Citizens of the Love 

Kingdom 
11,14,19 Reminded by a Rock 3,12,14 Journey to Jerusalem 11,14,22 

Jesus’ Big Entrance 11,12,14 Jesus Defends Us 8,10,24 Happy or Sad – Praise God! 11,22,23 Building Up the Temple 8,12,17 

The Connection  11,12,14 Just the Beginning of Praise 10,25,27 Problem Priests 7,8,22 Risking Everything 4,9,10 

That’s All I Ask 9,10,14 
A Thousand years in 

Heaven 
3,10,27 Brave Hearts 11,17,22 God, in Our Neighborhood 3,4,9 

Friends Forever  Everyone Will Bow 8,10,27 Inside Out 11,18,22 Beginning with a Gift 1,10,11 

  Earth’s Makeover 8 
When a King Failed to Trust 

God 
7,8,26 Gift Exchange 9,10,17 

    Blessed by the Presence  3,11,22   
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Year C (2018) 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

The Voice 10,15,22 Always There 5,9,17 Master Designer 2,6,7 Thinking of You 3,11,18 

Guarding the Gates 5,17,22 Of Equal Value 11,12,14 The Creator’s Best Gift 6,19,20 First Fire, Then Rain 3,17,18 

From Prophet to Prisoner 3,4,10 Family Squabble 11,12,14 Harmony Broken 7,8,19 A Promise Kept 3,10,18 

Clearheaded or Beheaded? 8,12,22 Measuring Up 12,14,22 My Way of God’s Way? 7,8,19 Running From God 3,7,11 

Finding Friends 11,12,14 Love, the Greatest Gift 10,14,23 Father’s Favorite 7,14,23 Running With God 9,11,17 

Best Friends 4,5,14 Too Good Not to Share 11,12,17 Brother for Sale 8,11,14 Nehemiah’s Journal 11,17,21 

My New Neighbor 10,11,12 Mistaken Identity 3,11,22 That’s Going Too Far 8,21,22 Building Plans 11,14,17 

A Sign of Royalty 14,17,22 A Chain of Grace 14,17,21 Strange Friends in Strange Places  12,14,17 God’s Fight 8,10,11 

Following the Leader 10,11,17 A Key Witness 4,11,13 Dreams Do Come True 3,4,14 Giving God the Credit 12,17,22 

Getting Ready 14,17,21 A Friend Indeed 4,9,10 Adopted by the Enemy  3,4, 10 God’s Choice 4,5,11 

Unexpected Servant 11,14,16 Keep Talking 10,11,17 The Battle Belongs to the Lord 8,11,17 A Change of Plans 4,5,23 

The Ultimate Friend 4,8,9 Windows to God 1,6,23 Victory in Defeat 3,10,22 Joy to You and Me 3,4,10 

Can’t Wait to Tell! 9,11,14 God’s Special Messenger 1,13,18 God’s Magnet 3,11,23 Dreams, Journeys, and a Star 1,8,18 

 

Year D (2019)  

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Family Ties  10,11,23 Simon’s Unexpected Cross 11,14,17 
Long-range Weather 

Forecast 
7,11,14 The Wisest Man on Earth  9,17,21 

Spreading Good News  4,9,20 A Larger Circle 4,9,23 Family Influence 11,22,23 Words Fit for a King 1,11,22 

The Invisible Kingdom 10,11,22 A Special Gift 5,11,17 God’s Rescue Plan 10,11,22 Wisdom Rules 7,17,22 

More Secrets of the Kingdom 12,14,22 Repairing Walls  14,17,22 Colors of Promise 3,6,11 Prayer Warrior 11,14,17 

Midnight Friend in Galilee 10,14,22 Mastering Obedience  11,17,22 
Stand Still, Watch, Then 

Sing 
3,11,22 It’s a Match! 11,12,22 

Touching the Untouchable  4,11,22 Forgiving the Runaway 10,11,14 Who’s in Charge? 7,14,22 Eat, Drink, and Be Healthy 6,7,22 

Unlimited 4,11,21 Gathering the Natives 13,17,21 The Lord Is My Banner 11,12,22 Facing the Fire 10,21,22 

Talents: Use Them or Lose 

Them 
11,17,21 Choosing the Right Word  1,4,6 Under Construction 3,12,22 King on His Knees 7,18,22 

Service with a Smile 11,14,21 An Island Dream 2,13,18 Spy Service  7,8,17 Lion Lunch 3,8,22 

Dead or Asleep? 8,9,26 How to Be a Winner 10,12,22 Adventure and Challenge 7,17,22 
Wars and Wars and More 

of the Same 
8,18,22 

Two Sad Sisters 9,11,26 Life-saving Advice 1,11,12 Across the Jordan 2,3,11 
Moving Into Our 

Neighborhood 
4,9,10 

A Resurrection Promise 9,25,26 The Emerald Throne 4,6,28 Victory and Defeat 3,5,17 God in the Center 3,4,22 

Failures Forgiven 4,7,9 
God’s Cure for Separation 

Anxiety 
3,4,10 Whose Side Are You On? 12,19,22 Part of the Plan 9,18,22 

(adapted from the PowerPoints scope & sequence curriculum map)  
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Cornerstone Connections Original Scope & Sequence  
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Cornerstone Connections Sabbath School Curriculum Scope & Sequence Map  

Year 1 (2019) 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Adam & Eve 6,20,23 Joseph  The Borders Revisited  Samson  

The Serpent 8 The Brothers 3 Balaam  3,22 Samuel  

Cain & Abel 10 Moses  Questionable Neighbors  Eli 23 

Seth and Enoch  11 Egyptians  8 Law Review 3,19 Philistines  11 

Noah  27 Freeling Slaves 10 Moses’ Death 26 First King  17 

Tower People   Unhappy Campers 20 Crossing Jordan 28 Saul’s Death  

Abraham 7 Chosen Nation 8,19 Rahab  Anointed 17 

Isaac 23 Aaron  Blessings and Curses 8 Fugitive  

Lot  The Tabernacle  9,24 Gibeonites  Lunatic  

Rebekah 21,23 Miriam and Zipporah 22 Canaan Divided 11 Crowned King  

Jacob and Esau 22 Twelve spies  Last Words of Joshua   Incumbent   

Jacob 10 Korah  Annual Feasts  21 Sinner  23 

Israel 23 The Bronze Serpent   Early Judges  3,13 Fathers 9,18 

 

 

Year 2 (2020) 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

God’s People   Ahab  Jeremiah  Haggai/Zerubbabel  21 

Solomon  Elisha 5,17 Approaching Doom   Zechariah 8 

Temple Builder  Prophet  18 Last King  Temple Two 12 

Proud Potentate   Naaman  Captives   Esther 3 

Repentant Author   Jonah  Daniel   Queen 3 

Rehoboam  Hosea  The Dream 3 Ezra  17 

Jeroboam  Isaiah  Three Hebrews  Nehemiah 11 

Asa, Ahab, Jezebel  Jehovah  9,13 Nebuchadnezzar  Builders 14 

Elijah  18 Ahaz 11 Belshazzar  Plotters 21 

Evangelist  Hezekiah  Daniel   Reformers 19 

Coward  Assyria  Daniel 7 10 Jesus  1 

The Sabbath  13,20 Manasseh  Daniel 8, 9  1,18,24 Deliver 4 

Jehoshaphat   Josiah   Daniel 10-12 3,18 The Sabbath  20 
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Year 3 (2017/2021) 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Jesus  4 Samaritan Woman  The Demoniac  11 The King Comes  

It’s Time  3 The Nobleman  13 Woman/Jairus 12 The Pharisees  

Mary  25 The Lame Man 1 The Seventy 13 The End of Time  25 

Simeon/Anna 13 John the Baptist 10 The Disciples 11 Servanthood  

The Wise Men 1 The Anointed One 25 Misunderstandings 4 The Last Supper 16 

The Child Jesus  4 Jesus  4 Broken Barriers 4 Gethsemane  4,9 

The Voice  15 Peter 4 Jesus’ Ministry  11 The Trial 9 

Victory  5 The Leper  10 Who Is Jesus? 4 Calvary  9,24 

Messiah Found  11 Levi-Matthew 14 Lawyer/Ruler 21 Resurrection 9,10 

Marriage Feast 23 The Sabbath 20 The Children 10 Mary Magdalene  

The Temple 12 The Disciples  17 Lazarus’ Family 26 The Emmaus Road  

Nicodemus 10 The Centurion 17 Zacchaeus 19 By the Sea 14 

John the Baptist  The Demoniac 8 Mary  10 Jesus’ Ascension 2,9 

    James & John  7   

 

 

Year 4 (2018/2022) 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

The Mission  12 The Corinthians  First Believers 3 Future Glory  11 

The Holy Spirit 5,17 Workers for Christ 21 Seekers  8,19 Renewal  10,24 

The Lame Man  Romans/Galatians 10 Wycliffe 1 Investigative Judgement  7,8 

Ananias/Sapphira  Last Journey   Luther 1,10 Origin of Evil 7 

God’s People 11,17 Adventures and Trials  Zwingli  Snares 26,28 

Stephen  Philemon 10 French Reformation 12 Great Deception  

Paul  1,11 Colossians/Philippians  English Reformers  The Papacy   

Peter  Final Arrest  French Revolution 1 Spiritual Challenge 20 

Paul & Barnabas 12,13 Before Nero  American Reformers 25 The Bible  1,20 

Gentiles Included 12 John the Beloved  William Miller 17 Last Chance  13 

Spreading Good News  Patmos  Prophecy Fulfilled  12,13 Time of Trouble 10,25,26 

The Thessalonians 25 The Revelation 9,12,13,18 The Sanctuary 4,24 Deliverance  27 

The Ephesians  Church Triumphant 8,17 God’s Law 19,20 The End 8,28 

      The Beginning   

(adapted from the Cornerstone Connections scope & sequence curriculum map)  
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My Bible First Curriculum All Levels 

My Bible Stories Beginners (ages 0-3): 1-year curriculum 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3: FB Quarter 4 FB 

The Very Best Book  1 Jesus helps His people  9 The birth of Jesus  9 A boy shares his lunch 9 

Jesus Makes the World  6 Ruth  Wise Men found Jesus 9 Mary shows her love 9 

The First Sabbath  20 Hannah’s prayer answered   The dedication 9 The good Shepherd 9 

I Can Choose (1st sin)   The Brave boy   The boy Jesus 9 Wise Man and foolish Man  9 

Leaving the Garden Home   Jesus cares for Elijah  Jesus says “no” to Satan 9 The people sing to Jesus  9 

God Washes the World   The Widow and the oil  Jesus goes to a wedding 9 Jesus died for us 9 

Unselfish Abraham   Elisha helps a kind lady  Jesus heals a little boy 9 Jesus lives again 9 

Isaac & Twin Boys   Little Maid  Ten sick men 9 Jesus goes back to heaven 9 

Jesus Cares for Joseph   Angels protect Elisha  The Widow’s mite 9 An angel helps Peter 12 

Baby Moses  Jonah runs away  Blessing the children 9 Stories about Paul 12 

Happiness Rules 10 Commandments 19 Daniel and His Friends  Zacchaeus finds a Friend 9 Paul and Silas 12 

God Cares for His People   The Fiery Furnace  Stilling the storm 9 Jesus is coming again 25 

The Twelve Spies   Daniel and the Lion’s den   Jesus helps a little girl  9 Living with Jesus  28 

 

Kindergarten/Primary: My Bible Lessons (ages 4-6/ages 7-9).  

A three-year cycle that introduces the great controversy and plan of salvation theme in chronological order from Genesis to 

Revelation. 

Year A 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Our Wonderful God 3 A bride for Isaac  Remember God’s special day  20 Up & down years  

Lucifer’s Sad Choice 8 Twins that weren’t alike  How we love others  The Call of Gideon  

God’s Beautiful Creation 6 Jacob’s new name  Broken promises  Little tests  

God’s Creation finished 6 Family problems  A dwelling place for God 24 Samson  

God gives a very special gift 20 Faithfulness rewarded  God’s beautiful Sanctuary  24 Faithful Ruth  

A very sad day 7 God prepares a Deliverer 3 Nadab and Abihu  Hannah’s prayer answered  

Two brothers choose  God show His Power  3 Two brave spies  Samuel hears God’s call   

Noah builds an ark  Free at last  Rebellion in the wilderness  Angel’s guard God’s Ark   

God’s promise in the sky  God’s promises a Marah  A sad mistake  Wanting to be like others  

Foolish builders  Food from Heaven  Balaam, the greedy prophet  King Saul becomes proud  

Selfishness never pays 7 Water from a Rock  The promised land at last   God chooses a new king  

Angels rescue Lot  God speaks His law 19 Blessings and curses  David and Goliath  

Abraham and Isaac trust God   How we love God  19 The Gibeonites   What jealousy does  7 
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Year B 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

The last days of Saul  Joash, the boy king  God’s happy surprise   The woman at the well 9 

King at last   Hezekiah, the praying king  An Angel’s special secret 9 Learning how to pray 9 

King David  Treasure found in the temple   God with us 9 A blink man sees 9 

A rebellious son  God’s special messengers  Led by a Star 9 Sermon on the Mount  9 

Building a house for God   Missionary prisoners  The boy Jesus  9 Jesus, the wonderful Healer 9 

From wisdom to foolishness   A King’s nightmare  Jesus, our example 9 Stories about seeds 9 

God cares for Elijah  The fiery furnace  Three terrible temptations  9 A very busy night 9 

Mount Carmel  The unseen Watcher  Calling the Disciples  9 Jesus’ mighty power 9 

Elisha accepts God’s call   In the lions’ den   Jesus cleans the temple  9 A missionary trip 9 

Blessing from Heaven   An orphan becomes Queen   Faithful unto death 9 Peter walks on water 9 

A faithful slave  The Queen who saved her people   The Healer rejected  9 Jesus’ love for everyone  9 

God’s care for His servants   Faithful builders  Teaching and healing  9 Visitors from heaven 9 

Four Lepers find food   Patient Job   Jesus, the Friend of sinners  9,10 Learning how to forgive  9 

 

Year C 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Remembering to say “thank you” 9 The triumphal entry 9 From doubts to belief 9 Delivered from prison  

The good Samaritan 9 Cleaning the Temple again 9 By the Sea again 9 Missionaries for Jesus   

A family shares their home 9 Jesus’ last visit to the Temple 9 Jesus returns to Heaven  9 Singing for Jesus  

 The party many people missed 9 Signs of Jesus’ coming 9 The Holy Spirit comes  5 Timothy, the young missionary  

Finding what was lost  9 Jesus tells some stories  9 A man who couldn’t walk  A very big fire  

Two lost sons 9 Using our talents for Jesus 17 The growing church  12 Staying true to God  

Blind Bartimaeus 9 The Last Supper  16 Broken promises  Paul says good-bye  

“Lazarus, come forth” 9 Jesus prays in Gethsemane 9 A night Visitor  Troubles in Jerusalem   

Jesus and the children  9 Peter’s denial 9 Seven special helpers   Almost persuaded  

The poor rich man 9 Betrayed and condemned  9 A faithful deacon  A runaway slave goes home   

Two rich men choose 9 Love’s greatest gift  9 Philip, the Missionary   Paul’s last days   

Workers in the vineyard 9 From death to life  9 Saul answer Jesus’ call   The day we have waited for 24 

A gift for Jesus 9 The Lord is Risen  9 Sharing Jesus’ love   
Heaven and a beautiful new 

world  
28 
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Junior/Teen: My Bible Says (ages 10 to 13).  

A three-year cycle focused on the Old Testament sanctuary, major prophecies of Daniel and Revelation, the apostasy, the 

reformation, and early advent history. 

Year A 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Just another book? 1 A faithful slave  Learning the hard way  A man after God’s own heart  

Before the beginning  6 God sent a Man  Advancing to Canaan  The high cost of sin 7 

And God said… 6 Learning and unlearning  Victorious by Faith  The wisest king  

A Sacred gift of time  Faithful in Affliction  The conquest of Canaan  The power of influence  

God’s great plan 8 A hardened heart  Gideon  Fearless for God   

A solemn appeal  A safe path  A might weak man   The Call of Elisha   

Two ways to go  Nothing lacking  Gleaning God’s blessings  Elisha’s faithful ministry   

A faithful Patriarch  God’s special treasure  Consecrated to God  Elisha’s closing ministry   

Abraham, Friend of God   God’s wonderful law 1 19 The last of the Judges  From crisis to crisis  

The Son of Promise  God’s wonderful law 2 19 Choosing to be like others   UP and down years   

Two boys choose  Make me a sanctuary 24 Failing the test  True and false prophets   

Hope for a Fugitive   Getting rid of sin   Training the leadership  Hope beyond Doom   

Learning to trust God  11 Consequences  7 Destroyed by pride   God’s faithful Prophets   

 

Year B 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Witnesses in Babylon  400 years of silence  Jesus the Life-giver 9 Seeking the lost 9 

Stories from Babylon  Light at last 9 Four kinds of soil  9 Jesus’ greatest miracle  9 

God’s fearless witness  The Child Jesus  9 Parables of God’s Kingdom 9 Rejecting the Son of God  9 

God’s prophetic puzzle 1 8 Victory in the wilderness  9 “Peace, be still” 9 The Kingdom of Grace  9 

God’s prophetic puzzle 2 8 Early ministry 9 The touch of faith 9 One thing missing  9 

Rebuilding the Temple  Cleansing the Church  9 The Bread of Life 9 Path to the Cross  9 

From orphan to Queen  The sinner’s Friend  9 Doubters and believers 9 Mary’s gift of love  9 

For such a time as this   Jesus rejected 9 Asking for Signs  9 Fruitless pretenders  9 

Revival and reformation   Teaching and healing  9 Who is the Greatest? 9 Without a wedding garment  9 

Patriots and Prophets  Choosing the Disciples  9 Teaching in His temple  9 Woes on the Pharisees  9 

Message from heaven 1  Blessings from heaven 1  9 The Lord is my Shepherd  9 A sad farewell 9 

Message from heaven 2  Blessings from heaven 2 9 Seeking His own  9 A servant of Servants  9 

Message from heaven 3  Blessings from heaven 3 9 Lesson on Service  21 He bore my sins  9 
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Year C 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Tried and condemned  9 Paul in Rome  Preserving God’s Word  1 The Midnight Cry 13 

The King on a cross  9 Letter from Rome  Heroes of the Reformation  13 Understanding the Disappointment  13 

It is Finished  9 Finishing the race  Luther Stands firm  13 An almost forgotten truth  13 

 He is Risen  9 Peter and John  The Light grows Brighter  13 Testing all things   

The gift of the Spirit  5 Don’t be deceived!  More fearless reformers  13 A foundation of truth   

The conversion of Saul  The fruit of rebellion  7 A refuge in the new world  13 Helped by God’s messenger 18 

Gospel to the Gentiles  Letters for Jesus 4 Rekindling the reformation  13 Organizing for service  13 

Paul and Barnabas  Deadly compromise   Light-bearers for God  13 Into all the world  13 

Searching the Scriptures   Paganizing the Church   High treason against God  8 A healing ministry  13 

Letters to the Churches   Apostasy   War against the truth  8 God’s work advances  13 

Turning the World Upside down   The Church persecutes   Warning signs  8 Caution! Counterfeits ahead  

Paul’s arrest   Spreading the Light   Announcing Jesus’ coming  13 Earth’s last, Solemn days   

Before Governors and Kings   Faithful Missionaries  13 Preaching the Advent  13 Sin’s separation ends   

 

Youth: Upstream (ages 14 and up).  

A six-year cycle focused on Biblical answers to basic life issues and how to withstand the strong current of the world.  

Year A 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Living by faith 11 Salvation: our greatest need  How God heals hearts  Preaching the Word  

Righteousness by faith 11 The wonderful Law of God  19 Preparing to be a spouse 23 Two are better than one   

Faith in the Old Testament   The Sabbath: a sacred day  20 Preparing to be a parent  23 Turning from Truth   

How faith works  11 The Sabbath objections and observance  20 Finding a good spouse 1 23 Walking in the Light  11 

Promises and faith 11 The Antichrist and Apostasy 8 Finding a good spouse 2 23 Answer from the Scriptures  1 

Forgiveness and faith 11 Special gifts for service  17 Finding a good spouse 3 23 Never out of danger   

Justification and justice  24 The blessed Hope: Jesus’ second coming  25 Choosing good friends  22 Sacrificing for the Truth   

Sanctification by loving Jesus  10 Preparing for Jesus’s second coming  25 Friendship with God  11 Lessons from 1888 - 1 13 

Look where You want to go   The Bible’s place in my life  1 Getting along with parents  23 Lesson from 1888 – 2  13 

When parents divorce  23 Choosing a partner 23 Re-creation not wreck-creation 22 First things first   

Cleanliness and Godliness  22 Why so many lambs?  Confession and repentance   Bread from Heaven  1 

Three Angel’s messages: an overview  13 Blessings and the Fear of God   Giving Glory to God   Time for Judgement   

The birth of Jesus  9 Family life and Holiness  23 Jesus as a Youth  9 Jesus’ first homecoming  23 
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Year B 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Not easy to save  Service in your home  21 Truth’s center and circumference   Walking with God 1 11 

God’s wisdom in Saving Man – 1  10 Serving your neighbors  21 Death and the Soul  26 Walking with God 2 11 

God’s wisdom in Saving Man – 2 10 Serving your Church  21 The last great delusion  8 What shall we read? 22 

 God’s wisdom in Saving Man – 3 10 Service in the Cities  21 The resurrection of the dead  26 What shall we say? 22 

The atmosphere of Grace  10 Serving the Sick 1 21 The great judgement 1 24 What shall we wear? 1 22 

The Fullness of Grace  10 Serving the Sick 2 21 The great judgement 2 24 What shall we wear? 2 22 

The Holy Spirit and Salvation 1 5,10 Serving with literature 1 21 The scared bond of marriage  23 Faithful in school  22 

The Holy Spirit and Salvation 2 5,10 Serving with literature 2 21 The Body of Christ  14 Knowing God’s voice  3 

The Holy Spirit and Salvation 3 5,10 Service to Youth  21 Present Truth   Changing your lifestyle  22 

Coping with pain  Social Networking   Dominion or Tyranny   When parents err  23 

The Light of the World  4 Prayer and Incense   The Chosen Priesthood   Our great high Priest   

The First Angel and Creation  6 Preaching the Message   What is Babylon?  How Babylon fell   

The Education of Jesus  9 Jesus and John  9 The Baptism of Jesus  9,15 The three temptations   

 

Year C 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

What God has done 1 3,10 Parental Authority  23 A Christian Patriot   Introducing Music and the Bible   

What God has done 2 3,10 Being a wise child  23 Daniel Two: the story   Beautiful Praise   

What God has done 3 3,10 Being a good friend 1  Daniel Two: the Prophecy   Music in the Temple   

The Gift of the Spirit  5 Being a good friend 2  Faithful in fiery trials   Music and Worship   

Salvation Issues  9,10 In but not of the world  22 The danger of prosperity  22 Musical taste   

Believing and Behavior  22 Bible romances  Handing writing on the wall   A Prophecy about music   

Legalism or Love?  Relating to Peer Pressure   A man of prayer   Musical training   

The folly of impenitence  7 Relation to reformation   Introducing Daniel 7 – 1   The Word in Song   

Conversion and the New Birth  15 Relating to Prophets   Introducing Daniel 7 – 2   Singing Evangelists   

Mission trips  Thoughts on Graduation   Introducing Daniel 8  Relating to Tares   

The centrality of Mercy  10 The Mercy Seat   Introducing Daniel 9  The Jewish Year   

Compelling the Conscience   Babylon’s wine   Introducing Daniel 10   A warning rejected   

An interview at night   At Jacob’s well   Daniel’s last vision   Jesus and the Lepers   
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Year D 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

The conversion of Saul  10 Our wonderful God 3 The World’s best sermons  God’s Friend on His knees   

The Converted life 10 Jesus the True Vine  4 Blessings from Heaven 1   The Interceding leader   

In Newness of life 10 Receiving the Holy Spirit  5 Blessings from Heaven 2  Coming to God in Crisis 11 

A radical change   God’s Good Government  19 Blessings from Heaven 3  The Power of Prayer and Song  11 

Philip the Evangelist   Church Organization   Agents of Blessing   Dedicatory Wisdom   

Zealous for Good Works   God-given Authority   Elevating God’s Law  19 Three Kings in Prayer   

Guarding the Thoughts   Competent Managers   The Heart of the Matter  19 Judgment and Deliverance   

Faith is the Victory  The Great Controversy  8 Do not worry   Hope under siege   

Acting on God’s Word   Ruin and Restoration   Communion with our Father  11 Exile and Restoration   

Our weakness His strength   Truth as it is in Jesus  11 Not judging but doing   The Ultimate Prayer warrior   

Christ Our Passover   The feast of Pentecost   The Feast of the trumpets  In the Savior’s steps  11 

The patience of the Saints   Who are the Saints?  Identifying the True Gospel   Ever-rising Incense   

Wisdom for Life’s traps   Demanding Signs   God-given Discretion  22 Prayer at History’s end  13 

 

Year E 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

Our First Allegiance  Parting blessing   Looking back to see ahead   The exiles return   

True Worship 11 Lama feet and blind hearts   The church in the wilderness   Time to build the Lord’s house   

Holy is His Name  22 Growing pains in the church  13 Unchaining the Words of life   Walking with Kings   

Lest We forget 20 Martyr’s blood is seed  13 Preacher of the Scriptures   The Holy City Restored   

Family Government  23 Pivotal turns  13 Champion of the Gospel 1   Builders on the wall   

The Sacred Gift of Life   Conflict and triumph  13 Champion of the Gospel 2  Enemy Plots foiled   

The Virtue of Purity  22 The Gospel to Asia Minor  13 Light breaks in France  13 True Revival and Reformation   

Respecting other’s rights  22 To Regions beyond  13 The progress of reform  13 Standing to the Covenant   

Always the exact truth   The world upside down: part 1 13 The pilgrim Fathers  13 Sabbath observance  20 

Content with God  Revivals, riots, and ministry: part 2 13 The Wesleyan Revivals  13 Unequally yoked  23 

Christ and His Law 19 Back to Jerusalem: Part 3 13 Heralds of the morning  13 Returning to God His due  21 

God’s law in my heart  19 Almost Persuaded: part 4 13 Hope and Disappointment  13 Parting of the Ways   

God’s law vindicated  19,20 Missionary in Chains – part 5  13 The Unfinished reformation  13 Wanted: Ezras and Nehemiahs   
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Year F 

Quarter 1 FB Quarter 2 FB Quarter 3 FB Quarter 4 FB 

The world of Esther  Faithful among the faithless (Noah)  A book with a blessing (Rev 1) 8 Rapid Review of Revelation 1-11 8 

Scattered among the heathen   Adversity and triumph (Job)   The center of the universe (Rev 4)  8 Waging war on God (Rev 13) 8 

Training a Queen   The peerless leader (Moses)   The victorious lamb (Rev 5) 8 The Great, final choice (Rev 13)  8 

Two remarkable women   Sister and co-laborer (Miriam)   Opening the Seven Seals (Rev 6)  8 Three urgent messages (Rev 14) 8 

Palace Conspiracies   Strength and weakness (Samson)   Seven letters from Jesus 1 (Rev 2)  8 Clean or filthy forever (Rev 15)  8 

Crisis in Persia  Devoted wife and mother (Hannah)   Seven letters from Jesus 2 (Rev 3)  8 The wrath of God (Rev 16)  8 

Wisdom and folly  Promises forfeited (Saul)   Who is able to stand? (Rev 7)  8 Great Babylon judged (Rev 17)  8 

Justice rendered   Converted in captivity (Manasseh)   The 7 trumpets 1 (Rev 8)  8 Great Babylon destroyed (Rev 18)  8 

God’s people delivered   The sanctified statesman (Daniel)   The 7 trumpets 2 (Rev 9)  8 The triumphant King of Kings (Rev 19 ) 8 

Deliverance celebrated   Forsaking All for Christ (Peter)  A prophetic movement (Rev 10)  8 The end of sin and death (Rev 20)  27 

God’s unnamed presence   Hope for a Wicked King (Herod)   Two faithful Witnesses (Rev 11)  8 The home of the Redeemed (Rev 21)  27,28 

Mordecai at the Gate   
Extreme Makeover (Mary 

Magdalene) 
 The woman and the dragon (Rev 12)  8 Face to Face at last (Rev 22)  27,28 

Fair as the Moon  Undaunted Missionary (Paul)   Three key themes in Revelation  8 An invitation to You  10,11 

(adapted from My Bible First scope and sequence program documents, 2011) 
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